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"To put it mildly, Publishing Partner

is a knockout program. It uses all

the features we have come to

expect in a publishing program... one
of the most powerful page assembly
packages ever."

"I highly recommend Publishing

Partner. Buy it... it will allow you to

create breathtaking documents on a

simple dot matrix printer."

"This is a powerful,competent and
thoroughly professional program,

and Soft Logik deserves every word
of praise heaped upon them."

"I like it! I think it's great! I think it's

fantastic!!! ...I really can't get over

just how good Publishing Partner

really is!!! If 1 sound excited, I am."

I m&C

,— * "Publishing Partner. ..a program

\ nfl-3
whose power and usefulness are

limited only by the imagination of

I
the person using it. ...I highly

<^^^\ recommend this program."

Publishing Partner Professional^

Look at these new Features!

• Smooth auto text flow around • Convenient updatable Spell

irregular shaped graphics Checker

• Auto hyphenation with exception • Recall attributes of all text for

dictionary improves readability editing convenience

• Precise Auto kerning with the • Precise snap to variable grid and

ability to save user defined guides option

kerning pairs . Zoom command {or accuracy

• Grouping of objects for quick cut, . Search and R |ace usj
copy, paste, and move operations

yariety o{ attri£utes
• Import Degas compressed, Easy

Varjabie h indents and
Draw, Hi res scanned pictures,

outdents
IMG files and more

„ . , • More fonts! Six included
• Import formatted word processing

files such as Word Perfect, First • View as many as 6 documents at

Word, Word Writer and more. one time and cut and paste be-

iii ,,,.,nn j tweenthem
• Helpful UNDO command

_ , , ., .... . , . • Accurate sizing of text in inches,
. Faster printing utilizing font

p|caS| poin, S]^ m^ Mo^
cacnlnS ciceros and 1/3600 of an inch

.Lock and Unlock objects tor page . Newt0olbox functions include
protection

arcs and Encapsulated Postscript

• "Move to Page" command file support

• Slant, Twist and Rotate both text • Load professional style sheets

and graphics in one degree or create them yourself using

increments the tag feature

ATTENTION
Publishing Partner'"

Owners
You can own Publishing Partner Profes-

sional for only $50 if we receive your
registration card postmarked no later

than 4/1/87. After that, updates will be
$99.

To order, send $50 plus $5.00 for

shipping to Soft Logik and we'll send

you Publishing Partner Professional with

all the new features and documentation!

-or-

Call 314-894-8608 (Visa/MC accepted)

HI
l^m Soft Logik Co-p"

PO Box 290071

St. Louis, MO 63129

(314) 894-8608 Fax (314)894-3280

+ This page created with Publishing Partner
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ANOTHER SUPRA VALUE!
Suggested Retail

5179«

Compatible

The SupraModem 2400 is 100% compatible with

industry-standard, intelligent "AT" commands and

all commonly used protocols {including Bell 103/

21 2A, CCITT V.22, and CCITT v.22bis). Since the

SupraModem operates asynchronously at 300,

600, 1200, and 2400 baud, you can communicate

at whatever rate you need to. All these features let

you use the SupraModem 2400 to connect with

most modems being used today.

Affordable

In addition to its low price, the SupraModem 2400

will save you money by letting you communicate at

2400 baud, thus decreasing your on-line time. The

SupraModem 2400 incorporates the advanced Intel

89024MS chip set. This design utilizes fewer parts,

assuring operation long after the one-year warranty

period.

K^Hj Supra Corporation

1133 Commercial Way / Albany, OR 97321 U.S.A.

Phone: (503)967-9075 / Fax: (503)926-9370

Telex: 5106005236 (Supra Corp)

The SupraModem 2400 is very easy to use. It

features autoanswer and autodial (tone and pulse)

for performing phone tasks, and it has a program-

mable-volume speaker for monitoring call progress.

Storing phone numbers and user configurations is

also simple because of the modem's programmable

nonvolatile memory.

These features and others are explained thoroughly

in the comprehensive SupraModem 2400

Operator's Manual. Once you understand the

basics, the modem's quick-reference card makes
finding command descriptions and other modem
information quick and simple.

And to make it even easier to begin telecomputing,

the SupraModem 2400 comes with introductory

packages for several popular on-line services.

Packages available for Atari ST and XL/XE
computers! The SupraModem 2400ST combines
the SupraModem 2400 with Omega Terminal™

software and an RS-232 cable for connecting the

modem to your ST. The SupraModem 2400A T
includes Express!™ software and an RS-232 cable.

Both are just $219.95 retail.

Available at Your Local Dealer

or Call (800) 727-8772 (Orders Only)

§ss&
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MarkWilliams Raises
C Programming TbANew Level.

New source level debugger, csd,

cuts development time
in half!

$>
«tf$r

FEATURES
Mark WiMiams C For the Atari ST

* Mew! Resource Editor includes compiler/

decompiler for direct access to

resource text

* New! Peephole optimization-taster com-
pile times and taster code

• Full access to AEWDI libraries

with complete documentation

and examples
• Source and object code tor RAM

disk cuts compile time in half

• Integrated edit/compile cycle:

editor automatically points to

errors.

• MicroEMACS full-screen editor

with commented source code

Full K & R plus ANSi extensions

• Microshell Command Processor.

a powerful UNIX style shell

• Complete symbolic debugger

and assembler

^fc
diff and more

• Over 600 pages of drjcumenialion

with more than 100 sample

programs

New! csrfC SPURGE DEBUGGER:

• Cuts development time in hall!

• Debug in C source code not

assembler

• Provides separate source, evalua-

tion, program and history windows

• Ability to set trace points and

monitor variables

Can interactively evaluate any C

expression

• Can execute any C function in your

program

• Trace back lunction

» On-line help screens

MARK WILLIAMS C FOR THE ATARI ST; $179.95

csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER: $69.95*

60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Now, on top of the

world's best C compiler,

Mark Williams brings you
csd, the world's only

source level debugger for

the Atari ST!

With csd, you actually

debug in C. Forget about

trying to find bugs in clunky

assembler and struggling

with long dumps, csd gives

you the interactive advan-

tages of an interpreter plus

the speed of a compiler. An
indispensable companion for Mark Williams C.

Reviewers have been raving about the IBM version

of csd for years:

"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment. . . a

definite aid to learning C and an indispensable toolfor pro-

gram development"
-William G. Wong, BYTE

"This is a powerful and sophisticated debugger built on

a well-designed, 'serious' compiler."

-Jonathan Sachs, Micro/SystemsJournal

WE'VE UPPED COMPILER
PERFORMANCE, TOO!

CpMo
cSo««

A»r

Our new Resource Editor

makes creating window
driven interfaces with icons,

alerts, pull down menus and
dialogue boxes a snap. And its

exclusive compiler/decompiler

lets you directly access

resources, making changes

quick and easy while simplifying project management.
Unparalleled compiler speed, fast, compact code,

complete utilities and outstanding documentation

have made Mark Williams C the preferred compiler

for the Atari ST. Reviewers enthusiastically agree:

"Mark Williams Cmay be the best implementation ofC
on the Atari ST to date. . . not onlyfor the experienced, profes-

sional developer, but alsofor the weekend programmer."

-George Miller, COMPUTE! 'SAtari STDisk and Magazine

".
. . the all-around best choicefor serious software

development on the ST."

-Douglas Weir, Analog Computing

COUNT ON AN UPSTANDING REPUTATION.

Mark Williams has been producing and improving

quality programming tools since 1976. A good reason

why the Mark Williams C compiler is the one chosen by

Atari. And just one more reason you should choose Mark
Williams, too.

SPECIAL UPDATE OFFER AVAILABLE NOW!

If you already own Mark Williams C, a special

update offer is available for version 3 .0 and csd by calling

Mark Williams. If not, there's never been a better time

to ask your Atari dealer about Mark Williams C and csd.

Or you can order by calling 1-800-MWC-1700.
(In Illinois, 1312-472-6659]

I

Mark
Williams
Company

1 430 W, Wrightwood, Chicago, IL 60614
© 1988 Mark Williams Company
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Zee
me introduce myself: I'm the new Editor here at START. For the last seven years,

I've owned four Atari computers, been a member of three Atari user groups and

read every Atari magazine that I could find. And as a long-time Atari owner

myself, I want to make sure that START is the magazine you want. If you see some-

thing in 5TART you like, write and tell us. If you see something you don't like, tell

us that, too. In other words, write!

This special Business issue has a lot here for you if you already use your Atari

in business -or if you think you might. To see how some businesspeople have

already put their STs to work, read Gigi Bissoris article, "Getting Down to Busi-

ness." If you're shopping for business software, "File It" will help you choose the

best database manager and "Figure It" will help you select a spreadsheet. Then

learn how the ST's graphics power can help your next business presentation in

"Show It"

Are you a newsletter editor? Is desktop publishing something you want to leam

more about? Then read Helmi Kobler's article "The ABC's of Desktop Publishing"

for a truly helpful and understandable tutorial.

And there's so much more in this issue that I can only hit the highlights; On the

music scene, Jamie Krutz reviews two new Sonus MIDI products and Mard Naman

takes you behind the footlights with the Pointer Sisters and their ST whiz, Greg

Whelchel. In "The Multipower ST," START Senior Editor Frank Hayes gives you the

latest word on ST multitasking and more. And Carol Brimeyer helps you New

Owners (and old!) ease the birthing pains of adding a new printer to your ST.

On this issue's START disk, three great disk utilities lead the way: the START

Selector, the Director and Lock & Key.

Copy the "START Selector" from your START disk into the AUTO folder on your

boot disk and it will replace the GEM Item Selector in almost any program you run

after booting up! The Director is a disk librarian with an important difference: you

can use your favorite database manager to sort and organize your hie list! And with

Lock &r Key, you can hide your disk hies from prying eyes-electronically.

Our main program this issue is Alex Leavens's CardSTak, a unique and powerful

free-form "card file" database manager You'll think of a dozen uses for CardSTak

the first time you try it- it's just that kind of program! Finally, if you're in the mood

for a little relaxation, try Wall Street, an extremely accurate (and playable) stock

market simulation by Tony Lovell.

Over the years, I've used Atari computers for everything from screenwriting to

courtroom computer graphics. I pushed the limits of my computers-and some-

times they pushed me past my limits. That's when I'd stop and take out my back

issues of Antic or START and look for help; I usually found it, too. I hope START

will do the same for you.

So enjoy this issue- read it, run the programs and then write and tell me what

you think. And if you like what you see, pick up that phone or pen and become a

START subscriber Thanks.

CyCv^^X^. J/Lq^-~*-

Andrew Reese

Editor

START, The ST Quarterly
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SST: The Sequencer

That Soars Above The
Competition.

Expand your musical horizons with the power
and technology of the SST 24 Track MIDI
sequencer from Sonus. The SST's sophisticated

editing commands will enable you to unleash the

full power of your MIDI instruments. From the MIDI event

level to global commands, the SST Super Sequencer will

provide the ultimate in musical performance. Complete and

ready to use, the SST comes with detailed documentation, two
MIDI cables and appropriate disks. Best of all, you can get the

SST's sky high sophistication at a down to earth price. The
SST Super Sequencer is available at all fine music stores for a

suggested retail of SI f.9.95.

From Sonus.
For the Atari 520/1040 ST
Sonus Corporation, 21(30 Strathern St., Suite H, Canoga Park, CA 91304 USA
Sonus International, LTD., P.O. Box 18, Wokingham, Berkshire RG1 1 4BP England

(818) 702-0992 • Telex: 650-297-9928 • England 44 0734 792699



DIALOG BOX

WANTS TO PROGRAM
GREAT ST GRAPHICS
I've been an 5T owner for over two years

and have formerly owned an Apple II

and Commodore 128. 1 learned both

BASIC and assembly language for those

computers from books and magazines,

and I'm now learning GFA BASIC and

assembly for the ST.

The ST has been out several years

now and yet the information available

on how to program arcade graphics is

coming out too slowly. This is a plea, on

behalf of myself and the other hobbyist

programmers out there, for a sharing of

information. There are some people out

there who have mastered the STs

graphics and could teach us a lot, if

they were willing. A lot of programming

examples in magazines and books have

a lot of information about GEM. GEM is

fine, but what I think most of us really

want is information on how to get

sprites on the screen and move them

smoothly and animate them.

What's more, the information must

be made understandable to those of us

who haven't a lot of time to study. Ein-

stein once said that there is nothing so

complicated that it can't be made un-

derstandable to someone of average in-

telligence. An expert programmer, when

working with a good writer/ teacher,

could write a good manual to help us.

When I saw [vlegaroids 1 thought C

was the answer to fast graphics pro-

gramming in a high-level language, but I

discovered that much of the critical

coding for that program was in assem-

bly. I believe that with assembly subrou-

tines, Megaroids could have been ex-

ecuted in GFA BASIC as well. What we

need are machine language subroutines

that can move sprites and do page flip-

ping that can be incorporated into GFA

BASIC programs. I realize there are

some trade-offs in speed if BASIC is

NO
START
DISK?

Every issue, START features great pro-

grams on disk. If you bought this

issue of START without the disk,

you're missing out!

START is available with the disk for $14.95, but for those of you who want to

read START first, it's available without the disk for $4.

If you want the full version of START, you can order the companion disk by

calling the Disk Desk toll-free at (800) 234-7001. Our Customer Service

specialists are on duty from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Pacific time. Or you can

order your disk by mail using the order form inserted into this issue. Each disk

is $10.95 plus $2,00 shipping and handling.

CALL (800) 234-7001

!

used, but with the right subroutines, I

believe GFA BASIC can accomplish in

software the same speed that C-128 BA-

SIC 7.0 accomplished with its built-in

hardware sprites.

"There

is nothing

so complicated that

it can't be made

understandable to

someone of average

intelligence."

In looking over the ST information

available from books and magazines, f

feel that too much space is wasted on

GEM, windows, ROM routines, the AES,

VDI, etc. What we want is a BASIC that

will allow easy sprite manipulation,

scrolling, sprite priority handling, etc.,

but with the great resolution and full

palette of colors the ST offers.

Any ideas?

Steve Callaway

Anaheim, CA

Ifyou haven't already, check out Special

Issue #2 ofSTART, Music and Graphics.

There is a program on that issue's disk, The

Cartoonist, that letsyou define sprites from

DEGAS-compatible pictures and move

them about the screen. Best of all, on the

disk are ail the assembly language routines

you need to use these sequences in your

own programs as well as a text file to ex-

plain how the routines work.

Business Issue, i



Word Processing for people

who have more creativity

than time.
Have you ever wished there was an easier way

to show everyone the ideas in your mind? If so,

then let us give you several reasons why

WordUp can broaden your ability to express

yourself, by thinking more like ^^^^
you do.

First of all, you'd probably like

to add the visual impact of pic-

tures and charts to your papers.

No problem! With WordUp you

can place and size pictures from

popular paint programs any-
^~^~

where on the page and the text will automati-

cally flow around them. Also, as you make

changes, pictures stay with the text you

wanted them to be with.

Wouldn't it be nice to always see what the

printout is going to look like? No problem! In

WordUp, everything from line justification to

the different sizes and types of characters you

use are shown on the screen as they will ap-

pear on the printed page. Even footnotes are

now easily added and edited on screen just as

they will appear when printed.

Tired of being restricted to the same old

built-in printer fonts? No problem! In

WordUp, you can use any size or types of

characters on the same line. In fad, we bet

you've seen some really nice Macintosh fonts

that vou'd like to use on vour Atari ST and

MEGA. No problem! Now, with our new pro-

gram FONTZ! ($34.95), you can use those

character sets, and ones created for the

Amiga, Degas Elite, and Hippoword with

WordUp
Word processing for those of us who need more

than just words to express ourselves!

WordUp or the many other programs that use

GEM fonts. Also, FONTZ! easily creates new

character sizes for your screen and printer.

And what if you need a special character that

is not supplied with WordUp? No problem! You

and FONTZ! can make a quick change to a

character set or whip up an entirely new one

from scratch. FONTZ! even helps you design

logos and access them with a single keystroke.

You're probably wondering whether

WordUp has the power to handle your more

complex word processing needs. No problem!

WordUp has all the features you expect and

more, like: full GEM interface with multiple

windows • cut and paste • glossary & mail

merge * spell checker & thesaurus support

• master pages • multiple character styles

m
left, center & right line justification •

separate formattingfor document section

& paragraph • automatic reformatting

* automatic word wrap & pagination •

variable line spacing * variable superscript

^^^m & subscript * search & replace •

disk operations * menu & key-

board commands • left-right-

center & decimal tabs * draft

printing * flexible page-date &

time enumeration * Ascii text

importing and exporting • vari-
^^^™

able page size * configurable •

reasonable upgrade policy • programming

pipelinefor added versatility. . . and more

Available Now!

NEOCEPT
908 Camino dos Rios, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

For more information call 1(805)498-3840

Orders and Dealer Inquiries 1(800)666-8766

WordUp -Neot ran Engtoeetiaj .'.
i Iga Conn adore taigt; MuSatosli Vpph comjxitef uo&r license from Macintosh Conpuu

]>Kii-b l-.litf-H;iiHTH's imliiili-ri: L'-!-:M-:):l
:
fc^rj III M .W.ii.V ~AI;iri ijirp.

Copyright ©NST Woimii r.-iuinccrinu U n.shi.srt-.SL'ri-fil ':'r;iili:ii;:i* iil'\:'!'iri:r. tininsiTim:
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DIALOG BOX

AN OPEN LETTER
TO INFOCOM
Having read the announcement in the

Winter 1987 START that Infocom is

abandoning Atari 8-bit computers and

severely limiting new releases for the ST

series, 1 just had to write to express my

displeasure. 1 own both of these fine

machines and have been a loyal Info-

com player for many years. (I own 23 of

their games.)

To Infocom: I urge you to reconsider

your decision. Many companies which

have been hesitant about releasing soft-

ware for the Atari machines are chang-

ing their minds: Broderbund, Electronic

Arts, Springboard and your own sister

company, Activision.

Please don't make the mistake of

abandoning the large Atari audience

both in the US. and abroad. We have

come to expect only the best from Info-

com, but now, we are being treated like

second-class customers.

Thank you for your attention.

Cody A. Michael

Morton, IL

HOW TO USE ST WRITER
I'm writing this letter under the most

difficult conditions with my brand-new

1040 ST, Brother M-1409 printer and ST

Writer from your Fall 1987 issue

It may come as a shock to you, but

many computers are purchased today

by first-time users, like me. And I de-

mand, for the large amount of money I

spent on my system, to be able to use it.

And that may mean being led through

the program step-by-step. I found the

Atari manual barely comprehensible,

the printer manual tells you everything

about the device except how to use it,

and 1 think ST Writer was designed for

an 18-year-old with 30 years of com-

puter experience.

I have managed to get documents to

print out, but I have this feeling that I'm

stuck in 1st gear when I was promised

five on the floor! And yes, there are in-

structions, but they scroll down like the

wind.

Help!

Tony Scatena

College Point, NY

Thtr ST Writer manuals on the Fall

1987 and Winter 1987 START disks arc in

ST Writer format. To print out the manual:

• Unarc STWR1TER and STWMAN, (al-

lowing the disk instructions.

• Double-click on STWR1TER.PRG.

• Turn on your printer and make sure it is

connected properly.

' Type L to load the manual.

Because of the great length of the

files in BATTLE.ARC in the Spring

1988 issue of START, it can't be un-

arced directly onto a single-sided

disk. You will get an error message

during unarcing and Battle for the

Throne won't run. You can, however,

unarc BATTLEARC onto a double-

sided or hard disk.

If you have two disk drives (or a

single-sided disk and a RAM disk),

put ARCX.TTP onto a disk in drive

A: and BATTLE.ARC on the second

disk. Double-click on ARCX.TTP,

then type the second drive name, a

backslash and the filename (e.g.

B:\BATTLE.ARC). Press Return and

the files will unarc onto the disk in

drive A.

If you have a single-sided single-

drive system without a RAMdisk,

first run ARCX.TTP following the

Disk Instructions-be sure you are

not in low resolution mode. You will

get an error message; c

When you return to the Desktop,

click on the file BATTLE.PAS and

drag it to the Trashcan. (If you are in-

terested in studying the source code,

copy BATTLE.PAS to a new disk be-

fore doing this.) A dialog box will

ask you if you really want to delete

the file-answer Yes. Now, rename

BATTYPE.PAS as BATTLE.PAS; click

on BATTYPE.PAS and select "Show

Info . .
." from the File option on the

menu bar When the dialog box ap-

pears, press the Escape key, type in

the new name BATTLE.PAS and

press Return.

You have now replaced the origi-

nal 79K file BATTLE.PAS with a

smaller file having the same name.

Now run ARCX.TTP again on the

same disk, type in BATTLE.ARC and

press Return. As ARCX runs, it will

ask you if you want to overwrite each

file that appears on the disk. Type N
and press Return at the prompt until

you reach the two files TERRAIN

.NEO and TITLEPAG.NEO. Type Y

and press Return to overwrite these.

(The first time you ran ARCX it may

have cut off one or the other of these

files when it ran out of disk space)

Now, when you get back to the

Desktop, you will have a working

version of BATTLE.PRG with the pic-

ture files intact. If you are not in-

terested in studying the source code,

delete all files from the disk except

BATTLE.PRG, TITLEPAG.NEO and

TERRAIN.NEO. Remember that you

must run Battle for the Throne in

low resolution.



Drafix 1. Turn your ST into a

powerful CAD tool for just $195."

The first serious CAD package

for the ST.

Drafix 1 is loaded with drawing,

designing and editing functions that Atari

users have never seen before.

— Unlimited zooms and pans for

extremely detailed work.

— Draw lines, arcs, circles, pointmarkers,

polygons and ellipses. Select any of 16

pens, 256 layers, 8 line types, 32 point

marker types, 14 cross hatch patterns

and solid fill for tremendous design

versatility.

— Flexible automatic dimensioning of

lines, angles and arcs in the alignment

that's best adapted to your workstyle.

— Draw in English or metric units.

— Automatic calculation of areas and

perimeters.

— Precise positioning using snap modes.

— Use ortho lock to draw vertical,

horizontal or normal lines.

— Keyboard input optional in absolute,

relative and polar coordinates allows

you to draw to the precision of

'OOOOOOI accuracy.

— Powerful editing function that lets you

stretch, shorten, trim, bevel, round

and fillet, erase, unerase and more.

— Transform and copy commands allow

copying, moving, rotating and align-

ment of items. Mirror objects about

any axis and merge drawings together

for true computerized cut and paste

— Plus many more features that can

usually be found only on sophisticated

packages costing S2,O0O-S3,OOO.

Yet with all of its power, Drafix is one

of the easiest software packages you'll

ever use

A breakthrough in screen design

and user interface.

Drafix 1 features a second generation

user interface— the Dynamic Screen

Menuing System. This means all of the

menus are visible at all times— there's no

need to memorize menu hierarchies.

A "roll down" menu automatically

appears to display all of the available

options and a single keystroke or pointer

device let's you make your selection

"on the fly."

Its powerful features and ease of use

makes Drafix 1 ideal for everyone from

the hobbyist or student designing a

simple room layout to the top design

engineers at NASA.

New options available now!

• DotPlotter

— Provides hi -resolution output to dot

matrix and laser printers

• General Symbols Library

• Professional Symbols Libraries

Proven CAD software for only S195.

Although Drafix 1 is newly available

for the Atari ST it's been around long

enough to be described by PC Magazine

and others as "The best CAD buy in

town" with "Incredible performance

for the price."

Turn your ST into a powerful CAD tool.

Use our toll-free number to order

Drafix today.

Pointerprompts display

current mouse or digitise

button functionsfor

Item attributes, component and

grid snaps can be selected "on the

fly"for speed and accuracy.

Menus remain visible

continuously lo eliminate

memorization.

Powerful drawing functions

include arcs, ellipses, cross-

bing solid fill, parallel

'anil perpendicular lines and

many others.

Flexible, automatic

dimensioning system is

powerful, easy-to-use

and adaptable to your

work style.

DRAFIX 1 CAD
ON1Y $195
Call for the name of your local Drafix

dealer or place your toll-free order today.

1-800-231-8574
Visa, MasterCard or ext. 950
American Express welcome.

30-day money back guarantee

it you're not completely satisfied.

FORESIGHT
932 Massachusetts

RESOURCES CORP.

Lawrence, KS 66044 913/841/1121

Dealers, contact us direct or call

one of these distributors:

Horizon Computers/Denver, CO/
1-800-223-2487 ext. 133

IMSt/San Rafael, CA/1-300-222-4723

(In Calf, call 1-800-562-4723)

Kenfil Distribution/Van Nuys, CA/
1-800-662-0505

Micro-D/SantaAna, CA/1-8Q0-M!CR0D1

Message center displays step - by -

step instructions and other useful

status information.
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DIALOG BOX

• Type 5TWMAN.TXT (ifyou have the

Winter 1987 issue) or STWMAN (ifyou

have the Fall 1987 issue).

• Type P to print the manual

Press return at the prompts until the

document begins to print.

Ifyou don't have a printer, or ifyou

want to read the printer configuration in-

structions before printing anything out, you

can read the manna! on the screen by typ-

ing E instead of P. Use the arrow keys to

scroll down the document.

Since you said the instructions were

"scrolling down like the wind, " you proba-

bly tried to read the manual by double-

clicking on STWMAN.TXT on the desktop

and then clicking on Show. This feature is

designed to work for ASCII text files; the

problem is that ST Writer uses its own file

jormat. You should never try to read ST

Writerfiles this way; you won't be able to

control the scrolling to read what's on the

screen, nor will you be able to stop the

scrolling before the end of the file without

turning of] the computer.

Do you have questions about using

your ST? Is there something you're

not clear about? Every issue, START'S

editors listen to your comments and

answer your questions in Dialog Box.

Let us hear from you! Our address is:

Dialog Box
START

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

Or leave us a message on CompuServe

using the Antic Online Mailbox—just

log on and type GO ANTIC.

RECORDING MACRO KEYS

On page 61 of START'S Winter 1987 is-

sue, you state that STARTKey cannot

"record" macros. Could you please ex-

plain this shortcoming of your other-

wise wonderful program? (By the way,

thanks for the inclusion of the Dvorak

keyboard layout in STARTKey!)

Edward Lafitte

Staten Island, NY

Some programs that allow macro crea-

tion, such as WordPerfect, let you create

macros by storing a keystroke sequence as

_you type it. To use STARTKey, on the other

hand, you have to describe each macro in

an ASCII file, compile the macro file and

then load the compiled macro definitions

into STARTKey.

BRAin HTnRm
30 Megabyte hard drive

5V<" 360k PC type or

31/2"720kdiskrJrive

Real time clock

4 AC outlets in back

AC control in front

Surge protector

' Cooling fan
' Cables included
' Software included

'ONLY $849.95 V

BRAIN STORM
911 E PIKE SUITE 325, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98112

206 324 6809
VISA/MASTERCARD ORDERS WELCOME

,4 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WHAT
CAN CRJCIT

DO FOR YOUR
BUSINESS?

cricit is an integrated Cash Register &
Inventory Control package so complete that

you can give your old cash register notice! CRICIT
ties together many of the facets of running your
business. Here's what CRICIT can do for you:

• Complete cash register functions

Flexible inventory control for 65,500 products
• Daily, period and yearly reporting

Price/product labels with optional bar code
• Coupon issue and redemption(fixed or % of sale)

• Customized receipts, coupons, inventory and
reporting

• Ready-to- mail purchase orders with automatic

re-order calculation

• Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks

• Mailing lists in list and label formats
• Lay-aways, auto-discounts, stock searches
• Between-store reporting via modem
User-friendly error correction and training manual

$219 U.S. / $299 Can.

Contact your dealer or

send check/MO to:

N

i

l e & Sol'lw .ire. Inc.

103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario

Canada N2G 1W1

(519) 744-7380

Visa & MasterCard Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Welcome
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Since 1981

Lyco Computer
Marketing & Consultants

NX-1000 Panasonic
1091i jfi

Model II

$199 95

PRINTERS

SEIKOSHA
SP 180Ai

$129 95

,

mm.
NL-10 w/oCarr 1159.95

NH-10 5339.95

Toshiba

DIABLO
535 . $779.95

Panasonic
091

1

S179.95
$199.95

. .
$31995
$409.95

- $459.95

3131 . . S299.95
3151 .. .. $479.95

KXP 4450 L J- e' $CALL

1S24 24 Pin $559.95

Fax Partner $589 95

OKIDATA
Oklma1s2tJ Si 19

Ok'maln 20 w.cai $179.95

12U . $189.95

IBu $219.95

EPSON
LXBO0 SI 79.95

FX86E $279.95
FX2B6r ..$424.95
EXBOO S399.95
EX1000 .

$469.95

LO500 . . 3309.95

LQ1000 w/traCt<H . $549.95

L.Q2500 S819.95

GQ3500 $LOW
LQB5Q ,.$489.95

LQ1050 $659.95

BROTHER

SEIKOSHA
SP 1B0A $129.95

SP 1200AJ $165.95

SP 1200AS RS232 $165.95

SL BOA $299.95

MP13(X.A, $269.95

MP53XA. $399.95

MP542CA $879,95

SK300C A $339.95

SK3005 A $419.95

SPB 10 SCALL

SL 130Ai $599.95

ICITIZEN
120 I)

182 • $.>25.95

192 $309 95

193. $44995

292 w.m-ortoco $-149.95

293 w nloifase 15BS.95

294 a ir-|e'ta-:e $819.95

393 $955.95

11709 $475

Twinwi in- r. Do" t, Daisy $899

M1724L $599

HR20 $339

HF140 $569

HR60 ..„.„.„.. $70995

$169.95
180 C $189.95

MSP-10 $259.95

MSP 40 $309.95
MSP 15 $349.95

MSP 50 S399.95
MSP4S $459.95

MSP-55 $539.95
Ptemioio 35 $499.95

Tribute 224 $649.95

AATARI
520 ST Computer

• Built-in

Drive

• Thomson
4120
Monitor

$769
95

AATARI—. AATARI

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-233-8760
New PA Wats: 1-800-233-8760

Outside Continental US Call: 1-717-494-1030

520 ST FM Mono $675.95

520 STFM Cola- $819.95

1040 ST Moon $7B9.95

1040 ST Colo- $975.95

SF 314 Disk DriW $219.95

Indus GT Alan drive $169.95
SHD 204 20 MEG Dnve $579.95

XM301 Moden-. $42 95

SX212 Moden $89 95

GTS 100 (3.5" DSDD ST) $195.95

CUSTOMER SERVICE
9AM to 5PM, Mon.- Frf.

1-717-494-1670
r̂e

s ' c

520 ST-FM
Mono System

$675 95

Risk Free Policy

PRICE GUARANTEE
-J') Since 1981. we tiavc led Iib industry &y caniiiimn:, m oil

Sjl providing

S desire, ihi

ie oversigril we do nol i siiinping. AH n

M S5.00 plus 3% lor prionly

;ash, add 4% lor MasterCaf
:learance before shipping V

r. NO deposit on CO. D.ord.
$50 wiih the Conlinanlal I

dsaleslax APO, EPCan-1 in

ly mail. Advertised prices si

d VISA. Personal the

1-800-233-8760 CIRCLE 015 ON READER SERVICE CARD
0/
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The Atari Line
These are busy days at Atari. The Atari

SLM804 Laser Printer has finally

begun to arrive at authorized Atari

dealers; at $1,999, it can print at 300

dots per inch or emulate a Diablo 630

printer, and comes with two full disks

of fonts. Microsoft Write is now

available, too -it's $129.95, and though

it will work with almost any printer you

can connect to an ST, it's specially tuned

to work with the SLM804.

Even more exciting is what's coming

next. The very long-awaited Atari CD-

ROM drive made an appearance at the

Microsoft CD-ROM conference this

spring- it can store up to 540

megabytes, play standard music CDs

(it's got a built-in headphone jack and

remote control), and will work with

available CD information disks such as

the Grolier Encyclopedia, Microsoft's

Bookshelf, or any CD-ROM in High

Sierra format. There's an interface card

to use it with IBM PC-compatible

computers, and of course it works with

any ST or Mega-you can even play

music CDs using an ST desk accessoiy!

The player should be in the stores by

summer, at a suggested retail price of

$599. That's about half the $1,200 price

of Apple's newly announced CD-ROM
drive, which isn't MS-DOS or High Sierra

compatible.

And a new version of the transputer-

based Abaq workstation should be

showing up at the Hannover Fair in

West Germany. The current rumors say

it uses a 20 MHz 68030, a chip so new

it wasn't even available last November,

when the Abaq made its debut. But it

still has a maximum resolution of 1,280

by 960 pixels-and a "low res" mode

that offers 512 by 480 resolution with

16 million different colors!

10 Megs on a
Floppy?
Supra's family of 20-, 30- and 60-

megabyte hard drives for the ST now

has a new member-a 10-megabyte

(loppy drive, the SupraDrive FD-10 -for

only $895.

According to Mark White, [he head

of technical support for Supra, there are

several advantages to the FD-10. "One

way of using it is as a fast backup

device for a hard disk. Of course, you

can also take one disk out and put

another disk in, so you can also use it

continued on page 16

Crosstalk
The computing world is becoming ST-compatible.

Item: At this spring's MacWorld Expo in San Francisco, several companies

displayed Macs that had been "remanufactured" into laptops and the like. But only

one company- Computer Spectrum of Burlingame, CA-was displaying a real Mac

clone; an Atari ST running Magic Sac. The Macintosh crowd knew a good thing

when they saw it: Computer Spectrum went through their entire supply of flyers

on the first day.

Item; IBM recently announced that more than one million PS/2 computers have

been shipped. The PS/2s are the IBM computers that use ST-compatible 3Vi-inch

disks. It was just last year that IBM finally shifted to the disk format the ST has

used since 1985.

Item: With the addition of a 5 W -inch drive like Supra's FD-10 (see above) or the

Microbyte B drive from Paradox, the ST can use all varieties of IBM floppies,

including high-density disks. And with the Translator from Data Pacific the ST can

also read and write Macintosh disks.

Item; There may soon be a translator for the Mac, too. Code-named "Lumpy," it

was designed by The Engineering Department Inc. to let Macs read IBM disks-and

ST disks as well. However, it's still in the prototype stage. And though Apple refuses

to comment, every Mac SE and Mac II will soon come with the ability to read ST

disks built in, in the form of a new disk controller chip called SWIM (for "Sander

Woz Integrated Machine").
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as a stand-alone device It reads and

writes at about the same speed as a 10

MB hard drive-about 3 to 4 times as

fast as an ordinary floppy drive. The

other thing about this drive is that it

can also read 1.2 meg and 360K

floppies for the IBM PC."

How can Supra fit 10 megabytes on

a floppy disk? The FD-10 uses specially

formatted quad-density disks that cost

$39.95 each. That sounds expensive,

but each disk holds the equivalent of

about 14 double-sided or 28 single-

sided ST disks.

But how safe is your data on a very-

high-density floppy disk? "So far, all of

our testing indicates that the reliability

is very good," says White "We've been

testing for many hours on end for the

last six months. We've also been

carrying the drives around to computer

shows, and they've taken quite a bit of

abuse-they really get knocked

around-but we've had no problems."

The SupraDrive FD-10 is $895 from

Supra Corporation, 1133 Commercial

Way, Albany, OR 97321; phone (503)

967-9075.

Business by Radio
If you live in one of 11 select cities, you can now get news and business informa-

tion beamed directly to your computer by radio. About 1,000 items per day are

available on a new service called Executive One which includes Standard and

Poor's Market and Financial Reports, Associated Press Online Business Week, PR

Newswire and Stock Market Quotes.

It's not an inexpensive investment, though. You need a special FM receiver

($500) and you may need a satellite dish as well ($150/month), plus software

($150) and cables ($19.50), the basic monthly service fee ($49.95/month) and

installation (up to $300). And all this is designed for an IBM PC, so you'll also

need pc-ditto ($89.95). Total: about $1,000 down and $200 each month. (There

are also premium services that can cost up to $100 more each month.) That

sounds like a lot, but with no hourly fees or phone bills it's less than some heavy

CompuServe and Dow Jones users spend each month.

For more information, contact McGraw-Hill Information Management Co., 1221

Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020; phone (212) 512-4551.

16 Business Issue. 1988

Dot Dot Dot . . .

Titus Software is a new name in the ST

world; the company will be importing

best-selling ST games from Europe

beginning with Crazy Cars, a road-

racing game, for $39.95. . . . ICD will

now be publishing and distributing all

OSS products. That includes Personal

Pascal, the most popular version of

Pascal for the ST. , . ,

Computenapplications' new II in an ST

will let you run Apple II software on

your ST at better than 50 percent of

normal Apple 11 speed. That's fast

enough that most Apple games and

educational software will work fine . . .

If you're looking for MIDI for the ST, this

is the place: Music Expo '88 is billed as

"the world's largest showcase for music

and music-related products." It's at the

Long Beach Convention Center, near

Los Angeles, from April 29 to May 1,

1988. . . . Prospero Fortran for GEM is

Prospero's new Fortran compiler for the

ST, replacing Pro Fortran-77. The new

version is completely GEM-based. . . .

Did you know that WordStar 3.0 and

dBase II are now available for the ST?

The catch is, these popular programs

from the IBM world are only available in

Germany. . . . The new version of ST

BASIC is available almost everywhere-

it's included with every ST-but it's not

compatible with the original

version. ... If you've got a hot tip or an

interesting product for the ST, we'd like

to hear from you. Let us know at News,

Notes & Quotes, START, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.
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WordPerfect in Every Way
If you're looking for software that takes full advantage of your

Atari's capabilities while providing an extensive range of features,

look no further.

WordPerfect offers the power you need with features like Col-

umns, Indexing, Merge, Macros, Speller, and Thesaurus. You'll

find them useful for everything from simple memos to complex

reports. All features are easily accessed using the Atari mouse

and pull-down menus, or WordPerfect's standard keystrokes.

WordPerfect's GEM-based design taps the Atari's resources with

ready access to desktop accessories, full color adjustment for

color monitors, a definable mouse pointer and cursor, and the

ability to move and size up to four windows. And WordPerfect

is written in assembly language to take full advantage of the

Atari's speed.

WordPerfect Corporation offers Atari users the stability of a

proven product, produced by a reliable leader in software man-

ufacturing. With full documentation, toll-free customer support,

and free software upgrades, your investment will be profitable

for years to come.

Expand your options with WordPerfect- the most powerful word

processor you can buy for the Atari ST. For a demonstration,

contact your local dealer.

WordPerfectCOR PORATION
1555 N. Technology Way - Orem, UT 84057

Tel: (801) 225-5000 - Telex: 820618 FAX: (801) 227-4288

WordPedeL'tis;i:-L'^=tL-:v!M:-;id!., r.i;]rki!f
,

.\ri:-dl
1

t-r:"'.' lM C r
.i p: :i\-: t:i in Ail other products and brand

rtarrtL'S are te^L^d '.raduiiiirks or :radfi:i:;:ki, of tht-ir i-tiwctivL: ciimpanies.
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EXTRA
ISSUES!

•••••••••*••••••••••••••••••
Now START
8 Times Per Year-
Still Only $39.95!

That's right! START, the Number 1 Atari ST
magazine has doubled itsfrequency.

Subscribe today and throughout

the next year you will receive

8 issues of START, each with

its own disk filled with word

processors, graphics and

music software, time-saving

tax templates and plenty of

games. All this and you save

an incredible 70% off the

newsstand price.

Subscribe today and learn

about MIDI, Desktop

Publishing, Laser Printers,

CD-ROM, Desktop Video,

Multi-tasking and so much

more. And with the variety

of useful programs on disk,

you are ready to use the

Atari ST in ways you never

dreamed.

With the in-depth features,

the monthly columns, the

great ads and of course the

disk full of programs, this

really is the ultimate

subscription offer for you,

the Atari ST user.

SubscribeToday
Call

Toll Free

800-234-7001
(6ani-6pni PST. Monday-Friday)

INSIDE
Every Issue Includes:

START —MIDI and Music

~.
fg —Online

.~~M —Entertainment

iHi ~*w fc —New Owners

s3£ see ~™- Column

— J ™ '

J ^_ :

—New Products

—News Briefs

j——-
J™.**" —Graphics
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Finally—True
Desktop
Publishing
Timeworks Inc., makers of Word Writer

ST, Data Manager ST and Swiftcalc, has

just released the Timeworks Desktop

Publisher ST. Completely GEM-based,

Publisher ST allows you to do word

processing, page layout and graphics, all

with amazing speed and ease. The word

processor lets you cut, copy, paste and

replace text; the page layout functions

allow you to load graphics and text and

Timeworks' Desktop Publisher ST.

mix them in an enormous variety of

forms. You can load hies from Word

Writer ST (or any ASCII text file), load

pictures from many ST drawing pro-

grams (or create simple graphics from

within the program), and merge them

into beautiful sales reports, brochures,

newsletters and more. Publisher ST also

includes drivers for 9- and 24-pin

printers and laser printers, including

ones equipped with Postscript. This

may be the one to beat, folks. Desktop

Publisher ST, $129.95. Timeworks, Inc.,

444 Lake Cook Rd., Deerfield, IL

60015, (312) 948-9200, (800)

535-9497.

On the other hand, the one to beat it

might be Calamus, the new desktop

publishing program from ISD Marketing

(VIP Professional and Masterplan).

Calamus boasts a complete GEM inter-

face, and features full text and docu-

ment processing, layout design, a

presentation graphics generator, bitmap

graphics editor and font editor Print

your work out on dot matrix printers,

Cyber Upgrade
Cyber Paint, Antic Software's combination paint/animation/post-production pro-

gram has been upgraded to Version 2.0. Version 2.0 has many new features, in-

cluding an all-new Color menu that lets you change your animation sequence pal-

ette perframe, and do color fades, blends and cycling over any range of frames. 2.0

also includes automatic traveling mattes, an enhanced antialiaser, outline (for neon

effects), striking pixel effects such as "Crystalize" and "Shatter," and many more

ieatures. Registered owners of Cyber Paint 1.0 can get the upgrade by sending in

S25 plus the origjrva.ldi.sk. Cyber Paint 2.0, $79.95. Antic Software, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107, (415) 957-0886; (800) 234-7001,

Postscript or non-Postscript laser

printers, or photo-typesetter machines

such as the Linotronic. Calamus also in-

cludes a spelling checker, hyphenation

dictionary, multiple chart forms,

graphics pad support and 16 different

typefaces. Requires one megabyte. C-'

mus, $349.95. ISD Marketing, Inc..

2651 John Street, Unit #3, Markha

Ontario, Canada, L3R-2W5, (416)

479-1880.

Viva!
Here's a late-breaking item: VIVA, an

icon-based scripting language for mak-

ing presentation graphics you can show

on either your ST or TV (you can also

transfer them to videotape). VIVA

(Video Interactive Visual Authoring) al-

lows you to create animated presenta-

tions, mixing text, graphics and speech

(through routines included with the

software). You can do charts,

storyboards and interactive presenta-

tions (setting up icons for users to click

on to activate specific displays). VIVA

comes with over 200 graphic proce-

dures and 50 video commands; it also

can send either RGB or composite

video output, VIVA is designed primar-

ily for sales and education. VIVA,

S 249.95. Knowledgeware, distributed

by MichTron, 576 Telegraph, Pontiac,

MI 48053, (313) 334-5700.
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Introducing Kawafs
Maximum music.

You'll be amazed at the natural sound, expres-

sive power and easy-to-use functions of Kawai's

remarkable Kl keyboard and Kim tone module.

The Kawai Kl is an exciting new class of

digital synthesizer giving you an inspiring range

ofdynamic sound at an unbelievable low price.

Amazing sound that inspires the imagination.

Kawai's new Sampled Digital Waveform
technology results in a rich multi-timbral sound
that you've got to hear to believe

!

The Kl features 32 sound sources that

generate 256 different digital waveforms. Kawai's

advanced digital circuitry creates a clean, well-

defined sound which resonates with surprising

depth and character.

From the crisp snap ofan electric bass or

snare to smooth sustaining strings and voices,

the Kl's advanced waveform samples let you

master the musical possibilities.

Imagine, up to four waves combined into a

single soundThe strike of a piano hammer mixed

with a violin sustain. Or the breath of a flute

matched with a vocal choir. Each source has inde-

pendent enveloping and modulation controls to

give you total control.

Become an expert at sophisticated

color tone mixing.

Unlock the creative genius in you with the

Kl's programming versatility.

With a single patch, you can

program up to 8 sounds

into a combination

that includes splits,

layers, multiple MIDI
channels and indepen- __ __
dent keyboard control. ^^ j^i, idaihrdt&w"



KAWA1 Kl

newKl synthesizer.

Minimum moola.
Dynamic note assignment and velocity zone

functions further enhance the Kfs multi-timbral

capability. Strike a key softly and one note will play.

Hit it a little harder and you'll hear another sound—
a tonal variation or a completely different timbre.

Create a simple duet, complex orchestral passage

or monster solo unison, then save it for instant recall.

Touch response, easy access and full editing

for a superb performance.

The 61-note Kl keyboard features Velocity,

After-touch and weighted keys for excellent respon-

siveness.The LCD display and direct access buttons

easily summon any of the Kl's 64 internal single

sounds or 32 multi-combinations. Optional memory
cards expand the library ofsounds available.

You'll also appreciate the easy, intelligent

editing capabilities. Complete sound editing

functions are available from die front panel without

any additional equipment. Existing sounds can

be modified and new ones created easily. Sound
programs can be stored in any of the 96 internal

memory locations or externally on the optional

memory card.

The bottom line: You need to hear this synthesizer.

The Kl is the epitome of intelligent engineering

at a very affordable price. But don't take our word
for it. Visit your nearest Kawai dealer today and find

out how you can achieve maximum music for

minimum moola.

KAWAI
la Music Lid., 6400 Shn»son Dr., 1
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dBMAN TravelsWell
Migration Without Migraines,
Atari ST owners, nowyou can port all those dBASE
PC DOS business applications onto your ST.

Announcing dBMAN-ST dBMAN-ST is the most
powerful database manager available for your ST
dBMAN-ST is command compatible with dBASE
III PLUS. And dBMAN-ST is available for all major

operating systems, so applications you create on
your Atari can migrate virtually anywhere.

A Debugger/Editor That GetsYou On The
Road Again. Fast.

With other database management systems, a pro-

gramming error means not only correcting the

mistake but retesting from the top. Why waste

valuable time? dBMAN-ST's on-line debugger/

editor corrects source file errors at the point of

error. Commands can be deleted, inserted,

changed, and executed as you go along. The pro-

gram can even be tested from the edit point.

A Faster Mode ofTransportation.
dBMAN-ST was developed to meet the demands
of serious system developers. So we've added over

50 powerful enhancements to the dBASE syntax.

Time-savers like single-line commands to create

menus and time arithmetic. On-the-fly validation

ofon-screen fields to simplify data input. And the

ability to update index files in less than 0.5 seconds.

The BestVehicle For Traveling On A Budget.
If you're looking for a vehicle with the power to

port dBASE applications to your Atari ST ... A
vehicle that lets you easily migrate your programs
to any major operating system . . . Ifyou want the

power of dBASE III PLUS and the use of existing

dBASE templates . . . OrderyourdBMAN-STtoday
dBMAN is priced at $249.95. Developers, a run-

time module with no license fee is available.

Use dBMAN-ST. . . whenyour destination
is success.

VERSASOFT

Vursn.Mti'i Corporation

4340Almaden lixpivsswav. Suite 2^0

SanJose,CA9511B
Telephone: (408)723-9044

Telex: 65026358061 via Wl 1 1 Answer Back MCI

UNIX is a registered trademark ol AT&T Bell Laboratories. XENIX is a registered

trademark of Microsoft Corporation, dBASE III and dBASE are registered

trademarks of Asrvton-Tate, Inc.

CIRCLE 063 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ByJan A, Bell

START Associate Editor

Two Super
Modems
Black Box Corporation has released

Tote-A-Modem, a tiny Hayes-

compatible device available in either

1200 baud or 2400 baud. The Tote-A-

Modem operates on either a 9-volt bat-

tery or AC adapter, and will work as ei-

ther a direct-connect or acoustical

modem (which allows you to use Radio

Shack acoustic cups, for operation at

300 and 1200 baud). Tote-A-Modem

1200 baud, $199; 2400 baud, $359.

Black Box Corporation, P.O. Box

12800, Pittsburgh, PA 15241, (412)

746-5500.

Super Digitizing
Trio Engineering, the three-man team that did the Spectrum 512 paint program,

has released Digispec, a software package that allows ST owners to capture full

512-color images with the Computereyes Color Video Digitizer and a video camera

or VCR. Besides using the ST's palette of 512 colors, Digispec uses dithering (dense

fill patterns of two or more colors) to simulate over 24,000 colors. Digispec can

load Amiga .IFF and CompuServe .GIF pictures, and let you display them in a

slideshow program (included), or you can load them into Spectrum 512 and do

touch-up work. Digispec works on all STs. Digispec, $39.95 plus $3 shipping and

handling. Trio Engineering, Inc., P.O. Box 332, Swampscott, MA 01907, (617)

964-1673.

lack Box Tote-A-Madem.

Supra Corporation, known in the

Atari ST community mainly for its hard

drives, has just released the Supra-

Modern 2400. The compact, Hayes-

compatible modem can operate at 300,

1200 or 2400 baud and can be

configured easily through simple com-

mands, which you can also save in the

modem's nonvolatile memory. The com-

mands are loaded whenever you turn

the modem on or reset it.

The modem also features full AT

command capability, an automatic an-

swer/dialer (either tone or pulse), two

phone jacks, variable-volume speaker

and a one-year warranty. Included with

the modem is an operator's manual, a

quick reference card, DC power supply,

telephone cable, and software and con-

nection cables for your specific com-

puter (ST, Amiga, etc.), SupraModem

2400, $219.95. Supra Corporation,

1133 Commercial Way, Albany, OR
97321, (503) 967-9075.

The SupraModem 2400.

Hail to the Chief
It's election time, and SSI's President

Elect is an interesting simulation

designed to let you pick the new leader

of the US. The 1988 edition comes with

69 candidates dating from every

presidential election since 1960. You

can pit all the current Democrat runners

against their Republican counterparts, or

else mix and match them (pit jimmy

Carter against John F Kennedy, for in-

stance). See how the candidates react to

your questions, ranging from social and

economic to foreign issues; rate their

responses and watch how they run their

campaigns. President Elect, $24.95.

Strategic Simulations, Inc., 1046

Rengstorff Ave., Mountain View, CA
94043, (415) 964-1353.

CIRCLE 245 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Do you have a new ST product? If so, we'd

like to hear about it. Please send your press

releases and product photos to New Prod-

ucts, START, 544 Second St., San Francisco,

CA 94107. M
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COUNT THE
&WIN

Win this SONY 8mm VCR and a

Video Key composite converter (total

value $750). Create your own
computer graphics videos!

It's simple: just count the number of

times the word "Cyber" appears in the

current Antic Catalog. The EVC8U
SONY deck pictured below can be

yours. Controlled by Tom Hudson's

new CYBER VCR program, it will

automatically assemble, on tape, your

best Cyber animations (created with

the Cyber products displayed on
the next page). Watch our next

Catalog for details on CYBER VCR
and other new Cyber products.

Contest Rules
Count the total number of times the word
"cyber" appears from cover to cover in the

Antic Catalog (issue pictured on this page].

Uppercase or lowercase, as part of another

word, or separate, whenever the letters c-y-b-e-r

appear in sequence, they count as one "cyber."

Send your total count, along with your name,

address, and phone number to: CYBER COUNT,

Antic Software, 544 Second Street, San Francisco,

CA 94107. DEADLINE: April 30, 198S. ENTRY
LIMITED TO ONE PER CUSTOMER. In case

of ties, a drawing will be held to determine

the winner. Contest void where prohibited.

Don't have our last Catalog? Need more info?

Call our toll-free 800 line tot assistance. Men-

tion the "CYBER COUNT CONTEST."



CYBERS
A VCR!
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By Doug Th<

CYBER PAINT™
The most powerful animation system on the

ST: cellular, dimensional, ADO, compositing
— it's all here!

REQUIRES: Color system
, one-megabyte RAM

ST0251 $69.95

CYBER STUDIO™
Featuring CAD-3D 2.0, the foundation of the

Cyber system — create 3D solid models
then animate them!

REQUIRES: one-megabyte RAM
ST0236 $89.95

CYBER CONTROL™
Powerful, BASIC-like language controls

CAD-3D 2.0 to create fantastic 3D animations!

REQUIRES: CYBER STUDIO
ST0250 $59.95

Drops by Richard Berry

. a masterpiece of technical engineering,
"

— Steve Marshall N.W.P.A.C.

SPECTRUM 512™
The most advance paint program available.

An amazing 512 colors anywhere on screen

at once!

REQUIRES: Color system

ST0249 $69.95

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK. ORDER TOLL FREE.

(800) 234-7001



ABC's
OF DESKTOP
PUBLISHING
CREATING A NEWSLETTERON YOUR ST

by HELMI KOBLER

So you've just been given the job of publishing a newsletter

for your company or user group on your ST. Now what?

Where do you start? Just what is desktop publishing, anyway?

START'S Helmi Kobler answers these questions—and others you

didn't even know you had— in this journey through the world

of ST DTP: desktop publishing without the price.



>esktop publishing is the

hottest application in per-

sonal computers today. In

simple terms, desktop publishing (or

DTP) lets you use a computer to create

your own advertisements, flyers,

newsletters-even complete magazines!

With DTP, you can combine words

and pictures on a page, moving them

around and adjusting them until

you've got just the look you want. Each

element of your desktop publication is

treated as a separate object, whether

it's a column of text, a headline, or an

illustration. You can add special fonts

to text, reposition a headline or resize a

picture easily.

But effective use of a DTP program

starts well before you sit down at the

computer. It begins with an under-

standing of the publishing process.

You'll need to gather or create the text

and graphics for your publication; text

is produced with a word processor, of

course, and graphics with a drawing or

paint program. Next, you'll use a DTP

program to merge those separate ele-

ments into attractive and readable

pages. Then you'll output your newslet-

ter to a printer, and finally, use that

printed output as a master for pho-

tocopying, typesetting, etc.

JW1W
The stair-stepped patterns of diagonal lines

on a bit-mapped screen are referred to as

Step One: The Idea
First, it's important to think about ex-

actly what sort of desktop publication

you want to create. Is it going to be a

flyer, a newsletter, or a book? What size

will each page be, and how many pages

are you planning on? Will you have a

single block of text or several shorter

articles? What kind of headlines and

illustrations will you use?

The more questions you can answer

before you sit down at your ST, the

faster and easier the rest of the process

will be.

Step Two: The Words
When it's time to start putting your

ideas into words, you can choose al-

most any ST word processor. 1st Word,

Word Writer, WordPerfect, Microsoft

Write and even ST Writer can all do

the job.

But when you type in your text,

keep it simple Don't waste time with

special formatting. With very few ex-

ceptions, none of your special format-

ting or style information (such as bold-

face or italic printing) will survive

when you read your text into an ST

DTP program.

(You will probably want to print out

a copy of your text from your word

processor complete with bold and

italics, though. Later on, when you're

using your DTP program, that will

make it easier to remember where the

bold and italics are supposed to go. It's

also handy for proofreading your text

before reading it into your DTP pro-

gram, where spelling checkers fear to

tread.)

Save your text to disk in ASCII for-

mat, and it will be ready to read into

the DTP program.

Step Three: The Pictures
Every publication needs pictures-they

often communicate concepts better

than words. Graphics also brighten a

newsletter by breaking up long

columns of text, making each page eas-

ier to read. Graphics may be line draw-

ings, art from a paint program, digi-

tized photographs or video images, or

a combination of these

However, there's a catch. Many ST

drawing programs, such as DEGAS, are

designed to create screen-size pictures.

Those pictures look fine on the ST's

monochrome screen, which has a

resolution of 80 dots per inch (dpi).

But a laser printer has a resolution of

300 dpi-almost four times the resolu-

tion of your ST's screen. Even a good

dot-matrix printer has a resolution of

more than 200 dpi. Because the

printer's resolution is so much greater

than the screen, printing a picture at

full size will usually create "jaggies."

One way to solve that problem is to

print your DEGAS pictures smaller

than full-screen size. That can improve

the resolution to 300 dpi-but it

An -IMG image can be more than one
screen in size.

means the picture will be no bigger

than about 2Vt by \Vi inches. That's a

pretty small picture for an 8%-by-ll-

inch newsletter.

Another solution is to use drawing

and DTP programs that use .IMG-

format pictures. .IMG pictures aren't

limited to screen size -they can be as

small or as large as you like. (Most ST

scanners can save their images as .IMG

files.) An .IMG file can easily hold a

picture that's 8-by-10 inches at 300 dpi

resolution. However, you'll need a hard

disk to hold that file-it will be about

900Kinsize!

Finally, some drawing and DTP pro-

grams can use "object-oriented" pic-

tures. With these programs, an image

will always look the same-it will al-

ways be shown at the maximum possi-

ble resolution, whether it's an 80-dpi

screen or a 300-dpi laser printer



Art For Non-Artists
If you're not an artist, pre-drawn illus-

trations called "clip art" are available to

complement almost any kind ol publi-

cation you can think of. For instance, if

you're doing an article on the company

softball team, you'll want a collecrion of

sports clip art- Other collections range

from vehicles and animals to holidays

DEGAS picture into

and special occasions. Most clip art

packages sell for under $40, and come

in standard formats such as DEGAS,

NEOchrome and .IMG. Migraph and

The Font Factor}' publish some of the

best collections of ST clip art. Some

DTP programs (most notably Fleet

Street Publisher) include clip art. You

can also find clip art at your local user

group, or on CompuServe or GEnie

(see Gregg Pearlman's Online With

START column in START Special Issue

#2 for more information on online

graphics).

Scanners And
Video Digitizers

If you need a photograph, drawing

programs and clip art just won't do-

you need a video digitizer or scanner.

A video digitizer converts an image

from a TV camera or VCR into a com-

puter picture, while a scanner does the

same to an image on paper. Depending

on the kind of images you use, either a

video digitizer or scanner may be right

for you.

Three video digitizers for the ST are

MichTron's Print-Technik, Digital Vi-

sion's Color ComputerEyes and the

Navarone ST Video Digitizer All three

work with many popular video

cameras and let you digitize images

just by aiming your camera at a sta-

tionary object. It takes several seconds

to capture a picture with these

digitizers, but ComputerEyes recently

announced a "flash" digitizer that can

capture a picture in l/30th of a sec-

ond. (Editor's note: A comparison review

of these three digitizers appeared in the

August 1987 issue of Antic.)

There are currently three ST scan-

ners, Navarone's ST Scan is a 300 dpi

laser scanner; by feeding documents

through its rollers you can scan docu-

ments at 100, 150 or 300 dpi-full

laser-printer resolution. You can scan

as big an image as your ST has mem-

ory for, and save the pictures in .IMG

format (which can be used by Easy-

Draw, Fleet Street Publisher, Timeworks

Desktop Publisher ST and Publishing

Partner Professional). However, ST Scan

is also very expensive, with a suggested

retail price of 51,239.95. (Editor's note:

A feature review ofST Scan appeared in

the February 1988 issue ofAntic.)

For just over one-tenth that price

you can have Seymor- Radix's IMG-

Scan or E. Arthur Browns ST PictaScan.

These are clever devices that attach to

your printer and use a photosensor

mounted on the printhead to scan a

document. Both IMG-Scan and ST

PictaScan can save their pictures in

several formats. Scanning is much

slower with these devices than with ST

Scan and the image quality is not as

good, but the price is certainly

Step Four:
Putting It All Together
Once you're ready to bring your words

and pictures together, it's time for a

DTP program-the most important

component in the desktop publishing

cycle Here's where you can see an on-

screen electronic version of each page

of your publication. On these "elec-

tronic pages" you can easily lay out

your text and graphics and change the

composition before printing it on

paper.

In any DTP program, you begin

with a basic layout. For a newsletter

you might choose an 8'/2-by-ll-inch

page divided into three columns, with

a masthead and headline at the top of

page 1 and pictures and other head-

lines placed throughout. For each lay-

out element (column, headline, etc.),

you define a box using one of the

built-in tools and then fill that box

with the appropriate contents. You can

usually type or draw directly in a box

or load a text or picture file.

Since each DTP element is con-

tained in its own box, you can "grab" it

as a unit and move it around, change

its size or add a surrounding border

Two examples of an object-oriented image
(from Easy Draw). The top screen shows all

the objects (contained within the "boxes")

making up the final house image, shown
below.

You can also change the typeface, size

and style of any text after it is in its

box. Want a one-inch banner headline

across the front page? Following your

DTP program's directions, you can



DTP'S: WHAT'S AVAILABLE
At press time, there were only two

desktop publishing programs available

for the ST: Fleet Street Publisher and

Publishing Partner. Currently, Fleet

Street Publisher works only with 9-pin

Epson-compatible dot matrix printers,

although new printer drivers are

reportedly on their way. Publishing

Partner is your only choice if you want

your work printed at higher reso-

lutions.

Thanks to a custom printing

scheme, Publishing Parmer can print

its Fonts at any point size on the rela-

tively inexpensive laser printers from

Atari and Hewlett-Packard- Soft Logik

includes three fonts with its program,

and sells 14 more in its Font Packs.

And if none of the existing fonts suit

your fancy, you can buy Font Editor

Partner from Interactive Microsystems

and design your own-something you

cant do with GDOS or PostScript fonts.

However, the second generation of

ST desktop publishing programs is al-

most here. Timeworks Desktop Pub-

lisher ST was demonstrated in START'S

offices shortly before press time, and

looks like a winner with full GEM and

GDOS support. Both it and Publishing

Partner Professional should be avail-

able as you are reading this. Calamus

(from 1SD Marketing) should also be

arriving soon, and MichTron has an-

nounced a fall release of their GFA

Publisher We'll have full details of

these products as soon as they're avail-

able. You may want to try each of these

new programs before buying a DTP

program.

With this many new releases, ST

owners should soon be able to use the

best features of desktop publishing

software for the Mac or IBM PC, in-

cluding text and graphics rotation in

one-degree increments; hyphenation

dictionaries that will automatically in-

sert hyphens into your text; style

sheets for quickly changing character

and paragraph styles such as typefaces,

sizes, and leading in large documents;

and the ability to automatically wrap

text around the borders of graphics.

There are also several "almost" DTP
programs available 1st Word Plus is

the old standard ST word processor

brought up to date. Unlike the original

1st Word, it allows graphics to be com-

bined with text. It has limited page lay-

out capabilities, however, and is best

suited to the occasional desktop pub-

lisher. It can only be used with .IMG

files, but GST Software has included a

DEGAS and NEO converter program

on the program disk.

For sharper laser printed graphics

and more complete DTP functions

than 1st Word Plus offers, Migraph's

Easy-Draw 2.0 with Supercharger may

be the solution. It also uses .IMG

graphics files and GDOS output. Easy-

Draw can perform basic page makeup

functions, such as loading and printing

text in different fonts and sizes. Easy-

Draw's previous limitation that it could

not import bit-mapped graphics has

been removed by the addition of Su-

percharger, Migraph's DEGAS and NEO
to .IMG converter

highlight the headline text, choose an

84-point font and click on an "OK"

button-and you're done!

You can manipulate pictures as well

as text-positioning, reducing, enlarg-

ing or cropping (cutting away parts of

the picture). Most DTP programs also

have tools for creating lines, boxes and

circles. You can use these for borders

around your illustrations, to separate

columns of text or to set off a large

headline

DTP programs use many standard

typesetting terms. Type sizes are meas-

ured in points; one point is about 1/72

of an inch, and type size is measured

from the top of capital letters to the

bottom of the descenders on letters

such as y and p. Leading (rhymes with

"bedding") is the distance from one

line to another; if you're using 12

points of leading, you'll get about six

lines to the inch. Keming means reduc-

ing the space between two characters,

fitting them tightly together Spend

time with your DTP manual mastering

the terms and features. You'll find that

a little time invested in learning can re-

turn tremendous power when you lay

out each page.

When you finally print your news-

letter, you should be able to compare

the printed version with the screen

and see very few differences. The fewer

differences, the better-to be really

useful, what you see on the DTP screen

should be what you get from your

printer.

Step Five:
The Printed Page
When you've composed your pages, it's

time to print them out. Most ST DTP

programs can print to a variety of

printers, ranging from 9-pin dot-matrix

printers to 300-dpi laser printers. A
good dot-matrix printer can create a

reasonable rendition of your pages-up

to 200 dpi or more -as long as you've

got a very fresh ribbon. You'll also need

lots of time- printing a high-resolution

page with a dot-matrix printer is

slooooow!

To many people, however, "It ain't

desktop publishing if it ain't laser"

Most laser printers have resolutions of

300 dpi, producing "near-typeset-

quality" output. As for any printer,



ABC's...
though, you should make sure your

DTP program comes with an appro-

priate printer driver. Some ST DTP pro-

grams use GDOS printer drivers (in-

cluding Timeworks Desktop Publisher

ST and Easy-Draw). Currently, there

are GDOS drivers available for the

Atari Laser Printer and for the Hewlett-

Packard LaserJet and compatibles (al-

most all low-priced laser printers are

LaserJet compatible).

But in using one of these printers

you'll sacrifice a litde flexibility in the

way you print your newsletter master

For instance, laser printers driven by

GDOS can currently print your text in

only three typefaces (Times, Helvetica

and Courier) and only four true sizes

(10, 12, 18 and 24 points). More fonts

should become available, but for now

this is a big limitation. And if you use a

GDOS printer driver to print a page

having multiple typefaces in multiple

sizes plus graphics, you'd better have

plenty of memory for printing. (If you

have a LaserJet-compatible printer,

you'll probably also need at least one

megabyte of memory in the printer,

too.)

Another alternative is a PostScript

printer. A PostScript printer is

' 'smart' '
- it has its own computer built

inside. As a result, PostScript printers

are more expensive than other lasers.

However, a PostScript printer comes

with all the memory it needs; most

models also include 13 fonts and can

print them in virtually any size Nearly

every ST DTP program can print with a

PostScript printer.

A Cheaper Alternative
Because of the growing popularity of

desktop publishing, some copy centers

and Atari dealers now offer laser-

printing services for ST owners. For a

small fee (typically around $1 to $1.50

per page) you can print out your news-

letter on their laser printer. This can

save you money if you don't need a

laser printer on a day-to-day basis.

To find a laser-printing service in

your area, check with your local Atari

dealer or copy center If you can't find

one, try asking for help from your local

Atari users group, or from an online

service such as CompuServe or GEnie.

If your DTP program can create

PostScript output, you may have an

even better option. Some typesetting

companies will charge you a small fee

to print your pages on a Linotronic 100

or 300 typesetter. With these typeset-

ters you can get true typeset quality-as

high as 2,540 dpi! Call around to see if

A good desktop publisher lets you mix text

and graphics in an almost infinite variety.

Here, a paragraph is highlighted in prepa-

ration for changing its typeface. (Example

shown: Timeworks Desktop Publisher ST.)

any local typesetting companies have a

Linotronic and can work with ST disks

or modem transmission.

Step Six:
Getting It Right
Once the pages have been printed, it's

time to take a good hard look at your

work. Does it look the way you want?

Does it look the way it looked on your

ST's screen? Is it easy to read and

pleasant to look at? Is it the way you

want it to look?

If your printed pages aren't quite

right, now's the time to go back and

correct any problems. (It's a good time

to proofread all your text again, too.)

Then print the problem pages again

once you think you've got them right. If

you're careful, you shouldn't have to go

through this correction cycle more

than once-and the result will be a

much more attractive newsletter

Step Seven:
Rolling The Presses
Now it's time to roll the presses! Un-

less you have a very small circulation,

printing each copy on your ST's printer

isn't worth the trouble -it'll take forever

and probably wear out your printer.

For fewer than 100 copies, you'll prob-

ably want to photocopy your newslet-

ter. Most libraries and copy centers can

copy up to ll-by-17-inch pages.

For more than 100 copies, you

should probably consider a local

quick-print shop. Quick-print shops

can print, collate, staple and trim your

newsletter, magazine or booklet, and in

large quantities they're usually more

economical than photocopying.

In general, it's a good idea to call

both a copy center and a print shop to

find out how much the printing job

will cost, and if possible get samples to

determine the quality of their work.

Then choose where to take your print-

ing job on the basis of price, quality

and service.

Conclusion
Understanding desktop publishing on

your ST can be a trying experience

There's a confusing array of hardware

and software, and it's not easy to de-

cide on a publishing setup that will

best suit your needs. Before you invest

in a DTP program, a laser printer or

any other computer product, do your

research. Read START for regular cover-

age of DTP and for reports on new

hardware and software as they are in-

troduced. Try software and hardware at

a computer store before you buy. Talk

to other users. Don't hesitate to call a

manufacturer for answers to your ques-

tions. Get a feel for whether you can

trust the company to provide product

updates and technical phone support.

And don't be surprised if your first

DTP efforts aren't as polished as a

professional magazine or newspaper.

Study your work and learn from your
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and double-Hidth/height!

A fictitious advertisement created with Publishing Partner. Here, varying sizes and styles of

type are combined with computer-generated graphics and screen dumps— perfect display

of what desktop publishing can do.

mistakes. Try techniques you like in

other publications -and try to avoid

things you dislike. The more practice

you get, the better you'll be as a desk-

top publisher.

ST desktop publishing is a practical

reality now. Never before have there

been so many excellent products to

choose from. Enjoy the power of DTP

on your 5T-and send START a copy of

your newsletter!

Ifyou'd like to see more articles like this,

circle 250 on the Reader Service Card.

Helmi Kobler is a student at the

University of California at Berkeley

and writes for Publish! Magazine and

MicroTimes.
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MEGA ST./ • NEW DESKTOP PUBLISHING (DTP) SOFTWARE MEGA ST.

CafamUS The DTP Solution

Setting the Standard!
A new approach to DTP previously found only in the most expen-
sive typesetting and graphics installations is now available to you
through Calamus. Calamus - definitely the only choice.

Until now, to produce professional

looking documents, proposals,

handbooks, catalogs etc., ranging

from one to hundreds of pages, you
needed assistance from outside spe-

cialists. This required time, money
and a great deal of co-ordination.

Now there is a way to change all of

that. Calamus will turn your com-
puter into a powerful layout design

tool so that you can produce top

quality publications without leav-

ing your desk.

Calamus is a powerful , professional

typesetting and layout solution

which has integrated several pro-

grams into one. Calamus will not

only design professional looking

publications but will also be easy to

understand and use. Calamus offers

you an easy and affordable entry

into the world of Desktop Publish-

ing, with the power and perform-

ance previously available only in

the most expensive Desktop Pub-

lishing installations in the market
today.

Calamus is intelligent , a new solu-

tion to the Desktop Publishing
world. "What you see is what you
get." ("WYSIWYG") is now more
realistic than ever. The screen out-

put can be enlarged up to laser

printer resolution. At every zoom-
ing level, proportions of screen and
printer output are exactly the same.

At the same time outline fonts keep
all sizes and styles available at very

low memory costs.

Calamus saves you money. Apart

from the new dimensions of print-

out quality reached, the price i

performance ratio opens new hori-

zons to the DTP User. Expensive

postscript laser printers are no
longer needed. The Laser Printer

now only requires a bit map of the

page. This is possible with the

Atari SLM laser printer, any dot

matrix printer or any common
laser printer capable of repr

ducing an entire graphic-

page. The Calamus Intelli-

gence, makes printouts on
"Dumb" (non postscript,

inexpensive) laser print-

ers possible.

Calamus is easy to

learn and use with its

WYSIWYG' screen

display and numer-
ous automatic fea-

tures; icons; drop-

down menus,
mouse control

and on line
help. Calamus
lets you cre-

ate profes-

sional docu- M
muni.s us

i
/. . \ fast

ing a mul- mM$&&?-''' text edi

titude of m .
..

I o r w i t h

construe- &;$?0'~' it's own win-

tion tools. &$0" dow simplifies

input and editing

of documents, put-

ting calamus in a

class of it's own.

Calamus is a solution

with multiple functions

such as:

- integration and design of

text and graphics

- spelling checker and hyphena-
ted dictionary

- performing
paint program
(pixel orienta-

ted)

- object orientated

graphics pro-
gram (including

Bezier curves)

. -diverse chart forms

font editor using

Bezier curves for

designing new or

changing old fonts

ind many more

jSf Calamus performs the

following functions:

f
- Text and document pro-

HPH? cessing

||pf - Fage/layout design
- Design tools

%$r - Presentation graphic genera-

tor

- Bitmap graphics editor

- Outline graphics editor

- Outline font editor

Versions for the IBM PC family and

100% compatibles, as well as the

Commodore Amiga will be avail-

able in the first quarter of 1988.

At $449.95 U.S. (Mega ST) Calamus

is setting a new price/performance

benchmark for the Desk Top Pub-

lishing software industry.

For more information call ISD
Marketing at (416) 749-1880

Or write to ISD Marketing at

2651 John Street, Unit 3, Markham,
Ontario, Canada, L3R 2W5
Fax. #(416)479-1882

Specifications are subject to change

without notice.
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ARCADE

Play
The Market

Make a million with WallStreet

There's nothing like the

high energy ofhectic trad-

ing on the stock market. To

get a feelforfinancial ad-

venture without endanger-

ing your savings account,

just run the game Wall

Street on this issue's START

disk. Like the real stock ex-

change, the market in Wall

Street changes as a result of

many different influences:

anythingfrom idle rumors

to major mergers can send

the bears hiding or the

bulls charging!

You 'II find the program
for this article,

WALLST.PRC, on your

START disk.

1 Y TONY LOVELL
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ARCADE

^^ n Black Monday- October 19, 1987-Wall Street was

m definitely not the place to be. That day the stock mar-

^^ ket dropped like a rock, fortunes were lost and the

pillars of world finance were shaken.

Fortunately, you dorit have to risk your life's savings for a

taste of the financial fast lane You can wheel and deal like the

best financial wizards when you play Wall Street, the new

game on this issue's START Disk,

WALL STREET

Wall Street is a stock market simulation that runs on any ST,

However, you must run the game in medium resolution, so

you'll need a color monitor. (And if you have a Mega with a

blitter chip, some of the screen displays look better if you turn

it off before running the game.) To play Wall Street, copy the

file WALLSTPRG to a fresh disk and then double-click on the

WALLST.PRG icon.

The object of Wall Street is to begin with $10,000 and tum

that into a million dollars in one year by buying and selling

stock. The game is broken up into 52 trading weeks; each

week you can use the Activity menu to buy and sell shares or

consult a broker, or use the Index menu to study the market

index to decide on the best investment strategy.

For example, to buy stock use the Activity menu to select

Buy Shares. Click on a company name to see how many

shares you can buy, then use the calculator to purchase the

shares. You can sell shares in the same way using Sell Shares,

To check the market index, drop down the Info menu and se-

lect Market Index, then click on which stock symbol at the

bottom of the screen you want to check.

When you've finished trading for the week, click on Finish

Trading on the Activity menu. A graph will show whether

each stock price went up or down, and you'll see the current

value of your portfolio. A pie chart shows how close you are

to your goal of a million dollars. You can refer back to this

screen at any point during the trading week by clicking on

Present Status under the Info menu,

PLAYING THE MARKET
At the end of each quarter (that is, at weeks 13, 26, 39 and

52), you will receive interest on the amount of cash you have.

You may also receive dividends on some of your stock (divi-

dends are a stock's earnings over the latest quarter, and may

be awarded as cash or as additional shares of stock). At the

end of each year, the high scores over 550,000 are saved to

disk. To view these scores, click on Top Ten Tycoons under

the Info menu.

Wall Street will inform you of occasional market flurries.

For example, the value of a stock can go sky-high very quickly

as a result of a merger, takeover or high profits. In other cases

a high-priced stock will be split to make it generally acces-

sible: if a share was selling for $300, it may be split into 10. It
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will now sell for $30, and if you owned one share, you will

now own 10 shares. Industry insiders may try to sway your

buying decisions with Hot Tips; remember that these tan-

talizing pieces of advice can be wrong as often as they're

right!

MARKET SAVVY

What influences a stock's price? The laws of supply and de-

mand are the dominant forces, although the market changes

according to such influences as business activity, stock per-

formance, market conditions and investor optimism. To make

a profit on the stock market, you have to buy your shares at

as low a price as possible, and sell the shares later for a higher

price

"Buy low, sell high" works as a general rule, but at times

you may want to sell a stock at a loss; if you feel that the

stock is going to go lower, you will want to get out before you

lose even more money. At other times, you may have your

money tied up in a losing stock and be unable to act on a

When

it comes to market

trading, an educated guess

is just that—

a

guess.

stock you feel is going to win. By selling one stock at a loss,

you may be able to make a large profit on another

If you're having trouble deciding which stocks to buy or

sell, Wall Street offers you a choice of three different stock-

brokers: Wildeyed Willy, Cautious Charlie and Nervous Nor-

man, Each consultation costs $50. For this fee, the broker will

examine and analyze all the reports and recommend a course

of action on a particular stock. Click on the Consult A Broker

option of the Activity menu. Click on the door of the broker

you wish to consult, and the broker's advice will flash onto

the screen.

If you trust your own judgment better than Wildeyed

Willy's or Nervous Norman's, study the Market Index to pick

the winners (and to avoid the losers). The Market Index
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with .

THE

MUSIC
TECHNOLOGY

MAGAZINE

Tap into all of the power available to

today's creative musician.

Learn everything from the basics of

MIDI to advanced applications.

Apply the same techniques used by

today's most innovative musicians.

Discover what equipment has the

features you need.

Find out what you need to know
about tomorrow's technology today.
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Tired of Switching Cables?
Switch To

MONITOR MASTER
for the Atari '" ST

• Single push-button switches between your color and
monochrome monitors.

• Prevents damage to your cables and computer by
omitting the need to plug and unplug your monitors.

• Custom molded case and cable matched to the ST.

High quality construction ensures no picture or sound
degradation.

• Audio jack enables the ST's sound to be fed into your
VCR composite monitor or stereo.

• Composite jack brings out composite video on ST's
with RF modulators.

i
Plus Shipping & Handling

Practical®

Solution; 602- 884-9612
1930 East Grant Road, Tucson, Arizona 85719 |mb,IC
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NEWS
IN THESUMMER ISSUE OF

START...
New products!
Is there a 68030 in your future? How about a CD-ROM
drive or a flatbed scanner? We'll have news from Ger-

many's Hannover Fair and Silicon Valley's West Coast

Computer Faire on the latest hardware and software for

the ST.

WordPerfect!
A furor erupts when pirated copies appear on three bulle-

tin board systems! Will WordPerfect pull out of the ST

market? We'll bring you up to date on the piracy problem

and the newest version of WordPerfect for the ST.

Lawsuit!
Atari Corp. sues chipmaker Micron Technology as mem-
ory supplies dry up. Can Atari keep the computers coming

while many American computer makers have trouble get-

ting chips? START brings you the full story.

Look for the Summer Issue
ofSTART on sale at
your newsstand in June!

ARCADE

Play The Market . .

.

presents a picture of each stock's performance over the course

of the game. By examining each stock's index, you have a clear

view of how well each company is performing. But remember

that no matter how much you analyze the stock perfor-

mances, luck can play an important role in your success or

failure in the stock market.

THE WHIZ KID OF WALL STREET

Of course you want to make a name for yourself as the great

whiz kid of Wall Street. Keep in mind that each stock per-

forms in a unique manner-some will keep going up or

down, some won't change too much and others will go

through a variety of cycles.

You don't have to buy and sell constantly; sometimes the

fastest way to make money on Wall Street is to hold onto the

same stock for several weeks. On the other hand, you can

lose a bundle by not dropping a lousy stock at the right time.

It would have been very easy to write a stock market pro-

gram in which all the stocks behaved in a predictable manner

But it wouldn't have been very realistic. The real stock market

isn't like that: each stock performs differently because a

wholly different set of factors influences it. You can make

educated guesses about what's going to happen, based on

past experience and the company's track record, but the bot-

tom line is: when it comes to market trading, an educated

guess is just that- a guess.

After you've played Wall Street a few times you may feel

you're ready to take on the real market, just pack up your ST

and bring it to the trading floor- and if you make your for-

tune on Wall Street, remember where you' heard about it

first!

Tony Lovell would like to express his thanks to Ken Shelsonfor

his assistance on Wall Street.

Ifyou'd like to see more articles like this, circle 204 on the Reader

Service Card.

Tony Lovell is a professional fundraiser in Toronto. In his

spare time he writes computer programs and film scripts.

If you enjoy Wall Street, you'll want to know that author

Tony Lovell has created an enhanced version called Wall

Street Wizard. Wall Street Wizard has all the fun and fea-

tures of the START version plus margin trading, company

financial reports and three levels of play.

For ordering information, contact Tony Lovell, Lovell

Marketing, 699 Eglinton Ave West, Suite 207, Toronto,

Ontario M5N 1C6, Canada.
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The reviews are in

'"A Best Buy' I'm impressed"
David H. Ahl, Atari Explorer, Nov-Dec 1987

"If you've got an Atari, you probably need this program.'
Jerry Pournell, Byte Magazine, October 1987

"pc-ditto is a winner."
Charlie Young, ST World, July 1987

"This is the product we have been looking for."

Donna Wesolowski, ST Informer, August 1987

"This truly incredible software emulator really works."
Mike Gibbons, Current Notes, September 1987

NOW! RUN THESE IBM PROGRAMS ON YOUR ATARI ST.

Lotus 1-2-3 Flight Simulator Framework Symphony
Enable Ability DESQview Q&A
Sidekick Superkey Norton Utilites dBase 11,111,111+

Crosstalk IV Carbon Copy Chart-Master Print Shop

EasyCAD DAC Easy Accounting BPI Accounting Turbo Pascal

GW Basic Managing Your Money Silvia Porter's pfs:ProfessionaI

File

And Hundreds More!

pc-ditto is a software-only utility which expands the power of your Atari ST to imitate an
IBM PC XT. No extra hardware is required (an optional 5.25-inch drive may be required

for 5.25-inch disks). All your IBM disks will work "out-of-the-box".

pc-ditto features include:

o both the 520ST and the 1040ST supported

o up to 703K usable memory (1040ST)

o not copy-protected - installable on hard disk

o imitates IBM monochrome and IBM color

graphics adapters

o access to hard disk, if hard disk used

o optionally boots DOS from hard disk

o parallel and serial ports fully supported

o supports 3.5-inch 720K format and 360K single-

sided formats

o supports optional 5.25-inch 40-track drives

System requirements:

o IBM PC-DOS or Compaq MS-DOS version

3.2 or above recommended
o optional 5.25-inch drive is required to use

5.25-inch disks

o 3.5-inch 720K DOS disks require a double-

sided drive (Atari SF314 or equivalent)

See pc-ditto today at an Atari dealer near you,

or write for free information!

$89.95 pc-ditto
by

Avant-Garde Systems
381 Pablo Point Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32225
(904) 221-2904

CIRCLE 001 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Avant-Garde Systems, 381 Pablo Point Dr.

Jacksonville, Florida 32225 (904) 221-2904

Yes! Please send information on pc-ditto.

Name
Address

City Stale _Zip_



GETTING DOWN TO

BUSINESS
USING THE ST IN AN IBM WORLD

by GISELLE BISSON

T he business world has finally

begun embracing the Atari ST

for highly specialized tasks-

from designing orthopedic shoe inserts

to running a dedicated restaurant menu

system. But it seems only the most ad-

venturous users are buying Atari com-

puters for traditional office tasks such as

database management, word processing

and accounting- typically, tasks domi-

nated by IBM or, to a lesser extent,

Apple.

However, with its Macintosh-like

graphic operating system and color

graphic abilities, the ST may actually be

overqualified for the job. STs can do

things that the MS-DOS establishment

can only dream of, and that the Mac

community can do-but at great cost.

And with IBM and Macintosh emulators

such as PC-Ditto and the Magic Sac, you

can own an ST and have the best of

both worlds.

Law Offices
Charles Dorsett is the maverick among

the attorneys in the posh suite of law

}8 Business Issue, I'M

If you're a personal computer trying to make it in business

and your initials aren't IBM, then you've got a tough haul.

But even though corporate America has embraced Big

Blue, the ST hasn't been entirely left out. STs are being used

successfully in more and more businesses, and you can find

them standing tall in the three-piece suit arena.

offices he shares in downtown San

Francisco - all because of the 1040 ST

propped up with a law book on his

desk. With the IB 514-inch IBM disk

drive and PC-Ditto, his Atari documents

are compatible with the office's NCR
computer system and laser printer. Dor-

sett enjoys the luxury of using 1st Word

or WordPerfect instead of the cumber-

some IBM WordStar word processor He

uses the Thunder! real-time spell

checker as he prepares legal documents,

modifying the margins to fit legal plead-

ing paper Alter saving files in ASCII lor-

mat, his secretary inserts two simple

WordStar commands at the top of the

file and prints them out.

PC-Ditto was the best solution to the

problem of getting two computers to

share the same printer. "You can use a

multiplexer switch, but it's tricky, and

you can crash the system," Dorsett ex-

plains. 'Transferring files between IBM

and ST computers with two modems is

the other possibility, but both com-

puters would be tied up for five minutes

every time I sent a file. And in this

office, networking wouldn't work," he

adds. "We have a system that works

now.
'

'

Dorsett watches other law offices

struggle with their expensive, outdated

computer systems. "I'd guess 98% of at-

torneys probably have computers al-

ready and are looking to upgrade their

existing systems, but file compatibility

problems discourage them," he says.

"The most important thing in a law

office is time-not money," Dorsett says.

"It's too bad attorneys assume they will



Charles Dorserr, San Francisco lawyer, and his ST system

have fewer problems with a $1,000

computer than a $500 ST."

Retail Inventory
At PC Options, they use what they sell.

The San Francisco Atari computer

dealer uses Sales Pro, a program from

Hi-Tech Advisors to do inventory and

stock. "It does everything but wash the

sink-customer, vendor, inventory," says

owner Chuck Thorpe. "I know other

retailers who use Multi-Manager, but I

found the security on the system was

excessive for a store my size. Everything

is at my fingertips. I interact with that

machine all day long, and I'm surprised

how dependent I've gotten," he says.

"When my hard disk crashed once, 1

crashed."

The speed of a hard disk is essential.

"You can't afford to have customers tap-

ping their feet," he adds. After orders

are tallied, a fast Epson EX 800 printer

spits out a receipt. An inexpensive

modem allows him to send information

from Sales Pro to another ST dedicated

to accounting with Financial Plus, a

double-entry, full-featured accounting

system that was originally developed for

the IBM

"The ST is as much of a business

machine as the IBM," Thorpe says. "It's

worth buying just for the time you save.

STARTTheSl Quarterly .:'
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When I use EZ-Calc, I can do things in

seconds by grabbing cells with the

mouse."

Engineering
"Atari is making a big mistake by not

advertising in engineering magazines,"

says John Draper, an engineer with

Contel, a Washington, D.C. telecommu-

nications contractor.

Draper and his associate Russ Fal-

zone use the 520 and 1040 ST to design

satellite communication systems. With

CAD-3D 2.0, they simulate equipment

rack elevations. "Russ brought his 520

in one day and I was impressed with

the graphics-he rotated a rack so you

could see front and back. It was just

gorgeous," Draper says. Draper still uses

an Atari 8-bit "souped up to 256K" for

schematics, drawings and writing

equipment documentation, but plans to

buy an ST soon, too. "The ST's a damn

nice piece of equipment," he says. "For

word processing you cant beat it. 1

think it's a bigger value than Apple or

IBM, and with emulators you can run

their programs anyway."

Accounting
"Maybe I'm the first," Bill Beckerman

wonders sometimes. "When I go to user

group meetings and they ask who does

accounting, I'm the only one who raises

my hand. I'd certainly like to encourage

people to use it," he says as he writes

checks with his ST computer.

Beckerman runs his Oakland, Cali-

fornia accounting business with a color

520 ST, double-sided drive and Supra

20-megabyte hard disk. Beckerman

keeps 12 sets of books on Financial

Plus, "a wonderful piece of software"

from Equal Plus of Austin, Texas.

"Though it takes a little expertise to set

up, it's a simple program to operate," he

says. "I'd recommend it for anyone who

wants to do books for a small busi-
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ness." Once he's prepared a financial

statement, Beckerman uses ST Writer to

add details and prints it on his Citizen

MMP 15, a printer with a wide carriage

and "very acceptable" near-letter-quality

mode

His 64K Microstuffer printer buffer

is an accounting essential. "It's large, but

I fill it fast," he notes. "For one client, I

have to print ten financial statements for

ten properties at once I can print each

statement three times, back them all up

and finish doing all the adjustments on

ST Writer while the printer runs.
'

' The

only other piece of hardware in his

office is a photocopier, "And the printer

is so fast, I hardly use the copier

anymore"

Desktop Publishing &
Mail Order Systems
Phil Wright owns the only computer

dealership in Fort St. John, British

Columbia, population 14,000. On the

side, he creates Atari-generated adver-

tisements and flyers for the local suntan

salon, dress shop and camera shop.

And, if things work out for him, most of

Fort St. John's restaurants will soon have

STs, too.

Wright sells and customizes dedi-

cated restaurant management systems

using the touch screen from View

Touch and the Mega 2 computer (See

the related story in the sidebar.) With

NEOchrome, he designs colorful menus.

Customers select food items by touch-

ing the screen, and the computer tallies

up the bill.

But Wright mainly uses the ST to

create advertisements and flyers with

Easy Draw and the Star Micronics 24-

pin printer. "By combining digitized

graphics with Easy Draw we can do

stuff that looks better than what you

can do on a Mac," Wright states. Easy

Draw utilizes GDOS to get the maxi-

mum resolution possible from the Star

printer "It looks almost as good as the

Apple laser printer, and you can't pro-

duce that kind of graphic output on an

IBM," he says
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EZRAM II

j^mmnkLuMum^
Solderless 1/2 Meg to 2.5 Megabyte Upgrade for the Atari 520 ST, 520 STfm, and 1040 ST

Specifications:

Solderless design

Works on 520ST thru 1040 ST models

Uses 256k or 1 meg chips

No trace cutting needed for installation

No power supply modifications necessary

1 year warranty

EZRAM II The universal and solderless upgrade for the Atari 520ST, 520STfm, and

1040 ST line of personal computers. With EZRAM II you can upgrade your 520ST or

STfm from 512k to 1 meg using inexpensive 256k chips, or all the way up to 2.5 meg using
1 meg chips. 1040ST owners can upgrade from there present 1 meg to 2.5 meg using the I"

meg RAM chips.

EZRAM II installs in minutes using a very simple and unobtrusive solderless method.
The EZRAM II memory board fits completely under the RF shield so no modifications arc

necessary. You make no irreversible modifications to your computer because no trace
or resistor cutting is required for installation.

EZRAM II conies complete with detailed instructions to guide you during the
installation process. Testing software, a free RAM disk and accessory files are included.
Your upgraded system willdramatically increase your capacity to perform high level
operations such as desktop publishing, graphic animation, MIDI, and other memory
intensive applications. Order today andTboost your computing power.

EZRAM II $139.95
Price docs not include RAM chips. Please call for further prices on RAM chips.

Z-Time Battery Backed-up
Clock/Calendar Chip

Available from your local dealer

or direct from:

Terrific Corp.
17 St. Mary's Ct.

Brookline, MA 02146
(617)232-2317
fax (617)731-8379

Dealer inquires invited. EZRAM II Lb a trademark of Tcnifi

Z-Time internal batlery backed-up clock calendar on a chip. Installs

quickly under a ROM BIOS chip on the motherboard of your ST. No more
manual entry of the time and date. Z-Time will do it for you. Files on
your disk will now be stamped with the correct time and date every time
you boot up. Z-Time features: two 10 year lithium batteries, digital ekek
accessory, 1 min per year accuracy, and a 3 year warranty.

520 ST version: $49.95
520Stfm and 1040ST $59.95*

Some of the newer 520STfm's and 1040s can use the 520ST version orZ-TIm*. Call for details

CIRCLE 041 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The Bottom Line
When you add it up, [he best reason to

use the ST as a business computer is

price. In the early days of the ST, a lack

of software and a keyboard that couldn't

easily be moved hampered its accep-

tance by the business community. Now

a substantial array of business software

exists, and Atari's Megas, with their sep-

arate keyboards and massive amounts

of memory have become powerful addi-

tions to your desktop. For the small

company purchasing its first business

computer system, the Atari ST makes a

lot of sense-

Ij you'd like to see more articles like this,

circle 159 on the Reader Service Card.

Giselle Bisson is a San Francisco-based

free-lance writer who specializes in

business and technology She U also a

frequent contributor to START and

Antic.

Products Mentioned
• WordPerfect 4.1 for the ST, $395.

WordPerfect Corp., 280 W, Center

St., Orem, UT 84057, (801)

227-4010.
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• Thunder!, $39.95. Electronic Arts,

1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA

94404, (415) 571-7991.
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IB Drive (40 track), $249.95. IB

Computers, 1519 S.W. Marlow Ave.,

Portland, OR 97225, (503) 297-8425.
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THE VIEW-TOUCH RESTAURANT SYSTEM

The View Touch point-of-sale restau-

rant computer, designed to replace a

cash register (and perhaps even em-

ployees) in restaurants, is one of the

first truly "vertical" applications for

the Atari Mega.

The View Touch $4999 system

includes a Mega 2 with color moni-

tor, glass touch screen, network

hardware, 40-column receipt printer,

software and cash drawer. The com-

puter offers dozens of menu "pages"

drawn with NEOchrome. To order a

hamburger, customers simply touch

a hamburger icon. The Mega adds up

the items, figures the tax and prints

out a receipt.

Computerized cash registers have

been used in high-volume restaur-

ants and last-food chains for years,

but the View Touch is different be-

cause "We've eliminated the need for

keys," says View Touch president

Gene Mosher. It doesn't use Atari's

GEM, either. View Touch created an

entirely new user interface for the

product. The menu can be changed

frequently and, according to Mosher,

the software can be customized

without programming.

The system, which will be dis-

tributed primarily through cash reg-

ister companies instead of computer

dealers, is also sold with a 25-inch

Sony monitor and can be used for
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A sample View Touch screen.

business or classroom presentation

graphics.

• View Touch Systems, 4001 Potter,

Suite 66, Eugene, OR 97405,

(503) 344-7334.
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Atari SH204 20-megabyte hard

disk, $699.95. Atari Corp., 1196

Borregas Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94088,

(408) 745-2000.
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Sales Pro Plus, S199. Hi-Tech Ad-

visers, P.O. Box 7524, Winter Haven,

FL 33883, (813) 294-1885.
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Financial Plus, $199. Equal Plus Soft-

ware, 1406 Camp Craft Rd., Ste. 106,

Austin, TX 78746, (512) 327-5484.
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Epson EX-800 Printer, $649. Epson

America, 2780 Lomita Blvd.,

Torrance, CA 90505, (213) 539-9140.
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64K Microstuffer Print Buffer,

S69.95, 20-megabyte hard drive,

$699. Supra Corp., 1133 Commercial

Way, Albany, OR 97321, (503)

967-9075.
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Easy Draw 2.0, $79.95. Migraph Inc.,

333rd St., Suite 201. Federal Way,

WA 98003, (206) 838-4677.
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IMG Scan Digitizer, $99.95. Seymor-

Radix, P.O. Box 166055, Irving, TX

75016, (214) 255-7490.
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Star NB2410 narrow carriage 24-

pin printer, $749; Star NB2415

wide carriage 24-pin printer, $999.

Star Micronics, #3 Oldfield, Irvine,

CA 92718, (714) 768-7203; (714)

586-8850. Technical support, 200

Park Avenue, New York, NY 10166.
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Hayes Smartmodem 1200, $399.

Hayes Corp., 5835 Peachtree Comers

East, Norcross, GA 30092, (404)

449-8791.
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Cyber Studio (with CAD-3D 2.0),

S89.95. Antic Software, 544 Second

Str, San Francisco, CA 94107, (415)

957-0886; (800) 234-7001.

PC-Ditto, $89.99. Avant Garde Sys-

tems, 381 Pablo Point Dr., Jackson-

ville, FL 32225, (904) 221-2904.
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mahe
Your
Own

Magic.

Ok, print pi/4

785398
Ok. info

File size 31 lines
fit line 22

Free nenory S51552 b

- dlib\z[

LIBRARY "3DLIB.TRC 1

CALL PErsWindowt-pi.pi.-pijpij-l.Sjl
LET x = -3

LET y = -5

LET z = 4

DO

PRINT "Eye; "jx;yji
CALL SetCanera3(x,y,z,work$)
CALL Zplot(Q,30,workS)
GET KEY xxx

| CLEAR

Speed, great graphics and a little

bit of magic: that's what you expect

from your Atari' ST. And that's

what you get from programming

in True BASIC.

It's a structured language that's

easy to use. A compiler, editor and

debugging tools rolled into one.

It's the latest from Kemeny and

Kurtz, the inventors of BASIC.

If you crunch numbers, you'll

appreciate floating-point math

that's very fast. Support for large,

dynamic arrays, and built-in

syntax for matrix algebra.

And True BASIC makes graphics

easy. Define your own coordinate

schemes and color palettes. Plot

entire arrays with a single state-

ment. Apply built-in 2D trans-

forms. Or use the 3D Graphics

Library to put some depth in the

picture.

You can change line Styles, add

pull-down menus and get at all

the GEM and AES routines. But

if portable code is important,

there's True BASIC for the PC,

Macintosh and Amiga" as well.

True BASIC lets you build your

own libraries. They can be

separately compiled, in BASIC,

C or assembly. Debug with break-

points and immediate mode.

Visually trace program execution.

Create macros and script files

to complement True BASIC'S

fantastic mouse-based editor.

But if you're just learning, True

BASIC will coach you with on-

line HELP and friendly error

messages. If you need more, we

have textbooks and videotapes.

Find out why thousands of engi-

neers, developers, and students

use True BASIC to make a little

magic. Visit your Atari ST dealer,

or call us today at 1-800 TREAS1C.

No Shipping

Language System

Runtime
Both

Libraries

I 79.95*

79.95*

149.95

49.95 each

*:Special i: >du

registered trademark at Commodore-Amiga -
is licensed to Apple Computer — Atari is <

trademark of Atari Corp. — True BASIC is s

of True BASIC. Inc.
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LANGUAGE

multi-line, user-defined functions

• local, global variables

SELECT CASE, DO/LOOP
• recursion, modules

• GKS graphics, 2D transforms

• access to GEM, AES features

COMPILER

compiles to fast, compact b-code

parameter type-checking

• optional LET statement

optional declared variable names
• Runtime package creates stand-alone file

LIMITS

strings, program lines to 1 megabyte each

floating-point 5e-309 to 1.8e+308
• 14-digit floating-point accuracy

• unlimited program size, data space

variable names up to 31 characters

EDITOR

full-screen, mouse-based editor

global search, replace

block copy, move, delete

• menu, function key, command line interfaces

• keyboard macros, script files

DEBUGGING

• set breakpoints and continue

immediate mode execution

visual trace, single-step execution

• cross-reference utility

BASIC
3y South Main Street

Hanover, NH 03755
(603) 643-3882
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WORD
PERFECT

IS IT PERFECT YET?
By Ian Chadwick

Using WordPerfect 4.1 (WP) for the ST is like driving a Ferrari

through rush-hour traffic. The potential for phenomenal per-

formance is there, but unfortunately, WP seems to spend

most of its time stalled at the side of the road, rather than

leading the pack.

WP brings to the ST features and functionality light years

beyond its competitors. The program has so many features

that you may not get to many of them until long after you've

brought it home. Along with this wealth, however, comes a

proportionate level of effort required to master WE The learn-

ing curve isn't steep, but it is long.

WORDPERFECT FEATURES

WordPerfect's list of features is impressive. In up to four

simultaneous document windows, it offers complete line and

page format control, including page centering, binding width

print allowance, newspaper and parallel columns, headers,

footers, footnotes, endnotes, automatic hyphenation, Roman

or Arabic page and paragraph numbering, widow and orphan

control, block protection, conditional end of page, redline,

strikeouts and outlining. If that's not enough, WP adds com-

prehensive macros, online help, a spell- checker, thesaurus,

flexible merge (and mail merge), word count, table of contents

and index generation, multiple levels of Undo, definable Con-

trol and Alternate keys, math functions, file search and dis-

play automatic timed backups and search and replace on any

character, including carriage returns. Virtually everything is

user definable, from the cursor to the underline style. The

power in this program is staggering, even intimidating.

With all this power, the question is: are you ready for

WordPerfect? More important, given the current state of its

development, is WordPerfect ready for you? Perhaps the rest

of this article will help you decide.

44 Business Issue, 1988

KEYBOARD INTENSIVE

WP is keyboard intensive, reflecting its non-GEM roots. Each

function key pressed alone or with the Shift, Control or Alt

keys performs a different task- You can select every WP fea-

ture from the keyboard, although the commands are often

confusing and rarely mnemonic. Some commands are

mouse-selectable in the pull-down menus while others pop

up in dialog boxes. Many selections offer still more choices

and subsequent dialog boxes. It may take half-a-dozen key-

strokes or mouse clicks to accomplish a single task.

WordPerfect Corporation has done its best to rescue the

user drowning in choices. The on-line help is excellent and

/N File Edit Search Fomat StgU Print

WordPerfect v

the program comes with a keyboard template, key stickers, a

quick reference card and a 600-page manual. If you're a new

WP user, be sure to keep all the documentation handy. You'll

need it.

At first glance, WP appears to be a GEM-based word
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processor This impression is only partially correct. In many

instances, WP parallels the IBM PC version and many of its

routines circumvent GEM with mixed success. For example,

pressing the F5 key brings up a unique List Files menu with a

variety of disk functions. Then the current directory is read,

sorted alphabetically and displayed complete with names,

sizes and dates-far superior to GEM's name-only output. You

can then choose a file and function by typing in the filename

or by using the mouse or the cursor and Return keys. You

can't simply do a GEM double-click on a filename to load it.

It's an annoyance at times, but it was necessary to allow mul-
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The List Files Menu.

tiple file selection. If you already know the filename and path,

you can simply press the Shift and the F10 key to load a file

and avoid this menu completely.

The List Files Menu is typical of WP: a good utility with

useful options (including text in, disk file search, delete and

rename) that requires too many keystrokes and too much

time to accomplish its task. When you move to WP (from,

say, Word Writer ST) you first give up speed and simplicity;

this is the price of WP's power

WHAT YOU SEE. . .

WP is partially WYSIWYG: boldface, underlining and italics

are displayed and text appears on the screen where it will on

paper. But headers, footers and foot- and endnotes are hidden

until print time, when they appear where you hope they

should. You can edit them in their own windows, but not

preview them in the document- to me, a serious failing.

Footnote and endnote references are identified in the text

by a number the same size and color of the body of the text.

There's no way to distinguish these numbers from other text

(italics, bold and underline don't affect them). At print time,

the numbers are superscripted (if that's what you chose), but

not in the screen display. Also, long footnotes cause unpre-

dictable and unwanted page breaks or can even cause the

computer to crash.

Because oi WP's flexibility, embedded control codes can

multiply like rabbits. They are, therefore, invisible in the

document window. If you select Reveal Codes by pressing the

Alt and F3 keys, the text, formatting and printer commands

appear in a separate window below the main document win-

dow. You can delete the commands there, but you can only

insert them in the main window. Since the mouse is turned

off when you reveal codes, you move with the cursor keys.

The code window scrolls annoyingly with ever)' movement

and often codes scroll up out of sight; you cannot resize the

code window.

PORTING FILES AND SETTING MACROS
You can port text files-not macros -directly from IBM WP to

your ST, but they must be in the WP 4.1 format. ST WP has

serious trouble digesting files created in the 4.2 version.

Macros are a major WP feature you can use to customize

your own copy. Essentially, a macro is a collection of

keystrokes - either commands or text. After you name a

macro, you type and press keys in the order you wish every-

thing performed and save it to disk. When you invoke that

macro, keystrokes are repeated exactly as entered- provided

they are stored in the current directory.

Unfortunately, WP macros on the ST don't always work

properly. For example, I created a macro to open a window,

sized it to the top half of the screen, loaded a file from disk,

opened a second window, sized it to the bottom half, loaded

a second file and inserted some text. In IBM version 4.2 this

is simple stuff. In ST 4.1, window number one opened, sized

itself correctly and loaded the file. Number two opened, but

remained at full size. It refused to load the next file and forgot

the text.

A File Edit Search Fornat Style Print Special
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Sometimes a redefined macro won't respond -although

saved, only the original definition works. Other times, work-

ing macros seem to get forgotten and stop working after per-

forming flawlessly earlier in a document.
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SHOW IT
BUSINESS GRAPHICS-

PRESENTATIONS. CHARTSAND GRAPHS

by BRIAN LEE and GORDON WONG

Nowhere is the adage

"A picture is worth a

thousand words" more

apt than when you're

doing a business presen-

tation. Bar charts for the

boss, pie charts for the

managers and slides for

your trainees all fall into

the category of business

graphics. Let Brian Lee

and Gordon Wong tell

you about ST software

that'll give you a good

showing at work.

ike beauty, business

graphics are in the eye of

the beholder. Corporate

managers today have all

the tools of the artist,

graphic designer and typesetter at their

fingertips in the form of drawing,

computer-aided design and desktop

publishing programs. For business

graphics, though, these tools must take

a back seat to charting and presentation

software. Charting software generates

graphs or charts from the information

in spreadsheets or databases, while

presentation software automates or

replaces the traditional slideshow.

Today, personal computers and busi-

ness graphic software have made chart-

ing easy, fast and accurate. To generate a

chart, just enter a few numbers and

press a key, and a graph appears on

screen or printer Good charting soft-

ware supports a wide variety of printers

and plotters, and imports numeric in-

formation from any spreadsheet or

database. It's nice if it includes common

database and statistical functions such

field searching, sorting, calculating aver-

ages, or record counting.

Beyond traditional pie and bar

charts, some charting software can ren-

der line, scatter, stacked, clustered,

high/low (such as those in stock chart-

ing), exploded pie, horizontal and verti-

cal graphs, in 2-D and 3-D. And of

course, good charting programs allow

you to label charts easily.

A-Chart
A-Chart can generate area, horizontal

and vertical bar, line, 3D bar, stacked bar

and pie charts. The program takes full

advantage of the mouse and GEM to

help you create your graph. It's easy

to switch to new data, change

the graph type or explode a pie slice.

ST paint programs enable you to produce

colorful graphs, for either conventional

slideshows or computer-generated ones.

A-Chart can show up to four differ-

ent graphs at a time on the screen, and

supports up to 20 sets of data per graph

Cor up to 80 data sets for all the graphs).

It can handle up to 30,000 data points

on a 520 ST or 100,000 data points on a
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1040 ST. You can type in data or import

.DIF files from most databases and

spreadsheets. You can also save the

finished charts as DEGAS-format im-

ages, although A-Chart has tools for

making graph labels and legends,

choosing text font style and size, draw-

ing arrows and creating different line

thicknesses and fill patterns. You can

place text and arrows anywhere on the

screen, and can save and load

separately legends, labels, arrows, line

and fill patterns.

A-Chart offers statistical functions

(including mean, standard deviation,

variance, skewness, kurtosis, chi-square

and coefficient of correlation), and

many mathematical, trigonometric, con-

ditional, logorithmic, and Boolean func-

tions (eg., IF/THEN/ELSE, SIN, ACOS,

and LOG).

However, though A-Chart gives you

basic statistics, it calculates and displays

these values without any graphical

representation, A-Chart supports only

Epson-compatible printers, but you can

use printers supported by DEGAS Elite

if you save a graph as a DEGAS image.

A-Chart's user interface, easy data

manipulation and internal statistical

functions are its strongest suits. Its man-

ual could be improved, with more ex-

pansive descriptions of A-Chart's

statistical functions and an index, A-

Chart runs in medium resolution and is

not copy protected.

Chartpak
Chartpak is another GEM-based chart-

ing program. It offers 11 chart types:

vertical and horizontal line graphs, ver-

tical and horizontal area graphs, vertical

and horizontal 2-D or 3-D bar graphs,

X-Y or Y-X line graphs, or pie charts

(with exploded slices). Chartpak can

also create stacked charts for most of

these types. Unlike A-Chart, Chartpak's

pie charts are limited to 20 or fewer

items.

Chartpak works in any ST resolution,

and can show up to four graphs at once.

It can handle up to ten data sets or a

maximum of 1,000 data points in all

data sets (each data set has a maximum

of 200 points). Since Chartpak's data

sets are simple ASCII files, they're easy

to generate. Chartpak can also import

data from Abacus's PowerLedger ST and

DataRetrieve programs.

Chartpak can save chart information,

such as chart type, labels or title in a

separate file, then use up to four of

these chart spec files to display a data

set in different ways or display different

data sets,

Chartpak can also load or save im-

ages in .IFF "clip art" format, and use

GEM fonts (although not all GEM fonts

work with all printers). Lines and fill

patterns are preset within the program.

Text size, font, style (bold, italic, outline,

etc.) and alignment are adjustable using

dialog boxes. Chartpak can also save the

whole chart in DEGAS format, and can

load DEGAS pictures to use as back-

grounds for charts.

hartpak supports only

basic math functions

and a few statistical ones

such as average and

standard deviation.

However, the statistical functions are

very powerful: Chartpak can compute a

least squares regression line and then

graphically show the average and stan-

dard deviation lines, and use exponen-

tial smoothing to compute smoothed

and trend values for a data set. The

manual supplies extensive examples,

usage and explanations on these power-

ful statistical features.

Chartpak supports a number of

printers and plotters, providing detailed

grounds for ch

H

information on setting up a plotter com-

mand file (although most plotters can-

not show clip art, background DEGAS
pictures, certain GEM fonts or

shadowed pie charts).

One of Chartpak's major limitations

is its maximum of 200 data points per

data set, especially the 20 data points

for its piechart A small business

spreadsheet import would easily sur-

pass those maximums. Chartpak's data

A simple line graph,

entry and chart setup process is time-

consuming. The manual tends to delve

deeply into details without getting to

the point, and its figures need better

labeling. And although it details how to

read files from Abacus's PowerLedger ST,

it doesn't mention DataRetrieve at all.

Overall, Chartpak will meet most

business charting demands. Its printer

Exploded
Pie Chart

A pie chart.

and plotter support is quite extensive,

and the advanced statistical functions

and ability to alter the aspect ratio of its

charts are very attractive, although more

trigonometric, logorithmic and Boolean

operators, and additional statistical ones k
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such as correlation coefficient or chi-

square testing would be nice. Chartpak

is not copy protected.

Charting in Spreadsheet
and Database Programs
Two ST spreadsheets can do charts. If

you use one of these spreadsheets, their

graphing capabilities can save you con-

siderable time.

Timeworks' SwiftCalc includes the

SuperGraphics charting program.

SuperGraphics can generate vertical and

isssassss ,,

lllrt

ChartPak.

horizontal bar graphs in stacked and

overlaid formats, line charts, pie charts,

scatter plots, and even Gannt or HiLo

charts. SuperGraphics can import .DIF

format files as well. (Editor's note: For a

complete review of SwiftCalc ST and the Su-

perGraphics program, see "Timeworks'

Powerful Business Trio" in the Summer

1987 issue of START.)

VIP Professional and Masterplan from

VIP Technologies include rudimentary

" ""

.1 !!.. ,1

v*Wk 1

Sample Gannt Chart
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SwiftCalc's SuperGraphics output.

graphing functions and are best suited

to quick overviews of your spreadsheet

data, with only limited control over the

layout and scaling of your charts. In
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view of this, if you need greater flexibil-

ity or higher quality output, the Time-

works SuperGraphics product is a bet-

ter bet. (Editor's note: Both VIP

Professional and Masterplan are reviewed

in "Figure IE, " elsewhere in this issue.)

Presentation Software
Presentation software lets you create

video presentations or slide shows.

Good presentations require a variety of

free-form drawing tools such as image

crop, zoom, scaling, geometric shape

drawing and font text sizing. Since most

managers are not artists, it's useful to

have libraries of art such as business

symbols or geographical maps, which

you can cut and paste as you like.

Fortunately, many ST paint programs

can accomplish these things. And spe-

cial animated screen effects such as dis-

solves, wipes, curtains and splits can

help to spruce up the visual impact of

the many images in any presentation.

Colorful Charts
For creating images, your best bet are ST

paint programs such as NEOchrome or

DEGAS Elite These can easily spruce

up colorful pie and bar charts, with

multiple fonts for labelling images. If

your spreadsheet or charting program

can save its charts in a compatible for-

mat, it's easy to use these paint pro-

grams. And some paint programs, such

as Animator ST and Cyber Paint, sup-

port animation capabilities. That means

you can even use animation sequences

in video presentations.

The Informer
One unique presentation package that's

not a paint program is The Informer, a

free-form database manager that can

import NEOchrome or DEGAS Elite

pictures. You can insert pictures into

graphic fields or use them as static

background scenery for database

records. For example, a personnel file

might include a digitized picture of the

employee as well as the employee's

name, address and phone.

he Informer can use full-

sized pictures for back-

grounds, and either half-

or quarter-size pictures

in graphic fields. How-

ever, retrieving pictures from the disk

tends to be slow. The Informer does not

have any graphic tools for touching up

pictures except adjustable colors. It also

lacks cropping tools that would make it

much easier to place the quarter and

half sizes.

The Informer's facility for database

processes such as searching and sorting

makes it very appealing for some

presentations. For example, a real-estate

agent could keep a database of new

home information-complete with pic-

tures of each home.

Conclusion
All these products will help you create

business presentations, but none is a

true presentation graphics program.

Such a program would support a variety

of paint formats and have tools solely

used to generate and manipulate images.

For charts, A-Chart is best at creating

simple charts that you can enhance

with a paint program. For maximum

flexibility in preparing graphs (or the

more specialized HiLo or Gannt charts),

SwiftCalc's SuperGraphics program is

your best bet. The basic graphing func-

tions in VIP Professional and Master-

plan are excellent for quick viewing of

data. And all ST paint and animation

programs will liven up your video

presentations.

With a well-done chart or graph, a



picture isn't worth just a thousand

words. To a business, it may be worth a

thousand numbers-or a thousand

dollars.

Ifyou'd like more articles like this, circle

178 on the Reader Service Card.

Brian Lee is President of Forte Research

and Development, a computer software

and hardware development company.

Gordon Wong is an optometrist and

computer enthusiast.

Products Mentioned
• A-Chart, $39.95. Antic Software, 544

Second Str., San Francisco, CA
94107. (415) 957-0886; (800)

234-7001.

Animator ST, $79.95. Aegis Develop-

ment, 2115 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica,

CA 90405, (213)392-9972.
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Chartpak, $49.95. Abacus, P.O. Box

7219. Grand Rapids, MI 49510, (616)

241-5510.
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Cyber Paint, $79.95. Antic Software,

544 Second Street, San Francisco CA
94107. (415) 957-0886; (800)

234-7001.

DEGAS Elite, $59.95. Electronic

Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., 5an Mateo,

CA 94404, (415)571-7171.
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The Informer, Version 1.04, $99.95.

Regent Software, 7131 Owensmouth,

#45A, Canoga Park, CA 91303, (818)

882-2800.
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NEOchrome, $29.95. Atari Corp.,

1196 Borregas Ave, Sunnyvale, CA

94086, (408) 745-2000.
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Swiftcalc ST (contains Super-

Graphics), $79.95. Timeworks, 444

Lake Cook Rd., Deerfield, 1L 60015,

(312) 948-9200.
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VIP Professional. $149.95; Master-

Plan, S89.95. 1SD Marketing, Inc.,

2651 John St., Unit 3, Markham, On-

tario, Canada L3R 2W5, (416)

479-1880.
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.
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PS Interlace 18

R-Time-8Cart 48

Racing Destruction 11

Rambo XL 28
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Sparta DOS-X Cart .

Speed King
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Star Fleet I .

Star Raiders II

Strip Poker

S.P. Data Disks..

.

Super Boulderdash.
.

Syn-Calc ....
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Sny-File Plus

Timewise

Top Gunner

Touchdown Football

Trail Blazer

Triple Pack

Tycoon

Typesetter 22

Ullimal-IV £

Video Poker

Video Vegas

Wargame Const. Sel 19

Warship

/.'na-d'E Crown

XLEN* Word Processor

ZOFK Trilogy

OVER 300 TITLES

IN STOCK.
LARGEST SELECTION
IN THE COUNTRY!

HOURS: M-F 9 am-9 pm EST
SAT 10 am-4 pm

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-255-5835
Ohio Residents, Order Status or

Tech. Info, Call (513) 294-6236
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MasterPlari
FINANCIAL SPREADSHEET

MasterPlan ] M
is an inexpensive, powerful, easy to use

spreadsheet written totally within Digital Research's "GEM"
operating system. MasterPlan utilizes extensively the graphics and

mouse capabilities of the ATARI ST personal computer. HELP is built

right into the program. You will be able to create worksheets and
graphs within minutes.

Atari ST™ Special Features.

Mouse or keystroke operation.

GEM interface with pull-down menus, icons, dialog boxes, ranging,

scroll bars, column grabber, etc.

Sparse matrix for conserving memory.
Supports hard drives & printers supported by GEM.
Supports color or monochrome monitors.

Ultra-fast floating point math. Multiple windows for viewing graphs

and worksheet at the same time.

Spreadsheet Features

Reads/Writes .WKS data files, so MasterPlan will work with both

Lotus 1-2-3 or VIP Professional data files. Giant 8192 x 256

spreadsheet grid. Date, Financial, Logical, Mathematical, Special and

Statistical Functions. Cell and range operations. Cell and range

naming. Cell Pointer expansion. Automatic, manual & natural

recalculation. Optional display of forjnulas in cells. Print formatting

options include printing borders, margin control, headers & footers,

automatic pagination. Separately formattable windows. Frozen titles

horizontally, vertically or both. Copy or move cell or range contents.

Delete or insert rows or columns. Undo editing command. Protection

of all or portions of the worksheet. Change column-width globally or

with mouse. Import data from other business programs.

Graph Features

Line, bar, stacked-bar, pie, and scatter graphs. "Exploded" pie graph.

"UNDO" toggle graph. Displayable in color or monochrome. Up to

six separate data ranges. Four different graph titles. Automatic or

manual scaling. Symbols, line or data-labels for line graphs. Legends

for labelling data ranges. Horizontal and/or vertical grids. Multiple

graphs can be created and stored for each worksheet. Saves files

compatible with DEGAS & Publishing Partner.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENT: Atari 5T minimum 512X 0-5 meg drive & color or monochrome monitor.

MasterPlan is a trademark of D1TEK International; Atari and ST ar

trademark of Digital Research Inc.; Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademark!

All specifications Mjbjf-Lt int-ruMpc without notice.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL ATARI DEALER
TO ORDER AND FOR MORE

INFORMATION CALL
1-416-479-1880

Home Budget Spreadsheet.

Mortgage Car Expense

Jan-87 $458.88 $256.88
Feh-17 5(54.58 5151.51'

Mar-17 $45). 85 5261.15

flpr-87 5461.64 5261.76

BUQBE! Z_

. .
V~f-

I
e

|

Dct-B7 5452.16 5275,11

Hav-57 54)7.88 5212.7!

Det-87 $582.85 5215.61

TOTAL ' 55,787,13 $3,246 ,72 $2/663,33 $1 ,521,18 51,52

HcustHcio eiiosn m iwm
Home Budget. Muftipk' Windows With Bar Graph.

®
B C D I F Beset Print I

« Canc el! Ml iil.'i'lErMH

Hortgige Cir Expense

$458.9

$454.58

$451.85

$461.64

5468.27

51 72. }5
'

$477,68

$462,46

$487.21

$4)2,16

$4)7,88

$256.8

$251,56

$261,15

5263,76

5266.3)

$261.86

5271,75

W'iA7
$277.21

$27). IB

5282,78

$285,61

mX
'

.D BUDGET FDR DB7

(5 I!.)*

£) ia,2);

Q 1B.4IX

Q 1B.4X

Home Budget, Mulliple Windows With Exploded Fie Graph.

ISD MARKETING, INC., 2651 John St., Unit 3, Markham. ONT, Canada L3R 2W5. (416) 479-1880. Fax # 1-416-479-1882
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AN OVERVIEW

OF ST DATABASES

by DAVID PLOTKIN
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database is really just a

collection of informa-

tion, organized to make

it easy to retrieve and

process. A database man-

ager is the program that lets you make

use of that information.

The information in a database is

usually arranged into records. Each rec-

ord contains several pieces of related

data, each in its ownjizld. Don't be con-

fused by the jargon-it's simpler than

you think. For example, one of the most

familiar non-computerized databases is

an address book. Each page of the book

has someone's name, street address, city,

state, zip code and phone number. In

database jargon, each page of the ad-

dress book is one record. Each in-

dividual piece of information on each

page -the phone number, for

example -has its own field.

What makes a computerized data-

base better than an ordinary address

book is the ability to rearrange the in-

formation. Want to find all your ac-

quaintances who live in Ohio? With an

address book, you'd have to page

through the entire book, checking the

state where each person lives. With a

computerized database, you can get the

computer to do the work-automatically

selectingjust the people who live in

Ohio and then listing them in alpha-

betical order Cor any order you like).

Obviously, to make the best use of

your database information you need a

good database manager. There are

several factors to consider in choosing

which program is for you. How easy is

it to set up the database? How easy is it

to add, delete or change a field or field

title? And how easily can you print out

lists and reports in the formats you

need?

To Relate Or
Not To Relate?
Once you get beyond simple considera-

tions of adding information to your

databases and printing reports, there are

some important basic differences be-

tween database managers. The most

common type of database manager is

sometimes known as ajlatjile system.

You can add and manipulate data and

run reports, but you can't mix data from

two or more files for a single report.

The other major type of database

manager is a relational system. In this

type, you can use information that's

spread across several databases, as long

as they're all linked together by a com-

mon field. For example, say you have

one file with the name, address and ID

number of each of your customers, and *

Information— it's the life-

blood of any business,

whether it's lists of cus-

tomers, inventory statis-

tics or sales details—and

keeping track of that in-

formation is what data-

base management soft-

ware is all about. START

database maven Dave

Plotkin looks at how an

ST database manager

can help your business

work better—and exactly

what nine of the top pro-

grams can do for you!
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DataManager ST Y Y Y Y N

Base Two Y Y N Y Y

TRIMbase Y Y N Y Y

Data Retrieve Y Y Y Y Y

The Informer Y Y Y Y Y

Superbase Personal Y Y N Y Y

Zoomracks II free.form free form free form free form free i

dBMan Y Y Y Y N

t / / 4
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128 4000
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the amount ow

another file containing the ID number

and the amount each customer owes

you. Because both files contain the

"customer ID number" field, you can

write reports that get the customer's

name and address from the first file and

the amount owed from the second file,

nother important con-

sideration is whether

you can write applica-

tions with your database

manager Seven of the

nine ST database managers here let you

create databases and reports, but the

amount of customizing you can do is

limited- However, the other two data-

base managers include full-blown appli-

cation languages with special com-

mands for storing and manipulating

data; you can use them to write com-

pletely customized applications. You

can even compile your applications so

that they'll run as independent pro-

grams (in fact, some commercial pro-

grams for the ST were created in just

this way!). That's tremendous power,

but not without a price: the database

managers with application languages

tend to be the most complex and

difficult to use.
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Data Manager ST
Data Manager ST is a flat file database

manager that offers two views of your

data: one shows each record on its own

screen, while the other is laid out in

columns like a spreadsheet. You can

add or reposition fields in either view at

any time, though changing the layout in

one view won't change it in the other.

Data Manager ST allows you to

specify various field types including nu-

meric, text, calculation, Yes/No, Time

and Date; you can even design your

own. Calculated fields can use the stan-

dard four math functions (+, — , * and

/), power and root, logical functions

(AND and OR), comparison (<, > and

= ), and IF/THEN/ELSE. You can do

multiple sorts in both ascending and

descending order.

Reports can be created from either

individual record or spreadsheet view.

You can add titles, margins and special

printer codes to the report format, with

subtotals and running totals, and page

breaks on any numeric field. Report for-

mats can be saved to disk. You can also

use Timeworks' graphing package to

create graphs from any Data Manager ST

database.

Base Two
Base Two is a highly flexible flat file

database manager in two programs: one

for setting up a database and one for

entering data. It's completely mouse-

driven; after a field is created, you can

click to enter or change a field title or

size, or rearrange the order of fields.

Base Two offers multi-line text fields

with word wrap, as well as numeric,

calculated and date fields. You can also

change the text size, color and text at-

tributes (thick, skewed, underline, etc.)

of each field.

Base Two's flexible report writer lets

you click and drag any field in the data-

base to a position in a report layout

window. Once there, you can change

the field title or length for the purposes

of the report, specify the sort order, se-

lect subtotals, ask for a page break on

the key field, set margins and specify

the number of lines each record will

take up on the report. Base Two is care-

ful not to break records across a page

break. You can save up to ten reports on

disk with each database

TRIMbase
TRIMbase is a fully mouse-driven data-
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base manager with some relational

capabilities; it uses the card-file meta-

phor very effectively. Setting up a data-

base is simply a matter of entering the

field names, types and lengths; you can

easily adjust the held length or name.

Field types include text, date, numeric,

class and block (multiple lines with

word wrap). There are flexible sorting,

searching, and summary commands,

and you may completely restructure

each record (which can take a while).

TRIMbase can create a new database

from an old file by selecting only some

fields or records, by merging two files

with identical fields, by subtracting two

files (where records in both files are left

out), or by joining two files to create a

third file that contains fields from the

two files based on matching criteria,

RIMbase's report facilities

are very powerful. You

can type in any text and

select any field from a

menu. You can generate

variable-size reports, change text attrib-

utes, justify text, cut and paste portions

of the report, anchor columns of the re-

port so that they always appear in the

same place, put text into a report based

on the value of a particular field and

summarize the data from many records

in one report, repeating certain informa-

tion and totaling and averaging any

field. Report definitions can be saved to

disk. TRIMbase is copy-protected.

One of

the most familiar

non-computerized

databases is an

address book.

DataRetrieve
DataRetrieve is a menu and icon-driven

flat file database manager Fields can be

designed and placed on the input forms

by typing in field data and then clicking

and dragging to adjust position and size.

Field types include text, numeric and

date, with multiple lines and word

wrap. Input fields can be customized

using rectangles, circles, lines, fill pat-

terns and styled text; data fields can use

different text sizes and attributes.

Numeric fields can use trig, log and

square-root functions.

You can select records based on the

contents of any field (using wildcards if

you desire); you can also create a file or

subrange of the records that match

search criteria, then manipulate the

subrange. Indexing is possible on any

field and text can be cut, pasted or

copied.

The reporting module lets you type

any text on the screen and then import

a field. You can easily change the posi-

tion and size or specify text size and at-

tributes for any field. Report forms can

be saved to disk. DataRetrieve is copy-

protected.

The Informer
The Informer allows two views of your

data— an input form (it can have a cus-

tom background designed with DEGAS

or NEOchrome) and a column format

that looks like a spreadsheet. You can

change a field's position and size at any
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time, but changing a field view on the

input form doesn't affect the column

version. Field types are text, Code, Date,

Currency, Yes/No and Picture (which

loads and shows a picture). The In-

former can handle four databases at

once, and with the Code type field you

can transfer information with a match-

ing key from one database to another.

Formatting options include justification

and specification of templates; there's

also a four-level sort function, and

subranges can be created as separate

databases.

eporting is generally

h ^H limited to printing

columnar output

(columns can be hidden

so they don't print) or

doing a screen dump of the input form.

You can also customize your report,

specifying lines, spaces and data items.

Unfortunately, The Informer has

several bugs. Once data has been en-

tered into a field, nothing will change

the data until you restart the record.

Also, when a small box graphic is re-

moved from the screen, pieces of it re-

main behind, making a mess of the

fields in records of other databases are.

The flexible report generator lets you

look at only certain records or fields, set

headers, position fields, include fields

from other databases, sort on multiple

keys in any order, add printed headings,

subtotal on the report and specified

groups of records, and calculate and

sum fields. You must link two databases

to use data from both of them in your

report.

Zoomracks II

Zoomracks II is a database manager

based on the card-file metaphor You

can see multiple cards in a rack and

With a

computerized

database you can

rearrange your

information.

Superbase Personal
Superbase Personal offers you three

different ways of examining your data:

data entry, spreadsheet, or a view in

which you can both enter data and

modify field locations. Using sophisti-

cated record filtering you can view just

selected records or fields.

The controls for moving through a

database mimic those on a VCR. Field

types include text, numeric, date, exter-

nal and calculated. You can specify nu-

meric and date format from dialog

boxes, and can make a field required or

validated. An external field lets you

view a picture or ASCII text file. You can

specify formulas and filters from well-

designed dialog boxes. The Update

function can perform actions on the

fields of a record based on conditions

you set- including what the values of
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zoom in on any card, which can con-

tain up to 250 lines of 80 characters.

Fields are of variable length, which re-

moves some of the normal database

concerns. Zoomracks II uses the mouse,

but not drop-down menus; a bewilder-

ing number of commands are available

from IBM-style menus and submenus

(not drop-downs), as well as from key

combinations. GEM is not used and the

large number of commands can be quite

confusing. The card you are currently

viewing can be edited at any time, and a

new card added. Multiple racks of cards

can also be viewed. Basic math features

allow for totaling through fields on a

card or on multiple cards.

You can set up custom forms

specifying what fields of a card you

want printed. A whole series of com-

mands can be typed in to customize the

look of the card.

Regent Base
Regent Base is a full-blown relational

database manager complete with an ap-

plication language. You can define input

forms by dragging text, buttons and

editable fields into position on the

screen. You can specify the attributes,

color and point size of the text and can

redefine the forms later.

Once a form is created, you must use

the application language to create a pro-

gram for manipulating the database.

Programs can add and delete records,

modify fields, filter unwanted records,

index records, create new databases,

produce customized reports, and even

read the status of editable fields and re-

spond to mouse-clicks. Utilities are in-

cluded for sorting records and creating

a new database by specifying the fields

by name and type (text, numeric and

date).

egent Base is a very

powerful package, but re-

quires that the user pro-

gram a custom applica-

tion before using it. To

compile a stand-alone application to

sell, you must send it to Regent Soltware

and purchase a license. Regent Base is

also hampered by a poorly organized

and overly technical manual. A better

manual, The Regent Base Guidebook, is

available from Regent for an extra

$24.95.

dBMan
dBMan is a relational database manager

with an application language based on

dBase III, the widely used IBM PC data-

base manager. It comes with several util-

ities that make it easier to create files

and report forms. A built-in text editor

lets you create and edit application pro-

grams, and a program can call any other

program for a structured and easily read

listing.



dBMan does not use GEM at all; you

must enter commands at the prompt.

The application language can handle up

to ten databases at once, and files can

be linked -you can even link one file to

many others (dBase III only allows a file

to be linked to one other file). dBMan

also supports multiple indexes, simple

screen graphics and HMenu (which

puts a horizontal menu on the screen

and lets you use the arrow keys to high-

light your choice).

dBMan also includes "Assistant," a

full-screen utility that will prompt you

through common tasks such as creating

a database, defining fields and printing

reports. Many people only use "Assis-

tant," though more complex dBMan ap-

plications must be programmed. Pro-

grammed applications can also be

compiled along with the run-time pack-

age for distribution.
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FIGURE IT
AN OVERVIEW OF ST SPREADSHEETS

by JIM PIERSON-PERRY

Whether you manage a

Fortune 500 company or

a corner grocery store,

you need to keep a tight

rein on your money. If

you do the latter, then an

Atari ST and a spread-

sheet program may be

all you need—but which

one? Here, let Jim

Pierson-Perry show you

the best programs to

keep track of your

money—be it coming or

going.

preadsheets have been

one of the major reasons

for the acceptance of

microcomputers in the

business market. Word

processing was useful, although a secre-

tary could fulfill that role. Data analysis

and financial decision making, however,

required a lot of time and computa-

tional resources that were not always

available Spreadsheets suddenly put

this power into an affordable desktop

computer tool. Applications as varied as

analyzing sales forecasts to comparing

mortgage options could be done speed-

ily by all levels of users-from business

managers to home owners.

Spreadsheet Basics
In simple terms, a spreadsheet is a

piece of electronic paper, a pencil and a

calculator It is laid out as a grid of rows

and columns. Each cell of the grid can

contain a number, text or formula for

computing a value based on other cells.

Changing a cell's value causes all cells

dependent on it to be changed. This al-

lows rapid evaluation of "what if"

questions -leading to faster and more

comprehensive decision making.

Over the past several years, a cottage

industry has grown up around spread-

sheets for educational support and

predefined models (templates). Most of

these are for Lotus 1-2-3, the standard

in the business world. Programs com-

patible with its file format (.WKS) can

draw upon these third-party resources,

as well as Lotus 1-2-3 forums on vari-

ous bulletin boards.

The strength of a spreadsheet is in

the different kinds of models that you

can develop, which depend on the

number and type of built-in functions

and ways to address cell data. Other

features that enhance a spreadsheet's

utility are graphics, database access,

user definable functions, printed reports

and the ability to import and export

data files between other application

programs.

Another feature to consider is how

well the program can detect errors. All

report mathematical errors, such as di-

vision by zero, but logical errors in set-

ting up a model are another matter. Two

of the most common such problems are

circular andforward referencing. A circu-

lar reference is when a cell is defined by

a formula containing itself (e.g.

A10=10*A10) and the spreadsheet

usually cannot resolve the problem. A

forward reference is when a cell value

depends on other cells that lie ahead of

it in the calculation sequence The "nat-

ural
7

' method of recalculation was de-
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then jumps bac

vised to take care of this problem.

(With this method, if you're moving

down in a column and come to a refer-

ence that's out of sequence, the spread-

sheet jumps to that cell, evaluates it,

then jumps back to where you left off.)

preadsheets for the ST

range from low-cost ba-

sic feature programs to

full-blown integrated

systems for power users.

Below are brief reviews of five spread-

sheets, highlighting their major

strengths and weaknesses, and a chart

for side-by-side comparisons of their

features.

VIP Professional
VIP Professional is a full-fledged clone

of Lotus 1-2-3 with a GEM shell. It

reproduces all of Lotus's features includ-

ing the ability to read and write .WKS

files. This gives you instant access to

hundreds of existing models as well as

connectivity with office PCs using Lotus

1-2-3, since the ST can directly read or

write IBM 3 '/2-inch data files.

However, there are two drawbacks -

the program takes up a lot of memory

(ideally, you need a megabyte), and its

GEM shell is incomplete. You select

commands by going through several

levels of nested menus. You can select

most with either the mouse or key-

board, but mixing is not allowed during

a selection sequence. There are also

several commands you can access

through only the keyboard and a similar

set only for the mouse.

The grid design makes good use of

the mouse for selecting cells and ranges.

Scrolling is slow but acceptable, with a

variety of ways to jump more quickly

about the grid. An express icon is

provided for one-step moves to the grid

extremes within a range or to a neigh-

boring range. VIP uses the natural

method as its default for recalculation

and it flags circular references. The

Undo button is supported along with a

good on-line Help dialogue, and you

can use relative, absolute and mixed cell

addressing freely making model build-

ing a snap.

VIP provides an extensive set of cell

formatting commands which can be ap-

plied globally, to a cell range or to a

single cell. You can set individual

column widths by dragging them with

the mouse, and can split the grid win-

dow into two independent GEM
windows.

VIP has a full repertoire of functions

from math and finance to date manipu-

lation. Anything you need that doesn't

come with the package can be added

easily through the powerful macro edi-

tor which lets you define your own

function subroutines. It's possible to call

additional macros within a macro or to

create autorun macros that execute

when the program is loaded. One warn-

ing: the statistical functions for comput-

ing standard deviation and variance

give biased values which could be mis-

leading.

Finally, for those who want true IBM

compatibility, a text-only version (no

GEM) of VIP is available (Editor's note:

For an in-depth review of VIP Professional,

see the Fall, 1987 issue ofSTART.)

Masterplan
Masterplan is a stripped-down version

of VIP Professional, although it may ac-

tually be the more useful program for

many users. The GEM interface is

significantly better and the maximum

spreadsheet size has been doubled for

520 ST owners.

The modules taken out were most of

the database routines, X-Y graphs and

macros. The basic design, editing and

calculational features were preserved.

This also includes, unfortunately, the

problem with the standard deviation

and variance functions as noted above.

Loss of the X-Y graph option hurts the

program for scientific data analysis but

does not affect its usefulness for busi-

ness purposes.

Files created with Masterplan are

fully upwardly compatible with both

Lotus 1-2-3 and VIP Professional. Con-

versely, Masterplan will accept any

.WKS file, although it will ignore

macros. Graphs are now printed

directly from the menu without requir-

ing a separate output program, with a

new option to save them in DEGAS for-

mat for subsequent customizing. That

combination makes it easy to prepare a

series of graphs into a slide show for-

mat (using a DEGAS viewer) for presen-

tations or to incorporate them into a

prospectus using Publishing Partner.

(Editors note: A review ofMasterplan ap-

peared in the November, 1987 issue of

Antic.)

SwiffCole ST
SwiftCalc ST is designed to work with

Timeworks' other applications

programs-Word Writer ST and Data

Manager ST It is not compatible with

WKS files. In SwiftCalc, you select com-

mands primarily through the keyboard.

A limited GEM shell is provided which

is best suited only for cell selection,

since most commands require follow-

up keyboard input.

ntering cell values is

straightforward-you se-

lect the cell with the

mouse and type the en-

try. Editing, however, is

awkward as you must press the F7 key

before being allowed to change the cell

contents. Range operations over multi-

ple cells are also cumbersome. Rather

than intuitively selecting a range by

dragging the mouse across the cells, you

must explicitly designate the top and

bottom of the range via menu

commands.

SwiftCalc ST has a large number of

math and financial functions but lacks

standard deviation (important for

science applications), internal rate of re-

turn (an advanced financial function)

and date functions. Macros are not sup-

ported. Only row- and column-oriented

recalculation sequencing are supported

so any forward references will require

multiple recalculations to yield the cor-

rect results. SwiftCalc also doesn't detect
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STart Spreadsheet Compa rison Chart A

VIP
Professional Masterplan Swiftcalc ST A-Caic Prime Logistix

System Setup

Program Version 1.2 1.0 1.1 2.09 1.15

Color/Monochrome Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes

GEM Utilization Limited Good Limited Good None

Copy Protected No No No No No

Spreadsheet Design

Size (according to manual) 8192x256 8192x256 8192x256 8192 x 256 2048x1024

Moximurn Cells: 520 ST 320(960)' 599 4086 13912
2

1040 ST 9638 (12310)' 12598 29824 50251 26504

Screen Page Size: Color 13x8(20x8)' 13x8 16x7 13x6(18x8)3 20x8

Mono 15x8(20x8)' 15x8 16x7 15x6(32x6) 3 20x8

Number of Windows 2 2 2 5 2

Label Overflow Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Link Spreadsheets No No Yes No Yes

Max length of text or formu la 240 240 69 128 254

Significant Figures 14 14 15 10 13

Macros: Command Yes No No No Yes

Function Yes No No Yes Yes

Auto execute Yes No No No Yes

Undo Last Command Yes Yes No Yes No

Online Help Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Editing

Select Cell/Range By Mouse Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/No Yes/Yes No/No

Name Cell/Range Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Portial/No Yes/Yes

Varied Column Widths Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Protect Cell/Range Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes

Series Generation Yes No Limited No Limited

Freeze Titles Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Merge Spreadsheets Yes Yes Limited Yes Yes

Cell Formats 9 9 7 7 10

Addressing (Rel/Abs/Mixed) Yes/Yes/Yes Yes/Yes/Yes Yes/Yes/No Yes/Yes/No Yes/Yes/No

Calculations

Math Functions 15 15 8 13 23

Statistical Functions 7 7 5 4 5

Financial Functions 5 5 4 5

Logic Functions 6 6 7 1 11

(IF/THEN, TRUE, etc.)

String Functions 3

Date Functions 5 5 4 15

Logical Operators 9 9 9 6

(AND, OR, etc.)

Manual Recalculation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Calc Order (Row/Col/Nat) Yes/Yes/Yes Yes/Yes/Yes Yes/Yes/No Yes/Yes/No Yes/Yes/Yes

Check Circular References Yes Yes No No Yes
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circular reference errors.

SwiftCalc can use either relative or

absolute, but not mixed, cell referencing.

An advanced feature is its ability to link

cells from the current spreadsheet to

cells from other spreadsheets stored on

disk. These links can be either tem-

porary or permanent and will automati-

cally update should the parent spread-

sheets change.

Iatabase
operations are

covered with a variety of

search, sort and look-up

options. You can do data

series generation, but

only with a positive whole number step

size, and you can also load tables from

Data Manager ST for analysis then send

them back to SwiftCalc or to Word

Writer ST. SwiftCalc lets you print out

your data in various forms with the Su-

perGraphics program, an auxiliary

graphing program included with the

program. (Editor's note: For a complete

review of SwiftCalc, see the Summer 1987

issue ofSTART. For a closer look at the Su-

perGraphics program, see "Show It: Busi-

ness Graphics" elsewhere in tins issue.)

A-Calc Prime
Unlike most spreadsheets, A-Calc Prime

makes extensive use of icons For its ma-

jor operations. There are five of these

representing disk access, printer output,

the spreadsheet grid, clipboard storage

and trash. Their uses, however, are not

always obvious and require a familiari-

zation period with frequent recourse to

the manual. Once mastered, this ap-

proach makes for speedier operation

than the typical nested command menu

structure.

Another difference about A-Calc

Prime is its cell edit mode Most other

programs let you change a single cell,

then drop back into command mode In

this case, however, once invoked edit

mode operates until canceled. Selecting

a cell with the mouse while holding

down the Alternate key lets you move

from cell to cell and do all necessary

editing. You can reference cells as the

intersection of a horizontal and a verti-

cal label, although they're not named

explicitly.

While A-Calc provides most stan-

dard math functions, it has none for

finance It supports a limited form of

macros as single line user-definable for-

mulas, each containing up to nine

parameters. Natural recalculation is not

available, so you must sequentially

recalculate the spreadsheet for each for-

ward reference used; it doesn't detect

circular references. You can open up to

five independent GEM windows onto

the spreadsheet. Using these with the

built-in trace option lets you follow

A
spreadsheet is

a piece of electronic

paper, a pencil and

a calculator.

changes in target cells which is useful

for debugging models. A view com-

mand can also be used to increase the

size of the grid shown on screen by go-

ing to a smaller display font size.

A variety of cell formatting options

are available, such as user-definable

prefixes and suffixes (up to four charac-

ters each) which you can change for

different cell ranges. You can also em-

bed printer control codes into in-

dividual cells for additional styling of

the output.

A-Calc reads and writes .D1F files as

well as creates text files of the output;

WKS files are not supported. The pro-

gram can also print sideways, but only

on Epsons and compatibles.

Unfortunately, the A-Calc Prime

manual is only 52 pages long and

doesn't have an index. Some of the

more complicated features are only

given scant mention, and the horizontal

and vertical lookup features aren't

documented at all. It's a shame that

such a powerful program has such

sketchy documentation.

While not capable of graphics itself,

the program can export data files to the

companion program A-Chart for plot-

ting. (Editor's Note: For a full review ofA-

Chart, see "Show It: Business Graphics"

elsewhere in this issue.)

Logistix
Logistix is an extremely powerful pack-

age aimed at the business market. It

goes beyond even Lotus 1-2-3 by

providing an integrated module for

time/project management as well as

spreadsheet, database and graphing

capabilities. Unfortunately, Logistix was

ported from the IBM and shows it-

there's been no attempt to incorporate

any use of GEM, and the manual comes

with only a four-page addendum to

cover the changes from IBM to ST.

Despite the lack of GEM, Logistix is

easy to leam. It uses the familiar series

of nested command menus along with

arrow keys to move about the grid. Most

menu items display a short explanatory

note when selected and there is a good

context-sensitive Help key available

when needed. Mixed cell references are

not supported, although about every

other advanced feature is, including

linking to other spreadsheets stored on

disk.

The macro implementation is excel-

lent. With the auto execute mode, you

can create templates that run as standa-

lone applications-the program operates

solely in the background. Logistix also

has the largest number of available func-

tions of those surveyed but comes up

short in the statistics group. A large

number of new time-based functions

are provided to assist in the project

management operations. Natural recal-

culation is the. default mode and the
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STart Spreadsheet Comparison Chart A continued. . .

VIP
Professional Masterplan SwiftcaleST A-Calc Prime Logistix

Graphics

Create Within Program Yes Yes Partial
7 No 8

Yes

Bar Charts (Hor/Ver/Stacked) No/Yes/Yes No/Yes/Yes Yes/Yes/Yes Yes/Yes/Yes YesAes/Yes

Pie Charts Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Line Charts Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

XY Charts Yes No Yes No Yes

Data Sets Per Chart 6 6 No Limit 80 No Limit

View As GEM Window Yes Yes No Partial No
Realtime Spreadsheet Link

9
Yes Yes No No Yes

User Scaling Yes Yes Yes Partial Yes

Log Axis Scale No No Yes No Yes

Save In DEGAS Format No Yes No Yes No

Database
Support Database Functions Yes Some Yes Some Yes

Table Lookup (Hor/Ver) Yes/Yes Yes/Yes No/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes

Levels of Sorts 2 2 1 1 1

Search for all in group Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Search for 1st in group Yes No No No Yes

Extract search group Yes No No No Yes

to another

Delete search group Yes No Yes No Yes

Read dBase Format No No No No Yes

I/O

Read/Write WKS Format Yes/Yes Yes/Yes No/No No/No Yes/No
Read/Write DIF Format No/No No/No Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes

Read/Write Text Format Yes/Yes Yes/Yes No/Yes No/Yes Yes/Yes

Format Disk No No No No No
Delete Files Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Select Print Range Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Send Printer Control Codes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adjustable Margins Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Header/Footer Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Print Sideways No No Yes Epson FX80 Yes

Print Cell Formulas Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Dump Graphs To Plotter No No Yes No Yes

Benchmarks'"
Scroll Data (100 Cells) 89(71)' 89 134 34 27
Copy Value (1000 Cells) 4(3)' 4 104 23 3

Copy Formula (1000 Ceils) 16(14)' 16 110 42 7

Template Test 5(4)' 5 7 6 4

Notes For Spreadsheet Charts Numbe s and text can be in formo tssuchoscurrenc number f decimal places.

right or eft justified, etc.

' Parentheses indicate figures (or text-only version. Graphi g done by auxilic ry progr am included with Swiftcalc ST

Program requires minimum of one mega yte memory. 5
Creoles graph data fiie tc be viewed/plotted with A-Graph pro ram

3
Using View Option. (not inc uded with A-Calc Prime).

Values in current spreadsheet may be de endent upon a spreadshee on disk. ' Changes are mode an graph os they are made on spreadsheet
5
Will generate a series of numbers given the first number, lost number andst.psta. 5

All time ore in seconds.
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program flags circular references.

You can carry out all standard data-

base operations within the spreadsheet,

including table look-up, searches and

sorting. In addition, Logistix can import

files created by dBase, a widely-used

IBM database program. Several func-

tions are available for operating directly

on the database entries in conjunction

with the search commands.

You can do graphing with Logistix

by entering code terms in spreadsheet

cells to define the type of plot, source of

data and custom features desired. It's

cumbersome, but it does work, and it

can produce excellent bar, line, pie and

X-Y graphs, as well as multiple pie and

Gantt (timeline) charts. You can direct

output either printer or a plotter, and

the program includes routines allowing

you to configure your files for a particu-

lar peripheral.

The project management module lets

you define the steps needed to com-

plete a job in terms of the manpower

(or other resources) and time require-

ments for each step. These are kept to-

gether under a series of columns that

define the time axis for the project

(hours, weeks, etc.). Use of the time

functions lets you do a critical path

analysis on the overall job to maximize

resource allocation, create job schedules

and predict milestones. Incorporating

this optimization within the spread-

sheet lets you build cost models for

project management that are very valu-

able for business planning.

H
variety of different data

file formats can be im-

ported including WKS,

.DIF and text. These are

translated, as necessary,

with foreign functions stored as text.

Output can be to the printer or a text

file and a number of print formatting

options are available. Only data values

can be printed, not their formulas.

The Comparison Chart
The comparison chart shows a variety

of possible features and how they're im-

plemented in the different spreadsheets.

No single program has all of the desir-

able features, so look over their various

strengths and weaknesses to find the

program that best meets your needs.

I determined the maximum cell

count by exhaustively copying a value

with the largest number of significant

figures supported by the program.

There is quite a disparity between the

ideal maximum grid size and how

much of it can actually be used due to

memory limitations. The timing bench-

marks are an attempt to give relative

measures of speed for scrolling and

common operations. The template test

used a model that produced mortgage

amortization schedules for a range of

interest rates. Only math functions

common to all programs were used.

Summary
There are two broad classes for spread-

sheet use: home and business applica-

tions. The typical home user wants an

easy-to-use program with moderate

analysis power; graphics are desirable

but not essential. A business user, how-

ever, requires more sophisticated func-

tions, integrated modeling with graphics

and database management. Other needs

of the power user can be communica-

tion with other office PCs, presentation

graphics and formatted summary

reports.

For the home user, I recommend

Masterplan. It features an intuitive user

interface, built-in graphics, a good li-

brary of functions and the ability to use

.WKS files. A-Calc Prime can also be

satisfactory (if you're willing to master

its interface) but has limited analysis

capabilities and needs the companion

program A-Chart for graphics. The re-

maining program in this class, Swiftcalc

ST, is flawed by an awkward GEM im-

plementation, inability to read .WKS

files and extreme slowness.

At the professional level, VIP Profes-

sional and Logistix are good workhorse

programs. Both feature a full comple-

ment of functions, extensive macro

capabilities and .WKS file compatibility.

Differences are in the GEM interface

and easier graphics access of VIP

Professional versus the time manage-

ment, increased number of available

cells and dBase compatibility of

Logistix.

As with most software, the best

spreadsheet for you is the one that

meets your individual needs, not neces-

sarily the one with the most "bells and

whistles." Determine your needs, exam-

ine the program's features, then make

your decision. The money you save may

be your own.

If you'd like to see more articles like this,

circle 173 on the Reader Service Card.

Jim Pierson-Perry is a research chemist

and semiprofessional musician, living in

Maryland. He is afrequent contributor

to START and Antic.

Products Mentioned
A-Calc Prime, $59.95, A-Chart,

$39.95. Antic Software, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107,

(415) 957-0886; (800) 234-7001.

• Logistix, $149.95. Progressive Pe-

ripherals, 464 Kalamath Street, Den-

ver, CO 80204, (302) 825-4144.
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• Masterplan, $189.95; VIP Profes-

sional, $149.95. ISD Marketing, Inc.,

2651 John Street, Unit 3, Markham,

Ontario, Canada L3R 2W5, (416)

479-1880.

• CIRCLE 175 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Swiftcalc ST, $79.95. Timeworks,

Inc., 444 North Lake Cook Road,

Deerfield, IL 60015, (312) 948-9208.

CIRCLE 176 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Make the

VIP Professional

VIP Professional

GEM 1.2, the

new generation

spreadsheet
Spreadsheet, Database, Graphics and
Macros With Total Lotus® 1-2-3®

Functionality.

A total Solution
LOTUS COMMANDS
VIP Professional™ uses commands
identical to Lotus 1-2-3 allowing

users familiar with Lotus to easily

switch to the Atari ST.

choice.
IMPROVES 1-2-3

Where VIP Professional™ really

improves on Lotus is its attention to

ease of use. Although the user may
elect to use the keyboard for all

commands, VIP Professional™ also

provides a full-featured mouse inter-

face with icons, dialog boxes, pull-

down menus, mouse ranging

and scroll bars. This makes

command selection,

movement in the sheet,

range selection, split-

screen use and a score of other

functions much more intuitive and
easy to use. What were once complex

commands with Lotus are now a

mouse-click away.

Atari ST
Special Features
GEM interface with pull-down

menus, icons, dialog boxes, ranging,

scroll bars, column grabber, etc.

Sparse matrix for conserving

memory. Works with 520ST, 1040ST
and beyond. Ultra-fast floating point

math. Compatible with printers

supported by GEM. Saves graphs

compatible with Degas™ and Neo
Chrome' "Totally supports hard drive.

Works with color or monochrome
monitors. Multiple windows for

viewing graphs and worksheet at the

same time.

CIRCLE 019 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FLEXIBILITY
VIP Professional™ gives the user, no
matter the computer, a uniform,

powerful program that conforms to

the Lotus standard and which can

exchange data with any other

program using the 1-2-3 file format.

VIP Professional™ is available for

the Atari ST, Apple He, lie, IIos and

Commodore Amiga.

Enhanced lext Version 1 -2 now available.

SEE YOUR LOCAL ATARI DEALER TO ORDER OR FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 1-416-479-1880

ifDITEKINTL:/ KtanrkS of Umm Development Corp.

ISD Marketing, Inc., 2651 John Street, Unit 3, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 2W5. (416) 479-1880. Fax # 1-416-479-1882.



STACK IT
CARDSTAK,

START'S FREE-FORM DATABASE

by ALEX LEAVENS

eople have been using

A ^m filing systems a lot longer

than computers. Back in

the B.C. era-Before

Computers-the ubiqui-

tous 3-by-5 index card stored every-

thing from recipes to library informa-

tion to business inventories, and people

got alongjust fine.

Computers changed all that. With

powerful machines and mass storage,

filing systems became "databases," and

arcane terms like "relational," "file man-

ager," "field" and "record" became

buzzwords. Eventually the systems be-

came powerful and highly advanced -

but almost too complicated to use

Fortunately, we've started to come full

circle The Winter 1987 START profiled

Paul Heckel, who pioneered the idea of

mimicking index cards on a computer

with Zoomracks 11. Last year Apple

Computer made headlines with Hyper-

card, bringing the same idea to the

Macintosh.

And now START brings you Card-

STak, a free-form database program that

matches the power of your ST with the

simplicity of a 3-by-5 card.

CardSTak
Before you run CardSTak, copy the files

CARDSTAK.PRG and CARDSTAK.RSC

from your START disk to a blank for-

matted disk, so you will have plenty of

room to store your data files. To run the

program, double-click on CARD-

STAK.PRG. After a few seconds your

screen will display a menu bar at the

top and a GEM-style window in the top

left-hand comer. This window is where

you'll type the first card in your

database.

CardSTak is a free-form database.

You don't have to worry about fields or

delimiters - simply start typing informa-

tion into a card. Use the arrow keys to

move around inside the card, and use

the Delete and Backspace keys to erase

mistakes. There is no insert mode To

move through the cards one card at a

time, click on the arrows at the bottom

of the window; to go forward or back-

ward 10 cards at a time, click on the

shaded areas. You can also move using

the slider bar, or move through the

cards a card at a time by holding down

the Shift key while pressing the right or

left arrow key.

A line at the top of each card tells

You'll find the program
for this article,

CARDSTAK.PRG,
on your START disk.

The source code is in the

compressed file CARDSTAK.ARC.

A new breed of data-

base manager is appear-

ing on the computer

market. These new sys-

tems are every bit as

powerful as traditional

file managers/ but

they're much more intui-

tive because they use a

familiar concept-

organizing information

on stacks of index cards.

Now START brings you

CardSTak—our own

Hypercard-style program.

You'll it find on this is-

sue's START disk!
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STACK IT...
you the current card number; you can

have a maximum of 500 cards. This sta-

tus line also tells you whether the card

is marked, and the name of the current

file (if it's a new file the line says

Empty).

Once you have entered all the cards

for a database, save it to disk by clicking

on Save under the File menu. Give the

database a name, but be sure to add the

extender .CRD (for example, RECIPE

.CRD or ROLODEX.CRD). If you want

to start on a new database after you've

saved the current one, or simply want to

get rid of what you've typed in and start

over, click on Clear under the File

menu. To load a previously-saved file

into memory, click on Load under the

File menu.
;

o make using CardSTak

easier, most of the menu

commands have control-

key equivalents, which

I are indicated on the

drop-down menus. For example, to quit

you can either click on Quit under the

File menu or hold down the Control key

and press Q. In addition, many com-

mands also have function key equiva-

lents. For a list of these, click on Show

Function Keys under the Options menu.

Mark Your Place
CardSTak allows you to "mark" specific

cards, the way you might use paperclips

or Post-It notes to mark real index

cards. For example if you have a recipe

database you might want to put all the

desserts, appetizers and so on into sep-

arate groups.

CardSTak has six different marks you

can use To select which mark is cur-

rently active, click on Select Mark under

the Options menu and then click on a

mark number To mark the card you're

looking at, select Mark under the Edit

menu. To remove a mark, select Un-

mark under the Edit menu. Unmark All

will remove all instances of the current

mark. A card can have more than one

mark, so it can be grouped in more

than one category.
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Once you have marked all the cards

that you want grouped together, click on

Get Mark under the Edit menu. Now

when you move through the cards, you

will only see cards set with the current

mark. Click on Get Mark again to con-

tinue working with all the cards.

You can also create a new file that

contains only the cards set with the

current mark (for example a file called

DESSERTS.CRD). Click on Save Marked

under the File menu, and CardSTak will

create a new file which contains only

the cards set with the current mark. The

new file will preserve the numbering of

the marked cards; if your dessert

recipes were on cards 3, 6 and 12, only

those cards in the new file will contain

information -the rest will be blank. To

get rid of these blank cards, click on

Compress under the Edit menu.

If you want to combine a file on disk

with the current file in memory, click

on Merge under the File menu. Note

that this option will retain the same

card numbers of the file on disk, so

some cards may be overwritten. Select

Merge At to merge the cards beginning

at the current card number; if you use

this oprion CardSTak will warn you be-

fore writing over any cards that aren't

blank.

1

Rearranging Cards
To put a copy of a card somewhere else

in the stack, click on Cut under the Edit

menu. Move to the position where you

want to copy the card and click on

Paste under the Cut menu. Note that the

card is now in two places in the stack.

To delete the original card, click on De-

Edit menu.

lete under the Edit menu. (This simply

empties the contents of the current

card.) To get rid of the empty card com-

pletely, click on Compress under the

Edit menu.

ardSTak can sort cards or

search through them

with the options Re-

arrange and Search,

respectively, under the

Edit menu. Before using these options,

however, you will need to set up the

criteria for the sort or search. For exam-

ple, under the Options menu you can

select Sort A —>Z or Sort Z --> A

to set the sort direction. You also need

to tell CardSTak which information on

the card needs to be searched or re-

arranged.

Even though CardSTak doesn't have

fields, it's smart enough to tell where

words begin and end, and to treat

words that are in pretty much the same

position on each card as related. To tell

the computer which word on the line

on which to sort, first put the cursor

anywhere on that word in any card.

Next, tell CardSTak whether to count to

that word from the left side of the card

or the right. To sort on the first word in

a line put the cursor on that word and

then click on Look Right under the Op-

tions menu. To sort on the second-to-

last word in a line put the cursor on

that word and click on Look Left.

For example, if the first line of each

card contains the name of a person, the

last word on that line will generally be

the person's last name. Put the cursor on

that word and click on Look Left, and

you can sort by last names even if some

cards have middle names on the same

line

If you know exactly where on the

card the search or sort criterion begins,

put the cursor on the appropriate line

and column position and click on Look

Absolute under the Options menu.

CardSTak will begin the search or sort at

that word.



Search Me
CardSTak offers two ways to search

through cards. For either approach, po-

sition the cursor on the word on the

card you want affected by the search

and click on either Look Left, Look

Right or Look Absolute-just as for sort-

arch options

ing. If you want to quickly mark all

cards which match a particular word,

click on Fast Search under the Edit

menu. In the dialog box, type in the

word you wish to search for and press

the Return key. All cards with a word in

the cursor position that match the word

you entered will be set with the current

mark.

f you want to narrow

down the search, after

positioning the cursor

click on Search under

the Edit menu. Since

you'll be marking cards with the current

mark, you have the option to unmark

all cards currendy set with that mark.

Next, since this is a custom dialog box,

click on the edit line and type the word

you wish to search for and press Re-

turn. Click on Ok or Abort; if you

change your mind and want to edit the

word again, click on the edit line again

and start over.

When you click on Ok, CardSTak

will offer three options. You can mark

all cards that match the word you typed

("equal"); you can mark cards with a

word earlier in the alphabet ("less

than"); or you can mark cards with

words later in the alphabet ("greater

than"). You can select more than one of

these; you may wish to mark all cards

that are equal to or are greater than the

word you typed. When you're finished

making your selection, click on Done,

and CardSTak will mark all the cards

that match your criteria.

Put It On Real
Index Cards
Finally, CardSTak can print out your

cards for you, either with or without the

top status line. To print the cards that

are set with the current mark, click on

Print under the Options menu; to print

all the cards regardless of their setting,

click on Print All.

If you want to print out only certain

lines in the cards, click on Print Using

under the Options menu. Next, click on

the line where you want to start print-

ing, then click on the last line to print.

Finally, click on Print or Print All as

before.

If It Ain't Broke. . .

Rather than creating a new approach to

organizing information, I've brought the

power of the Atari ST to an idea that's

been around awhile-and made it that

much better Don't be deceived by Card-

STak's seeming simplicity. Although it's

easy to pick up and use, beneath its

mild-mannered exterior beats the heart

of a very powerful filing system. I hope

you enjoy it!

Ifyou'd like more articles like this, circle

200 on the Reader Service card.

Alex Leavens, author of the START Icon

Editor (Spring 1987) and STARTCalc

(Fall 1987) is an avid GEM program-

mer. Alex wrote CardSTak for the same

reason he writes most of his programs:

he couldn'tfind a commercial software

product to do what he wanted.

Products Mentioned
• Zoomracks II, $149.95. Quickview

Systems, 146 Main St., Suite 404, Los

Altos, CA 94022, (415) 965-0327.

CIRCLE 189 ON READER SERVICE CARD

...Turns Your Atari™ Into A Mac
The most exciting product ofthe [West

Coast Computer] show...
'"

rrobably the most interesting product

demonstrated... " -Jerry Pournelle.

Byte Magazine

Vala Pacific attracted a lot of

attention. " - San Francisco Chronicle

"The best hack of 1986. " - Bruce

Webster, Byte M

The Magic Sac. ..starting at $149.95 list price.

Forfurther Information contact:

or your local Atari dealer

Data Pacific Inc.

609 East Speer Blvd.

Denver, Colorado 80203 USA

Telephone: (303) 73.3-8158

Telex: 880366 (DATAPAC1FIC) Data Pacil'ic.IlK'

CIRCLE 008 ON READER SERVICE CARD



DISK INSTRUCTIONS
Your START disk has two

types of files on it: runna-

ble programs with their

companion files and the

source code listings for

those programs. To fit all of

these files onto your

START disk, we com-

pressed the source code

listings using the ARChive

utilities set. This com-

presses many different

files together into a single

file, reducing the overall

size by 40 percent or more.

We have provided the pro-

gram ARCXTTP on your

START Disk so you can ex-

pand each file back into its

original form.

GETTING
STARTED
Your START disk is not

copy-protected and you

should make a copy of it

immediately. Make sure

that the write-protea win-

dow is open on the START

disk at all times.

Format a disk for

backup

ITake a blank disk

and make sure that

the write-protect window

on this disk is closed. La-

bel this disk "START

Backup" and place it in

Drive A. Warning: The con-

tents of this disk will be

erased, so be sure that

there is nothing on it you

want to save!

2 From the desktop,

click once on the

Drive A icon; it will

change color.

3 Select the File op-

tion on the menu

bar and then select Format

from the drop-down

menu. An alert box will

appear with a warning;

click on the OK button.

4 When the Format

dialog box appears,

select Single-Sided, if it is

not already highlighted

and click on the Fonnat

button.

5 When the disk is

formatted, another

alert box will tell you how

much space is available on

that disk. Click on OK and

then on the Exit button in

the Format dialog box.

Copy your START disk

onto your backup disk

Ilf you have more

than one drive, put

your START Backup disk

into Drive B,

2 Put your START disk

in Drive A.

3 Point the mouse

cursor at the Drive

A icon and then hold the

left mouse button down.

The Drive A icon will

change color. Drag it to the

Drive B icon (only the

icon's outline will move).

When the Drive B icon is

highlighted, let go of the

mouse button.

4 A message will ask

you if you are sure

you want to copy the disk.

Click on OK. After a few

moments, another dialog

box will appear; click on

the Copy button. When
the copying is finished,

you will be returned to the

desktop.

(If have only one drive, begin

by inserting your START disk.

You will have to switch disks

several times during the copy

operation; simply follow the

instructions on the screen.

When the computer refers to

Disk A, it means your START

disk; Disk B is your START

Backup disk.

Now put your START

disk in a safe place and

use your START Backup

disk. You may now put

your START Backup disk

in Drive A and double-

click on the Drive A icon

to see the disk's contents.

Any program with a .PRG

extender may be run

directly from your START

Backup disk, but please

read the companion

NO START DISK?
CALL (800) 234-7001!
Every issue, START features great programs on disk. If you bought this issue of START without the disk, you're

missing out! START is available with the disk for $14.95, but for those of you who want to read START first, it's

available without the disk for $4.

If you want the full version of START, you can order the companion disk by calling the Disk Desk toll-free

at (800) 234-7001. Our Customer Service specialists are on duty from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Pacific time.

Or you can order your disk by mail using the order form inserted into this issue. Each disk is $10.95 plus

$2.00 shipping and handling.
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START article for full in-

structions before running

any program.

UNARCING
THE SOURCE
CODE FILES

Copy the ARCed
source code file you

wish to examine and
the program
ARCX.TTP onto a
blank formatted disk

1 Format a second

blank disk just as

you did to make your

START Backup Disk; label

this disk "UnARC."

2 Find the icon of the

file 'ARCX.TTP" and

point to it with the mouse

cursor. In the same way

that you dragged the Disk

A icon when you copied

your START disk, hold the

left mouse button down

and drag the ARCXJTPfile

icon to the Disk B icon.

When the Disk B icon

changes color, let go of the

mouse button.

3 When the computer

asks you whether

you're sure you want to

copy the file, click on OK.

(Note to single-drive system

users: You will have to swap

disks several times when

copying files, just as you did

when copying a disk. Just

remember that now your

START Backup disk is Disk A

and your UnARC Disk is

Disk B.)

4 Now repeat steps 2

and 3 to copy the

source code file you want

to examine onto your Un-

ARC disk. Refer to the

companion START article

for the correct file name.

Now, unARC the

source code file

1 Insert your UnARC
disk into Drive A

and press the Escape key

to see the director):

2 Double-click on

ARCX.TTP

3 At the prompt, type

in the name of the

ARC file you just copied

over to your UnARC disk

and press Return. As the

program runs, it will dis-

play the names of the new

files as it unARCs them.

If ARCX.TTP can't find a

file, it may be because you

have misspelled the name

of the ARC file. Remember,

you must type the file-

name exactly as it appears

in the directory.

In addition to the

source code listings, some

ARC files may also contain

an ASCII text file (called

BREAKDWN.TXT) which

shows the program's struc-

ture. You can examine this

file from the desktop by

double-clicking on its icon

and then clicking on View

(to see it on the monitor)

or Print (to print it out).

DISK
CONTENTS
The five great programs on this issue's START disk

should convince you that the sheer computing power of

the ST makes it a definite contender in the business

market.

CardSTak: If you've followed the HyperCard

hoopla, you've probably wondered what the fuss is all

about. Now see for yourself how convenient a free

form database really is. You don't have to be a com-

puter whiz to use this program; just visualize using

3-by-5 cards to maintain your files. Files: CARD-
STAK.PRG, CARDSTAK.RSC, CARDSTAK.ARC. CARD-
STAK. PRG and CARDSTAK.RSC must be in the same

directory to run this program.

Lock& Key: If you share your computer at home
or work, use Lock & Key to keep private files private.

Simply put your sensitive files together in a folder, and

Lock & Key will hide the folder from the directory— until

you give it the correct password. Files: LOCKKEY.PRG,

LOCKKEY.DAT and LOCKKEY.ARC. LOCKKEY.PRG and

LOCKKEY.DAT must be in the same directory to run this

program.

The Director: If you have so many files on so

many disks that you can never find the file you want,

then you need The Director. The Director will read your

disk directories into a single file that your favorite data-

base can understand; you can even give each disk a

unique name to help you remember which file is where.

Works on hard disks, tool Files: DIRECTOR. PRG and

DIRECTOR.ARC.

Wall Street: Now the excitement of the stock

exchange comes to your ST. Wheel and deal, buy low

and sell high, gamble your fortune on a hot tip—a tip

that may make you a millionaire or a pauper. File:

WALLST.PRG.

START Selector: When this gem came into

START's offices, we knew we had to get it to you as

soon as possible. The START Selector is an easy-to-use,

versatile replacement for the GEM file selector box in

any program you run. Boot your computer with your

START backup disk (see Disk Instructions at left) and

you'll never want to be without the START Selector

again. Files: STSELECT.PRG and STSELECT.ARC.

STSELECT.PRG is in the AUTO folder of the START disk.
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THE INCREDIBLE
BACK ISSUE SALE!
ANTIC
Back Issues
HOW TO ORDER
Ordering individual magazines or disks is easy! AMS
stands for Antic Magazine. ADS stands for Antic Disk.

Follow these product codes with the month and year

you want. For example, to order the March 1987 disk

and magazine, write:

AMS0387 ADS0387
For Antic Magazine For Antic Magazine

March 1987 March 1987

WHAT IS AVAILABLE
Individual back issue disks and magazines are available

lor July 1983 through the current issue. September 1984

magazine is sold out.

Individual Antic disks are $5.95 each, Antic magazines

are $4.00 each. Remember to include shipping and

handling charges (see below)

6 month back packs only $20.00 each
Get a complete set — order both magazines and disks in our special BACK PACK SALE

JULY THRU DECEMBER 19B3 JULY THRU DECEMBER 1985

DBP8302 DBP8502

JANUARY THRU (UNE 1984

DBP840I

)ULY THRU DECEMBER 1984

DBP8402

IANUARY THRU JUNE 1985

DBP8501

IANUARY THRU )UNE 1986

DBP8601

|ULY THRU DECEMBER 1986

DBP8602

IANUARY THRU JUNE 1987

DBP8701

MAGAZINES

|ULY THRU DECEMBER 1983 |ULY THRU DECEMBER 1985

MBP8302 MBP8502

IANUARY THRU |UNE 1984

MBP8401

JULY THRU DECMEBER 1984

MBP8402

JANUARY THRU JUNE 1985

MBP8501

IANUARY THRU 1UNE 1986

MBP8601

|ULY THRU DECEMBER 1986

MBP8602

IANUARY THRU JUNE 1987

MBP8701

Available only in six month sets shown above.

START
Back Issues

MAGAZINES DISKS

START #3 WINTER '86 SMS1286 SDS1286

START #4 SPRING '87 •SMS0387 SDS0387

START #5 SUMMER '87 SMS0687 SDS0687

START #6 FALL '87 SMS0987 SDS0987

START #7 WINTER '87 SMS1287 SDS1287

•SOLD OUT

Start magazines are $4.00 each. Start disks are $10.95

each. Remember to include shipping and handling

charges (see below)

SHIPPING AND HANDLING INFORMATION
Please include $1.00 for each magazine ordered

Please include $3.00 for 1-10 disks

$6.00 for 10 or more disks

ST RESOURCE PROGRAMS
(Prom Antic)

ISSUE DISK#
COMPENDIUM #1 8/85-1/86 SB0101

COMPENDIUM #2 2/86-5/86 SB0102

COMPENDIUM #3 6/86-9/86 SB0103

COMPENDIUM #4 10/86-2/87 SB0106

COMPENDIUM #5 3/87-7/87 SB0107

Compendium disks are $10.95 each.

VISA AND MASTERCARD HOLDERS

CALL TOLL FREE 800-234-7001
OR SEND YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO
ANTIC PUBLISHING
BACK ISSUES
544 SECOND STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
Please indicate by product code which issues you
would like. California residents add 6'A% sales tax.



GETTING STARTED J

Connecting

a Printer

to Your ST
i y Carol An r i m e y e r

Well, you did it. You went to the computer

store, put your money down and came

home with a printerforyour ST. It's sleek,

it's trim, it's powerful—and the only prob-

lem now is getting it to work with your

computer. Here's how to make your printer

investment return big dividends!

One of the first peripherals most ST

owners buy is a printer That makes

sense, when you stop to think about it.

Whether you use your 5T for writing a

letter, drawing a picture or calculating

the Gross National Product, a printer

lets you communicate with the non-

computing world.

A good printer will last a long time,

so it's worth investing some time in

choosing your printer. If it's your first

printer, you want it to be fairly uncom-

plicated and reasonably inexpensive.

You want to depend on it for a con-

tinual stream of sharp, clean printing.

You also hope to avoid the demons of

printer frustration-snagged ribbons,

chewed paper and flashing trouble

lights.

The ST generally uses a parallel (or

"Centronics-compatible") printer. That

refers to the kind of cable that connects

your printer and computer However,

the ST can also use a serial printer Be

sure to shop for a printer that will con-

nect to your ST. (One easy way to tell: if

it's IBM PC-compatible, it'll work with

your ST)

Next, look at the features of dot-

matrix, daisy-wheel and laser printers.

A dot-matrix printer uses a row of pins

that dot the paper individually again

and again, very fast. Dot-matrix printers

are best for graphics, plotting, mechani-

cal drawing, and fast, draft-quality text

printing. The more expensive ones can

This is an example
o-f dot-matrix printed
fettxt (9-pin)

.

This is an example
of dot-matrix printed
text (24-pin).

This is a daisy-Wheel
printout done on a
Qume LetterPro 20 P.

This is an example of text
printed on a Ricoh PC Laser
6000 laser printer.

Figure 1: Dot-matrix, Daisy-wheel and
Loser Print Samples

use different type faces and sizes.

The print head on a daisy-wheel

printer looks like a mutant bicycle

wheel. It radiates a crown of spokes

ending in tiny, perfecdy formed charac-

ters that print when struck against the

paper Daisy wheels are best at produc-

ing letter-quality text printing-you can't

tell the difference between the output of

a daisy-wheel printer and a typewriter.

To change the type face or size, you sim-

ply change the daisy wheel.

If you're buying a printer for a busi-

ness, a laser printer may be just what

you need. A laser printer dots the paper

like a dot-matrix printer, but uses a laser

instead of a row of mechanical pins, so

it's faster and looks as good as a daisy-

wheel printer You can get the best of

both worlds: graphics, high-quality text,

lots of type faces and high speed. How-

ever, laser printers are very expensive

compared to other printers. You'll find

samples of all three kinds of printers in

Figure 1.

OK—you chose a printer and

brought it home, carrying it trium-

phantly over the threshold. Now what

do you do?

For starters, unpack your printer Be-

sides the printer itself, look for a num-

ber of smaller items in the carton.

There's usually an interface cable, a rib-

bon cartridge, paper separator and

owner's manual. Set out all the items in

a clear working space, then check the

contents list included in the carton or

flip to the unpacking instructions in the

owner's manual. Make sure you received

everything that's supposed to come with

your printer; if anything is missing, your

dealer should supply it at no charge.

Occasionally the printer won't include

an interface cable. If that's the case,

make a quick trip back to the store to

buy one-you can't connect the printer

without it.

Remove all the plastic wrapping and

foam packing, and put them back in the

carton. Now follow the unpacking in-

structions in your manual. Don't skip

any steps, or you may miss something

important.
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Be sure to inspect your printer for

shipping screws. They hold the larger

components of the printer together dur-

ing the jostle of shipping. Your owner's

manual should tell you if your printer

has them and where they are Once

you've found them, carefully upend the

printer and remove them.

Also, check around the moving parts

of your printer (print head, platen and

paper bail). Look for and remove tiny

foam pillows or straps of tape (some-

times transparent) that hold the parts in

place during shipping. If you don't find

any, double-check. If they're not re-

moved, these little packing aids will

keep your printer from working and

drive you crazy.

With the printer unpacked, don't

throw away the carton. Instead, stash it

somewhere out of the way, in case you

need to store or ship your printer later

Now decide where you'll set up your

printer Stretch out the interface cable.

Its length tells you how far from your ST

you can put the printer. If your printer

uses pin-feed perforated paper, figure

out where to stack the paper. You'll

want it to feed easily into the printer

and fall freely without landing back on

top of itself. A printer stand is a great

solution. You can also set the printer on

a shelf above the computer or on a low

floor stand. (Single-sheet printers don't

pose this problem.)

Once your printer's in position, fol-

low the instructions in its owner's man-

ual, step by step, to hook it up. The

steps will be in this general order:

1. Turn off your ST, disk drives and

monitor. Make sure your printer's on/off

switch is in the off position.

2. Prepare the interface cable ends by

partially unscrewing the side-screws or

moving aside the wire retainer clips.

3. Plug one end of the interface cable

into the printer Look at the manual 11-
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lustrations, if you need to, to locate the

connector The two cable ends, one go-

ing to the printer and one to the ST, are

often different sizes. If the cable end

doesn't fit easily into the port, don't

force it. Turn it over in your hand and

try again. !f that doesn't work, try the

other end.

4. Plug the interface cable into the ST.

Check your ST's manual to find the

printer port; it's the one that has the

printer icon in Figure 2. If you've got a

less-common serial printer, connect the

cable to the modem port; it has the

modem icon in Figure 2.

5. Screw in the side-screws or snap the

#A
Figure 2: Printer and Modem Icons

retainer clips into place. Gently jiggle

both cable connections to make sure

they're now tight and secure.

6. Plug the printer's power cable into a

grounded electrical outlet or a power

strip. Test your connections by turning

on the printer. If you did everything

right so far, the power light will come

on.

When you get to the manual's sec-

tion on loading the ribbon, be sure to

turn your printer off first, and keep

these hints in mind:

• Move the paper bail out of your way

by raising it up off the platen.

• Be sure to slip the ribbon between

the print head and the ribbon mask

(the metal or plastic part that holds

the ribbon off the platen).

• Look for an arrow on the ribbon car-

tridge that tells you what direction to

turn the take-up knob. Turn the

knob to make the ribbon taut but not

too tight.

• Slip the cartridge guide arms into

their slots. Gently press the cartridge

down and snap it into place. Don't

force it— the cartridge is designed to

fit. If it doesn't go into place easily,

something's wrong. Take it out,

check for obstructions and try again.

If you've got a daisy-wheel printer,

install the daisy wheel according to the

manual's instruction. Once it's in place,

jiggle it gently; if you're hardly able to

move it, it's secure.

Your manual will have instructions

for loading paper into your printer For

best results, follow these step by step.

On some printers, the pin-sprocket

wheels feed blank paper to the platen;

on others, the wheels pull the printed

paper away from the platen.

Follow this checklist to avoid paper-

threading madness:

• Have a clean, straight edge of paper

to insert into the printer. Tears or

wrinkles will catch in places you

can't get to.

• Line up the pin holes on one side of

the paper with the same pin holes

on the other side. Then slip them

over the pins at the same time. If

holes are even one pin off, the paper

will tear and jam.

• Set the sprocket wheels at a distance

that keeps the paper taut but not

tight. Tight paper will tear; loose pa-

per will slip off the pins, wrinkle and

jam.

• Make sure the paper separator is in

place correcdy. Check your manual

illustrations to find out how the pa-

per should thread under and over

the separator, and always do it that

way.
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• When you do a long printout, check

the paper after the first few sheets

are printed. Arrange those sheets so

the rest of the printing can fall neatly

on top. Otherwise, the first sheet will

sometimes curl back around the

roller, tangle up and ruin the whole

printout.

• If you are using self-adhesive labels,

never turn the printer roller backward

to remove the labels. That's the easi-

est way to get a label stuck to the in-

ternal rollers of your printer, which

can jam or seriously damage your

printer

With everything hooked up and

your paper threaded, turn your printer

back on. Besides the power light, your

printer will probably have on-line and

paper-out lights. The on-line light tells

you the printer's ready to print- The

paper-out light lets you know the

printer's out of paper; sometimes there's

a buzzer as well.

Figure 3: Print Screen Opti

Most printers have at least three

function buttons: on-line, linefeed (of-

ten labelled LF) and form feed (FF).

When you're ready to print, if the on-

line light isn't already on, press the on-

line button. The on-line light should

come on. If it doesn't, check your cable

connections and turn the power switch

off and on.

When you want to advance your pa-

per without printing, first take your

printer off-line by pressing the on-line

button again. Then press the linefeed

button to advance the paper one line at

a time. This lets you set your paper to

where you want printing to start. Press

the form feed button to advance the pa-

per by a full sheet. You usually won't be

able to put the printer back on-line

while the paper is advancing.

It's always a good idea to use the

function keys rather than roll the paper

by hand. This helps keep the paper

from slipping out of adjustment. If you

want to roll the paper by hand, it's best

to turn the printer off first.

If your printer has a self-test, now's

the time to use it; your manual will tell

you how. A self-test lets you know that

the ribbon is correctly in place and that

all characters print cleanly and evenly. If

your paper's going to jam, it'll do so

during the self-test and not while you're

printing something important.

If your printer uses Epson-

compatible graphics commands, you

can use the ST's Print Screen option.

Atari's SMM804 printer and many of the

printers advertised as "IBM-compatible"

use Epson-compatible graphics.

From the Desktop, you can print the

screen by dropping down the Options

menu and clicking on Print Screen (see

Figure 3). In the dialog box that pops

up, click on OK (see Figure 4). Your

printer will remove the dialog box and

then print your screen display to paper.

To stop the printing, press the Alternate

and Help keys at the same time.

For a shortcut, you can press the Al-

ternate and Help keys to start printing

the screen display. That's very handy

when you want to print the screen but

you're not on the Desktop. To stop

printing, just press Alternate and Help

again.

If your printout doesn't look much

like your ST's screen, maybe you need

to make some adjustments. Boot from

the system disk that came with your

computer, and on the Desk drop-down

menu on the Desktop you'll find desk

accessories for installing the printer and

configuring the serial port. For parallel

printers, you'll just want to click on In-

Figure 4: Print Screen Dialog

stall Printer; if you have a serial printer,

you'll need both. Check your ST's man-

ual for a complete explanation of what

each of the options means.

Once your printer is connected and

running, you'll start looking at all kinds

of software you can print with. Check

the software manual for instructions on

how to print for each program. Many

programs require special "configuration"

or "installation" for your printer; before

you buy, make sure the software will

work with your printer

Often, computer printers are avail-

able at large discounts when they're dis-

continued. But a printer's not a bargain

if it's nonstandard or won't work with

your software without custom printer

drivers. The easiest solution for an ST

owner is to buy an Epson-compatible

printer, since virtually all ST software

will work with that style of printer.

Happy honeymooning with your

new printer It's just another smart way

to use your ST.

Ij you'd like more articles like this, circle

202 on the Reader Service Card-

Carol Ann Brimcyer is Senior Publica-

tions Editorfor Epyx.
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GFA Draft Plus
Will take your drawing into a new dimension!

If you've ever had the desire to put

away [he old, ant ique drafting hoard and enter

the computer age, GFA Draft Plus is the

software application you've been waiting for.

Nothing makes the transition to computer

drawing smoother or more gratifying.

GFA Draft Plus has the ability to

make drawings with up to 255 layers, of

which ten can be displayed concurrently.

Layers can be printed or plotted together,

each in a different color.

Besides the usual illustration func-

tions, GFA Draft Plus allows you to drop a

perpendicular to a line, place a line at a

specific angle, round corners with variable

radii, draw an arc through three points, shade

areas with various types of hatching (control

hatching angle and distance between hatch

marks), place dimension and construction

lines, and much more— all in a fraction of

the time it would require using traditional

freehand and ruler methods.

>TBSf-

GFA Draft Plus facilitates easy revi-

sion. You can turn out ten variations of the

same drawing in less time then it previously

took to create a single draft.

You have the ability to create whole

drawings using the Command System: by

simply entering coordinates, directions and

distances numerically on the keyboard you

can achieve precise delineation virtually

unattainable by hand.

Let GFA Draft Plus bring computer

power to your drawings. You may never use

aT-Square again.

GFA Draft Plus is available for the

Atari ST and IBM (with GEM) for $159.95.

^IHithTron
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THE DIRECTOR
Organize your disk library

As the number of pro-

grams in your library

grows, so does the

amount of time you

spend shuffling diskettes

to and fro, searching

through seemingly end-

less subdirectories.

Sometimes you think

you've lost forever that

elusive little utility that

will save your computer

from exploding if you

can just. . . find. . . it. . .

in. . . BLAM!!! Ah, if

only you'd had The

Director, START'S pro-

gram for curing your disk

library blues.

by ROBERT PYLE

It
seems to be a natural law that

whichever program you're looking

for will always be on the last disk

in your library. If you've looked at the

commercial and public domain disk li-

brary programs, you've discovered that

they are basically simple database

managers with the ability to read disk

directories. And you probably already

have a better database program than any

of the ones included in these programs.

To get the best of both worlds, I've

written The Director, a program that

will read your disk directories and

generate a file that can be read by most

database programs. In this file you can

include just the information you want,

custom tailoring the data and using the

full power of your database to fit your

requirements. If this sounds interesting,

read on.

Customize The Director
You must be in medium or high resolu-

tion before starting. Copy the file

D1RECTOR.PRG from your START Disk

You'll find the program
for this article on your
START disk;

\
the source code is in the

compressed file DIRECTOR.ARC.

to a fresh working disk and double-

click on it. Once the control screen is in

front of you, your first action should be

to configure the program to your

specifications and then choose the Save

Settings option located on the left side

of the screen to record them. If you save

the file as SETT1NGS.CFG and include

it on the program disk, these options

will load automatically when you run

the program. Or you can have a number

of different CFG files and load them

with Load Settings as you need them.

To create a library file, you should

first decide which files (if any) you do

not want included. For instance, you

probably aren't interested in seeing

every resource file or every documenta-

tion file on your disks. To exclude these,

click on the appropriate file extension

in the large box on the right of the

screen. The highlighted extensions will

be ignored when the disk director)' is

read.

In the center column is a box labeled

"Extensions" containing the choices In-

clude All and Exclude All. These pro-

vide a way to either clear or highlight all

of the extension names, giving you an

easier starting point. Also, any of the ex-

tensions shown can be changed to the

letters of your choice-click both mouse

buttons simultaneously while pointing

to the extension you want to change
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When you want to talk Atari
XL/XE HARDWARE

INTERFACES
ICD
P:R Connection 58.99

Printer Connection 39.99

Supra
1150 38.99

1151 (1200 XL) 39.99

Xetec
Graphix Interface 38.99
Atari

850 Interface 109.00

COMPUTERS

ST HARDWARE

Atari 130XE
$
1 35

Atari

65 XE 99.99

XL/XE ENHANCEMENTS
Axion 32K Mem. Board (400/800) .19.99

Atari 80 Column Card 84.99

MODEMS
Atari

SX212 300/1200 (ST) 89.99

835 19.99
XMM301 42.99

Anchor
VM520300/1200STDir.Con ...119.00
Avatex
1200 HC 99.99
2400 209.00
Supra
2400 Baud XL, XE 169.00

2400 Baud ST 169.00

MONITORS
Magnavox
CM8502 13" Comp. & Cables . . .169.00

520 ST FM «„„
RGB/COLOR 789
Includes: 520 ST FM with 3Vi" drive

built-in, mouse, power supply and
1224 color monitor.

1040 RGB/Color System 899.00
1040 Monchrome System 769.00
1040 Computer (no monitor) . . .639.00

520ST FM Monochrome System
(Includes: 520 ST, internal drive,

modulator, mouse, Basic and
monochrome monitor) Call

SM124 Monochrome Monitor . .159.00
SM1224 Color Monitor 329.00

IB

Atari

XF551 Drive (XL/XE) 189.00
AA314DS/DDDisk(ST) 199.00
AA354 SS/DD Disk (ST) 1 19.00

Atari SHD204 «___
20 Meg for ST 559
I.B.

5.25 ST Drive 229.00
Indus
GTS 100 31/2" Drive (ST) 199.00
GT Drive (XL/XE) 179.00
Supra
20 Meg Hard Drive (XL/XE) 639.00
20 Meg Hard Drive (ST) 539.00
30 Meg Hard Drive (ST) 689.00

Atari

1020 XL/XE Plotter 31.S

Atari XDM 121 $ . ._
Letter Quality XL/XE 149
XM-M801 XL/XE Dot Matrix . . . .189.00
XM-M804 ST Dot Matrix 1 79.00

Brother
M-1 109 100 cps Dot Matrix 199.00
M-1409 180 cps Dot Matrix 309.00
HR-20 22 cps Daisywheel 339.00

Citizen

120D 120 cps Dot Matrix 149.00
180D 180 cps Dot Matrix 169.00
Premier-35 35 cps Daisywheel .479.00

Epson
LX-800150cps,80col 179.00
Hi-80 4 pen plotter 249.00

FX-86E 240 cps, 80 col Call

FX-286E 240 cps, 132 col Call

LQ-500 180 cps, 24-wire Call

LQ-850 330 cps, 80 col Call

EX-800 300cps, 80 col Call

NEC
P2200pinwriter 24-wire 379.00
P660pinwriter 24-wire 459.00
P760pinwriter132col 669.00
Okidata
Okimate 20 color printer 129.00
ML-182 120 cos. 80 column ....229.00
ML-192+ 200 cps, 80 column ..359.00
ML-193+ 200cps, 132col 469.00
Panasonic
KX-P1080i 144 cps, 80 col 189.00
KX-P109H 194 cps, 80 col 199.00
Star Micronics
NX-1000 140 cps, 80 column ...169.00
NX-15 120 cps, 132 column 319.00

Toshiba
P321-SL 216 cps, 24-wire 539.00

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER



you want to talk to us.
XL/XE SOFTWARE

Access
LeaderboardGolf (pk.) 15.99
Tournament Disk 13.99
Accolade
Hardball 19.99

Atari

Filemanager 11.99
Music Painter 11.99

Atariwriter Plus

Atari Program Exchange
Misc. Programs (cassettes) ... .at 1.99
Batteries Included
Home Pack 18.99
Broderbund
Printshop 25.99
Karateka 12.99
Cygnus
Starfleetl 32.99
Datasoft
221 Baker St 21.99
Electronic Arts

Touchdown Football 11.99
Pinball Construction 9.99
Microprose
Top Gunner 15.99
F-15Eagle Strike 21.99
Silent Service 21.99
Origin Systems
Ultima4 36.99
Hoklyn SPECIAL
Gorf/Wizard of Wor/AT Deluxe/
Anti-Sub/Journey to Planet . . (ea.) 3.99

Strategic Simulations
Gemstone Warrior 11.99
Sublogic
Flight Simulator II 31.99
Scenery FL, NC, SC 14.99
X-Lent
Typesetter 22.99
Printshop Interface 21.99

ACCESSORIES

Maxell
MD1-M SS/DD5V4" 7.99
MD2-DM DS/DD5V4" 8.99

MF-1DDM SS/DD 3%" 12.49

MF2-DDM DS/DD3V?" 18.49
Sony
MD1D SS/DD 5V4" 7.99
MD2DDS/DD5V4" 9.49

MFD-1DD SS/DD 314" 12.49

MFD-2DD DS/DD3V2" 19.49
Allsop Disk Holders
Disk File 60-5 14" 9.99
Disk File 30-31/2" 9.99
Curtis
Emerald 39.99
Safe Strip 19.99
Universal Printer Stand 14.99
Tool Kit 22.99
ICD (XL/XE)
Sparta DOS Construction Set . . . 28.99
US Doubler/Sparta DOS 47.99
Real Time Clock 48.99
RamboXL 28.00
Multi I/O Board 256K 169.00
Multi I/O Board 1 Meg 299.00

ST SOFTWARE

%i
Activision « 99
Hacker II Doomsday £.M

Access
Leaderboard Golf 22.99
Antic
Stereo CAD 3-D 54.99
Atari

Algebra I Vol IIGRD7-9 16.99
Avant Garde
PC Ditto 69.99

Batteries Included
Degas Elite 39.99

ST SOFTWARE

Cygnus
Starfleetl 33.99

DAC
Payroll 44.99

Electronic Arts
Gridiron Fooball/AutoDuel .(ea.) 30.99

Firebird

Guild of Thieves 25.99

infocom
Beyond Zork 37.99

Michtron
Major Motion 25.99
Microprose
Silent Service 24.99
F-15 Strike Eagle 24.99
Miles Software
ST Wars 28.99
Mark Williams
C 119.00
Paradox
Wanderer (3D) 25.99
WarZone/Fireblaster 26.99
Psygnosls
Barbarian/Deep Space (ea.) 26.99
Strategic Simulations
Rings of Zilfin 23.99
Sublogic
Flight Simulator II 32.99
Tlmeworks
Swiftcalc/Wordwriter (ea.) 47.99
Partner ST 41.99

DAC
Easy Accounting

Unison World
Printmaster Plus . . .

Word Perfect Corp
Word Perfect 4.1 ..

.

$59 9

. .25.99

. 239.00

In the U.S.A. and in Canada

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950
Outside the U.S.A. call 717-327-9575, Fax 717-327-1217

Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations call toll-free 1-800-221-4283
CMO. 477 East Third Street, Dept. N3 Williamsport, PA 17701

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
POLICY: Add 3% (minimum $7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may require additional charges. Personal and company checks require 3 weeks to clear. For

(aster delivery, use your credit card or send cashier's check or bank money order. Credit cards are not charged until we ship. Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales tax.

All prices are U.S.A. prices and are subject to change, and all items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the same item only. Hardware will

be replaced or repaired at our discretion within the terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We cannot guarantee compatibility. All sales are final and returned shipments
are OlbJMt lo a restocking l„,

C|RCLE„ QN UKm sm|c£ „,„



THE DIRECTOR...
and you will be asked for the new

name. After you enter it, the new name

will appear in the box. To retain these

changes, use the Save Settings option.

On the left side of the screen you

will see a box containing the options

File Maximum and Folder Maximum.

File Maximum refers to the number of

files that can be retained in memory be-

fore outputting the information. Folder

Maximum refers to the maximum num-

ber of folders (subdirectories) that can

be in any one directory. These limits

CONTROL SETTIN6S
1 Load Settinqs 1 Saue Settings

I
Set File Haxinun het Folder Maxinun

OUTPUT UPTIOHS
HIHJIbKM.UJB ^EXCLUDE*

Disk Nane

Delinited flit. Disk Nane

DIF File Size
Hardtopj File Date

Screen File Tine

SDF

Foldersuj.umu.kuii

your mind. The number of files in

memory is shown in Number Of Files

In Array, and the approximate free

memory remaining is shown to let you

know when you need to save this infor-

mation before reading further direc-

tories.

You are now ready to read the direc-

tories. Choose the disk drive you want

to read by clicking on the desired letter

in the Current Drive selector in the cen-

ter column; then click on Read Direc-

tory. You will be prompted to insert the

RCC FHT PBS SPD

BJR 5R8 PER SIRHUH ARC HLB PCI STU

Hiifl RBK IDX PC? svs

BBS IFF PCS TNVHHBHMHH BIC IMG PIC TNI

HaU*llli*liH BIN IHD TN2

mmm C

CFG

CHD

CNF

INF

IHT

Ply.

PI3

IIUm
JOB PRE TPH

fob uaa IRN

DO LBL PRB MP

Include fill

1

DBS LST PR1 TXT

Exclude fill |

DBF HOC RSC ZBK

DBH BBS S ZRX
CURRENT
DRIVE B DEL BSD SCR 1CZ

DIC HBT SDE i

n B c E F S H
DIF HDX SOR *?

DOC HIB SID 7

HRHIJini FJH SHb ?

can be changed by choosing the Set File

Maximum or Set Folder Maximum

items located in the Control Settings

box. (Editor's note: Because ofa bug in

the ST operating system ROMs, opening

more than 40 total folders in a session may

make system operation erratic. This was

corrected in the new Mega ROMs. Ifyou

have an ST and a hard disk, we strongly

recommend that you obtain one of the pub-

lie domain progi-ams that increase the 40-

folder limit.)

k is important to note that changing

the File Maximum will erase any direc-

tory data that is currendy in memory.

Similarly, if you load a new CFG file

with a different File Maximum, you will

be warned that changing this maximum

will wipe out any data in memory and

you will be given a chance to c
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disk, and the reading will begin. Want-

ing: Mixing disk formats (different num-

bers of tracks or sectors) can cause the

program to crash. This apparently oc-

curs somewhere in GEM, as it can also

happen on the desktop. It is thus best if

you separate disks by their formats.

First, the name of the disk (if any)

will be shown. Some of the formatting

programs in circulation insert nonprint-

able characters (i.e., less than ASCII 32)

in the disk name. The Director adds 32

to this value to avoid problems during

output; if you see punctuation marks in

the disk name, this is why they are

there

Next, The Director will ask if you

want to enter an Alternate Disk Name.

You should give each disk a unique

name or serial number to help you find

it later. This name is not recorded in the

disk's directory- it is for reference in the

disk catalog only. You should record it

on the label of the diskette. The Director

will read the directory into memory and

then ask if you want to read another

disk. Continue reading directories until

you are finished or want to change

settings.

Whistle While You Work
It may take a while to read all of your

disk directories into memory, especially

if you occasionally change the settings.

Any time there are already files in

memory when you click on Read Direc-

tory, you will have the option to either

replace the old information with the

new or add the new information to the

old. The Director will let you know if

free memory is getting low. If you con-

tinue to read directories, The Director

will repeat the warning until free mem-

ory is almost depleted, at which point it

will tell you to save the data in memory;

if that happens, the directory currently

being read will not be included in the

save.

After you have read all the directories

for the current session, you are ready to

set the Output Options. Select the items

you don't want to include in the Output

file under the *Exclude* section. The

file name and extension are always in-

cluded, but you can exclude the Disk

Name, Alternate Disk Name, File Size.

File Date, File Time, File Path and

Folders. Any of the items that you select

will be highlighted and omitted from

the data file. If you entered an Alternate

Disk Name, you may want to exclude

the Disk Name. File Size is the length of

the file in bytes. The File Date and File

Time show when the file was created or

last modified. The File Path shows the

location of the file within the disk's

folders; il the file is in the root directory

(outside any folder), the path shows as

a backslash (\).

The Folders option is a little differ-

(.'["H 11 th is i-", hidi lighted, nn:ic ot the

folders will be listed separately. How-



ever, you will still know which folders

have which contents if the directory in-

cludes the File Path. If you exclude the

Folders option, empty folders will not

be listed at all. Otherwise they will all

be listed, with the File Size shown as

FOLDER (except in the DIF file format-

in that case the folders are indicated by

a value of — f).

Getting Out The
Information
You are now ready for the final step-

outputting the file. Select a format op-

tion under *Output Mode* and then

click on Begin Output. If you want to

preview the directory information, you

can set the Output Mode to Screen or

Hardcopy. The files will be displayed in

the order they were read. If you prefer

browsing through the listing in a word

processor, simply select the ASCII op-

tion and enter a file name.

Data File Formats
Most databases use their own format for

storing information, but most also let

you read certain other data storage for-

mats to make transfer between different

programs possible. Check your database

documentation to see whether it under-

stands Delimited format, DIF (Data In-

terchange Format) or SDF (Standard

Data Format). The last button is

Zoomrks/CardSTak, which accommo-

dates two of the card-style databases:

Zoomracks and CardSTak. Each of these

uses a unique format. (Editor's Note:

You'll fmd the "CardSTak" program on this

month's START Disk- the companion article

is "Stack It". Also, see "File It" in this issue

jar a review of Zoomracks.)

If you need to give your database

field length information before it will

read the data, it is as follows: File Name

(8 characters, left justified); File Exten-

sion (3 characters, left justified); Disk

Name (12 characters, left justified); Al-

ternate Disk Name (12 characters, left

justified); File Size (7 characters, right

justified); File Date (8 characters, left

justified); File Time (8 characters, left

justified); File Path (maximum of 64

characters -this field is only as long as

the path name except in an SDF file,

where it is padded with spaces to 64

characters).

In a DIF file, the File Size will be a

numeric value rather than a string, with

a value of — 1 if this is a folder name.

The File Name and File Extension are

output in separate fields to facilitate

sorting and handling. Because CardSTak

is a free form database manager that

doesn't use field definitions, you can

simply load the cards into CardSTak

without worrying about setting up a

format.

You now have a file that you can

read into your database and manipulate

to your heart's content. Add a comment

field. Add a program type descriptor.

Sort it on anything. Delete what you

don't want. Merge it with whatever.

Search it for MUGWUMP.PRG. Now

you're in charge! And if you get lost,

brief descriptions of all the options (as

well as a recap of the file structures) are

available by clicking on the Help box or

pressing the Help key.

If you would like to examine the GFA

BASIC listing of this program, unarc the

file DIRECTOR-ARC on your START

disk (if you are unsure how to unarc a

file, refer to the disk instructions page).

Then run GFA BASIC, select the Merge

option and click on DIRECTOR. LST Al-

ternately, you can double-click on the

file from the desktop and list it or print

it out.

1 wrote The Director because I didn't

like any of the disk catalog programs

that I tried. If you feel the same, 1 hope

you find The Director as useful as I do]

Ijyou'd like more articles like this, circle

210 on the Reader Service Card.

Robert Pyle has been programming

since 1968, and his ST is his third per-

sonal computer. He lives in La Grange,

Texas, and enjoys sailing, fishing, read-

ing science fiction, and writing profes-

sional and shareware BASIC programs.

WANT

MORE

ST
COVERAGE?

If you want even more information,

programs and reviews for your Atari

ST, check out every monthly issue

of Antic Magazine. Inside

you'll find The ST Resource,

a special section featuring news,

product announcements, hardware

and software reviews, and type-in

programs especially for the ST

owner. Every month it's the fastest

way to keep up with what's going

on in the ST world! To subscribe to

Antic— or for a special subscrip-

tion offer on both Antic and

Start, The #1 Guide to

the Atari ST—see the sub-

scription card in this issue!

STAHTTheSTQ/iniifrh
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I WANT TO CHANGE
MY MIND. . .

Let's say you just clicked on Quit acci-

dently. And then when the computer

asked "Are you sure you want to quit?"

you clicked on Ok accidently. Hold it! If

you are still holding down the left

mouse key, it's not too late Carefully

move the mouse pointer outside of the

Ok button. (Be sure to keep holding down

the mouse key.) The Ok button will stop

being highlighted. Whew. You're now

safe to let go of the mouse button and

then click on Cancel. (Note that this

trick might not work if the program

uses unusual dialog boxes.)

. . . I THINK
The GEM desktop offers the con-

venience of letting you print an ASCII

file simply by double-clicking on it and

then clicking on Print. If you change

your mind and want to cancel the print-

out, press Q. If you clicked on Show in-

stead to get a listing to the screen, you

can either press Q or hold down the

Control key and press C to stop the list-

ing. This will not work with ST Writer

files.

SLIPPERY WHEN
WET

When members of the Antic and START

editorial staff complained about static

charges around their computer systems,

a few people suggested mixing fabric

softener with water and spraying it on

the floor around the computer stations.

(If you try this, be careful not to spray it

on the computer itself.) So far, it's been

working out great. If you try this, just be

sure to use a fabric softener that claims

to be anti-static; those brands contain

nu'i.wx /.o-«i-. /';.s
:

.v

the same chemical as spray can prod-

ucts specifically designed to reduce

static charges. You can use a high

proportion of water to fabric softener;

the main thing is to get some of the

chemical on the floor Warning: This

mixture is very slippery. Spray it at night,

giving it plenty of time to dry before

people will be walking around that

area.

ST WRITER FILES

After we published a Clipboard tip on

how to transfer ASCII files to a format

Word Writer ST and 1st Word Plus

could work comfortably with, we got a

phone call from a reader asking how to

convert ASCII files into ST Writer for-

mat. The person who called com-

plained that ASCII files load into ST

Writer with a carriage return at the end

of every line -making it impossible to

set margins without manually going

through and deleting all the carnage

returns. If you are trying to convert from

one word processor to ST Writer, here's

a quick tip:

First, make sure that there is an extra

carriage return after every paragraph in

the original file, then save it in ASCII

format. Load the file into ST Writer and

type E to edit it. The first thing is to

find out where the paragraphs begin

and mark those positions. To do this,

press Shift-F7 (global replace), then

press the carriage return twice and

press the Escape key. At the next

prompt, type Control-P, then press the

Escape key.

Now, examine the file carefully. You

want to get rid of all the carriage returns,

but first you need to know whether

there is a space before the carriage re-

turn at the end of each line. If there is a

space, press Shift-F7, Return and then

the Escape key. At the next prompt,

press the Escape key again. ST Writer

will go through the file and get rid of all

the carriage returns (or, more precisely,

it will replace all the carriage returns

with nulls). If there aren't any spaces

before the carriage return at the end of

every line, press Shift-F7, Return and

then the Escape key. At the next

prompt, press the space bar, then the

Escape key This will get rid of the car-

riage returns and also insert a space to

prevent the word at the end of each line

from running into the first word on the

next line

Your file looks awful because it has

run all together, but don't panic. The

final step is to put carriage returns be-

tween the paragraphs. Press Shift-F7

and Control-P, then press Escape. Then

type two carriage returns, Control-P and

then Escape This will put an extra line

between the paragraphs, and also pre-

serve the Control P character.

The only thing you need to do now

is add the formatting commands at the

top of the file and save it to disk.

P^n
MYSTERIOUS MEGA
4 CRASHES

Programs that write past the top of

screen memory may be crashing on

Atari's new Mega 4 computers. Previ-

ously, if a program had a bug which

caused it to write above the top of the

screen, it probably wouldn't show up-

but it wouldn't do an harm, either How-

ever, screen memory on the Mega 4 is at

a much higher location than on the 520,

1040 and Mega 2. This means that writ-

ing above the screen can mean trying to

write above available RAM (that is,

above 4 megs). This will trigger an illegal

bus error

Got an ST trick or tip to share? Send it to

the Clipboard, c/o Heidi Brumbaugh, Pro-

grams Editor, 544 Second St., San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107.



Megamax, Inc

T
r

A complete C Language
Development J i for the

T
The Fastest C Language Available for Your ST !

Compile and Link the Sieve Benchmark in only

5 Seconds !

This is what they said BEFORE we improved Megamax C:

"Don't even think about another C compiler"
Mike Fleischman, ANTIC, Sept. 1986

"Megamax C does more things better with its compiler than the others
andis the obvious winner for performance."

David Stokes, ST Applications, Dec. 1986

"Megamax C just might become the C standard for the Atari ST."
George Miller, COMPUTED Atari ST Disk & Magazine, Oct. 1986

"... the Megamax C package was by far the easiest and most noteworthy
C compiler for the Atari ST I have seen..."

I.B. Wikert, Learning C on the Atari ST

What will they say now?

Features Include:
• RAM resident graphical shell
• Absolute code production compiler
(no more 32K limitations)

• Variable size RAM cache
• Full featured Make
Full featured Resource Construction
Program

• DRIcompatible linker
• Powerful debugging facilities
• Inline assembly
• Full technical support
Full documentation including
examples using GEM routines
Fast and accurate floating point

benchmarks: Laser C Mfirk Williams 2.0
Compilc&Link

Sieve :05 1:27
Hello :03 1:15
Apskel :08 1:40

Execution
Sieve 2.45 2.78

MWC times using RAM disk based system

x Megamax, Inc
J - JjJ Box 851521

Richardson, TX 75085-1521

(214) 987-4931



REVOLUTIONARY
NEW PRODUCT

• Imagine Saving almost any game at any point, then being
able to return there as many times as you like.

• Imagine the Ultimate Back-up Utility that actually UNPROTECTS
programs as it copies them. Lets protected programs be
stored as files, run from a hard disk or even be transmitted

over a modem.
• Imagine saving three or more protected single sided disks on

just one double sided disk.

• Imagine Instantly switching back and forth between two
different programs, games, utilities or business applications.

Now Stop Imagining and get Switch/Back.
It can do all this and more.

Switch/Back is a revolutionary new hardware and software
package that lets you get more from your ST MUCH MORE.

Switch/Backs gaming features lets you instantly save most games
then continue playing. If you get in trouble you can switch back
to where you were as many times as you like.

REQUIRES at

least 1 meg. of RAM
(or a MEGARAM or Polydisk Cartridge]

BACK-UPS -Switch/Back can work with your favorite back-up
program and allow you to save whole protected disks to files for

archival purposes. It can also automatically unprotect a
program and save it as standard file. This method works on
hundreds of ST programs and it allows you to run the files directly.

Its perfect for running protected programs off o hard disk. It

creates standard TOS files, that can be stored together on disks

or even transferred by modem.
SWAP - Switch back lets you load just about ony two programs
into your ST and switch instantly between them. It works with

games, business programs, utilities, compilers, etc. Although only
one program is running at a time, the other is available instantly,

right where you left off.

The Switch/Back hardware plugs into your printer port for easy
use (It has a pass through connection for your printer too.)

Switch/Back requires at least One Meg of memory
(Or a Polydisk or Megadisk) ONLY $69 95

ST Protection Techniques
Finally ST Copy protection techniques are revealed.
This complete book and disk package details the state

of the art in ST Protection methods and mucn, much
more.
The Software includc-a with the book provides many

powerful features like the AUTOMATIC PROGRAM
PROTECTOR. This easy to use Utility allows you to protecl

>ust obout any ST program. You can choose a
combination ot protection methods like encryption.
checking custom disk formats, possword protection or

a limited use option that makes the program self-

destruct after running a preset number of times.

The book includes topics such as Phreaking, Logic Bombs, Hardware
data keys, the legal aspects of piracy and software protection. Custom
disk formats. Pirate Bulletin boards and much more.

In addition it contains reviews of the popular ST back-up programs end
detailed explanations ol ST disks and drives. ,

ST Protection Techniques (Book and disk package) 0n |y $39.95

The worlds most inexpensive clock
cartridge. Finally its affordable to

keep your time and date accurate.
3 year battery included. ONLY $24.95

ST
MEGAD ISK Ultra high speed solid stole disk drive • 500%
Faster than a Hard Disk • Provides almost instant booting • Like a RAM disk

that's always loaded with your favorite programs and ready to use • One
megabyte of Solid State storage • Built in battery back-up in case Of

power failures

MEGADISK is actually one megabyte of RAM that simply plugs into your

corti clge port. It acts as an added disk drive that's ultra last and always
ready for use. Like a Hdrd disk, MEGADISK won't loose its memory when
your computer is turned off. It comes with its own power supply and
battery back-up system so its independent of your computer.
Megadisk can be configured according to your needs. • Set it up as

one large disk • An BOOK double sided disk dnd a 200K hordware print

buffer Or es two 400K single sided disks and a print buffer

Megadisk will work line with your current system whether you have a
hard disk and two drives or you're just getting started.

Megadisk is perfect for those who want the high speed of a hard disk

tor a lower price. Its even better for power users or software developers
who may already own a hard disk and two drives but want extra speed
and power. Megadisk can also emulate other cartridges for testing and
back-up. In add lion Megadisk can be' used with Switch/Sack to allow you
to instantly jump between two full size one meg a.aa nc
applications. ?4T7.t!)

ir Megadisk

"Ol yQ ISK Polydisk is a 512K version of a Megadisk. Polydisk gives

you the same fast boat features, the high speed access, and the print

spooler. Polydisk hds a power supply (like Megadisk) but does not contain
a battery back-up.

Note: Those with only 512K ot main memory can use Switch/Back with a
Polydisk, just like those with one Meg.

Polydisk (512K Solid state drive) Only $199.95
(Clock oplion card is also avoiloble for Polydisk S29.°5]

Ml Mill

COLOR COMPUTEREYES"
1 1

1

Incredible COLOR video digitizer. • The first ond only full color digitizer

for the ST • Uses standard video inputs like video camera, VCR, or video

disk, • Wo'ks in all SI resolutions. Low res provides 10 shade black and
white or full color pictures. Pictures can be used with Degas,
Neochrome, Powerprint and others. • Automatic calibration of contrast,

brightness and white balance. • Plugs into cartridge port for easy set-up.

• Capture your picture or that ol you' favorite star. ONLY $199.95
SPECIAL OFFER - Buy both Computereyes and Powerprint and SAVE 20.00

from the total.

BLOW YOURSELF UP

Imagine your picture on a 6 foot poster. Create a business graph that

con cover o wo I Qual lv culpa' for ocsters, ; -shits. nr.'ws loiters, and more.
POWERPRINT
Whether it's a photo digitized with ComputerEyes, a masterpiece

created with Degas, or the winning screen from your favorite game,
POWERPRINT can print it with unequaled clarity ana" resolution, PowerPi m
supports ALL ST resolutions. It prints multiple sizes up to GIANT WALL SIZED
POSTERS. Print 16 shades for increaib a deloi . Print Ihe whole screen or
ZOOM in on just fhe part you wont. POWERPRINT offers unique effecls.

including rotate, mirror and inverse options. Selective shading option
allows you to print multi-color pictures on any printer by printing one color

at a time (using color ribbons). Powerprint lets you capture and print

almost any ST screen. Works with Star. NEC, Citoh, Gemini, EPSON, XM8048
and compatible printers. 9.95

» / HigHigh Quality sound digitizer lor the ST This powerful
hardware and software package lets you sample real .-.era sounds dnd
play them back on any Atari ST Add special effects like Echo, Reverse,

looping, pitch manipulation, mixing and envelope control. Turns your Atari

keyboard into a musical instrument to play songs with your digitized

sounds (also works with any MIDI keyboard). Digisound mokes it simple to

add sound to your own program, too! Unleash 'tie i.'icrod:ble sounds in

your ST with DIGISOUND. Supports sampling Irom 5 to 40khz. DIGISOUND is

Ihe choice of the professionals. DIGISOUND was used to create the voice
in Chessmaster 2000, and other commercial programs. a>q nc

DIGISOUND ONLY >Oy.yO

DIGISOUND PROFESSIONAL
All the excellent features of DIGISOUND plus these great extras

LOGARITHMIC SAMPLING Special hardware extends the sound quality

for above the other ST sound digitizers.
'
oyarithmic sampling and

playback (external omplitiers only] greatly extends the dynamic range
while reducing distortion and noise.

Internal Real Time Mixing Input from a stereo and a microphone so

you can sing over a tope. aj<« qp

UlwlKLAYcK The High powered digisound software can now be
obtained by those who already own a digitizer for the ST Compatible ol

cartridge based digitizers. Extend the power ol your digitizer with
Digiplayer. .

Only $49.95

24 HOUR HOTLINE - VISA & MasterCard Welcom.

216-374-7469
Customer Service line (216) 467-5665. Call or writ

Order by phone or send check or money order to:

ALPHA SySTEMS 1012 Skyland, Macedonia, OH 44056
Include $3.00 shp & hdlg. (US & Canada) Ohio

CIRCLE 003 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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OBLITERATOR

You are Dralc the Last of the Oblilerators, a

genetically enhanced and awesome
fighting machine, bio-engineered tor the

execution of incredible tasks, theultimate

solution to the most catadysmicof

predicaments.

In the voids of Federation space an alien

cruiser has materialised. II is a ship of

sinister and foreboding power. Federation

defences have been smashed, Earth lies,

exposed, there is only one hope and you

Summoned by the Federation council, your

assignments to use a prototype matter

transportertoinfiiiratethe alien cruiser.

Armed withapartidebeam disrupter,

i,3ser^ sin '/jhatevpr f-,u alie: 1 h.ab :a: can

provide, you must cripple the alien vessel

thus enabling its destruction.

iSttK&ftiiiifl '1

1 -i

OBLITERATOR $39.95

OTHER PSYGNOSIS TITLES

TERRORPODS -$39.95

BARBARIAN -$39.95

DEEP SPACE - $39.95

ARENA -$39.95

All available for 512k colour.

AtariST, Commodore Amiga



MAKING TRACKS WITH MIDI

The Pointer

Sisters'

MIDI Magician

Greg Whelchel
By Mard Naman

The Pointer Sisters have been cranking

out Top Ten hits for more than a de-

cade Their power pop sound has

graced everything from TV specials to

popular films such as Beverly Hills Cop,

and they remain a big concert draw

around the country. But the next time

you hear one of their monster hits like

"Jump" or "Automatic," listen very

closely Because to achieve their infec-

tious, good-time sound, the band uses

the MIDI capabilities of the Atari 1040

ST.

And the Pointer Sisters-Anita, Ruth

and June -can thank one man for mak-

ing their live band MIDI-friendly: key-

boardist Greg Whelchel. He and fellow

keyboardist Marc Ritter have become

experts on the ST and the uses of MIDI

in concert.

FROM XE TO ST

Greg originally did his sequencing with

an Atari 130 XE, but when the ST be-

came available he bought one immedi-

ately He especially likes the fact that,

unlike some other genres of software,

professional MIDI packages abound for

the ST Whelchel has tried software
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from many companies, such as Dr. T's

and Steinberg Research, but favors Hy-

brid Arts' SMPTE Track. "The main rea-

son I use Hybrid is it's the only one that

allows you to directly sync to SMPTE

time code," Whelchel says. "The timing

is much better when you can sync to

SMPTE."

/ *

Whelchel sequences

parts that are

'Just too boring

to play

night after night.
'

'

Whelchel wouldn't think of trading

his 1040 for anything else In fact, he

prefers it to the Macintosh. "The Mac

doesn't have a MIDI port," he says,

"which means you've got to shell out

another $150 and cart around another

box. The other thing I don't like about

the Mac is the screen is so tiny. . . I like

a bigger screen and the option of color

or monochrome The Mac II has this

option, but it's a $7,000 computer.

"I started using the Atari, and I liked

it a lot so I've stuck with it. I think it's a

great computer and I've got a lot of non-

music software for it as well. I use it to

do all my accounting, bookkeeping and

writing."

But Whelchel's main use for it is for

making great music. "In concert, about

one-third of our songs are sequenced,"

Whelchel says. "We're always playing on

all the songs, of course, but we augment

with sequencing on a third of the

tunes."

WE ARE NOT DEVO

Greg considered sequencing all his

parts completely, but rejected this idea

for good reason. "The whole point is to

have a live show," he says. "Several per-

formers have tried sequencing

everything- Howard Jones tried it and

so did Thomas Dolby and Kenny

Loggins-and audiences didn't like it.

They're going to see a live performance

and spontaneous interaction between

the performer and the audience. That's

part of the fun of it."

According to Whelchel, "The main

reason we sequence is either to play real

mechanical parts, like a typical repeti-

tive sequence that's supposed to sound

robotic, or something that's just too bor-

ing to play night after night. If I'm real

sick of playing a part, 1 can put it on the

sequencer and let the machine do it.

'Another use for sequencing is to

play something Marc and I can't physi-

cally play because we already have too

many parts. We've only got two hands

and the Pointer Sisters' tunes are real

synthesizer- in tensive. In fact, there are

more synthesizer parts than anything

else At times, even between the two of

us, we can't possibly cover them. But

with the Atari 1040, we can do it all!"



MAKING TRACKS WITH MIDI

PRESENTING THE ST BACKUP SINGERS

Another (surprising) use for the STs

MIDI system has been to sequence the

Pointer Sisters' background vocals. One

of the handy things about sequencing

the background vocals is that two of the

sisters can leave the stage for costume

changes while the third takes a solo

turn. "For example, Anita does a solo

tune called 'More than a Memory' while

Ruth and June leave the stage to change

took the 2-inch tape and just sampled

the background vocals right off the

master. It sounds great!"

LESS IS MORE?

Although he might admit to being a

"techno-junkie," Whelchel believes

some bands actually overdo it in the

equipment department- and more is

not necessarily better "You don't need a

lot of synthesizers to have a great show

or a great sound," he says. "A variety of

From left to right—keyboardist Greg Whelchel, Ruth Pointer, June Pointer, Anita

Pointer and keyboardist Marc Ritter on the set of "Top of the Pops." Photo by

Dove Sessions, courtesy Hybrid Arts.

costumes, even though there are a lot of

background vocals on that tune," says

Whelchel.

Sequencing the background vocals

was simple enough. Says Whelchel,

"We went into the studio and Anita

sang alt the background vocals. The vo-

cal blend is unbelievably good because

she's blending with herself. Marc and I

excellent synthesizers that do different

things, yes. But you don't need ten of

each. You basically need one. By MID1-

ing things together, by using digital de-

lays and digital reverbs and chorusing,

by stacking them and layering them and

mapping to change controllers around,

you can really get out of one synthesizer

what you need to get out of it. You can

have a devastating sound with a mini-

mal amount of equipment. That's the

approach 1 take"

WhelcheTs stage setup is as follows:

The Emulator SP-12 drives the Atari

1040 and the" 1040 plays synthesizers

on both sides of the stage. "We bought

six 6-foot MIDI cables, chopped them

in half and connected them to standard

mike cable connectors," he notes. "Be-

cause the MIDI signal only uses three of

the five pins in the MIDI plug, two are

unused. A standard mike connector has

three pins, so we just use those three

pins. That way we can run the MIDI ca-

ble as long as we want."

Whelchel says a piece of hardware

called The Mapper (manufactured by

Axxess and distributed by Intelligent

Music) "allows me to End all the splits

I'm doing, as far as keyboard assign-

ments and note assignments. I can call

up all the patches, make all the con-

troller changes, any redefinition of any

MIDI code I want to make for each

song. I don't even need to hit any but-

tons anymore. I don't have to set up any

digital delays. I don't have to call any

patches on any synthesizers. I don't

have to load up any samples. All 1 do is

hit one button on the Yamaha DX7II,

which calls up the sequence for that

song. Then 1 have a foot switch on the

floor to step through all the changes."

This all works very smoothly when

there are no mechanical problems. But

what happens when something goes

wrong in concert? After all, during a live

performance you can't exactly call for

time out to work on your machines.

Whelchel has never had a problem with

his Atari, but has found a few bugs in

some of his other equipment. "The big-

gest problem I have," says Whelchel, "is

stuck notes on the Yamaha DX7II. The

only thing you can do is shut off the

synthesizer for a split second and then
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CYBERTIP
By Andrew Reese, START Editor

If you're interested in using

your ST for graphics and ani-

mation, then you probably

own Antic Publishing's Cyber

Studio, containing CAD-3D
2.0. Its companion control lan-

guage Cyber Control is a sim-

ple BASIC-like language that

can generate complex anima-

tions. However, if you're hav-

ing trouble debugging new
Cyber Control code, you can

use your printer to monitor

your program:

At the start of the program,

make the print monitor

optional:

@pr:input "Print status?

No(Ret)Yes{l)?",p

if p<0
|
p>1 then

belhgoto pr

(The second line uses the logi-

cal or operator in an If/Then

statement to limit the allowable

input and return the user to the

input line in case of error.)

Then, wherever you need to

monitor your program's pro-

gress, insert a statement using

Cyber Control print format:

if p then ? "Generating

spline with",key,

"keypoints and",ff,

"segments."

Cyber Control uses typical

BASIC print statement format.

Strings are in quotes and sepa-

rated from variables by com-

mas, and the question mark is

shorthand for print.

Watch for The Cyber Corner

in the next issue of START for

more hints, tips and how-to's!

Cyber Control, $59.95, Antic Soft-

ware, 544 Second Street, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107, (415) 957-0886;

(800)234-7001.

turn it back on. If anyone's really listen-

ing, they'll notice there's a DX-7 part

suddenly missing. But it doesn't affect

the timing, because the SP-12 and the

Atari are pretty much handling the tim-

ing. If there's nothing on the receiving

end, the Atari doesn't really care. It

sends out its data anyway."

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Whelchel does more than play key-

boards for the Pointer Sisters. For exam-

ple, Greg and two other keyboard

players put together the music for the

Ice Capades last year- the first time

they had used sequenced music. "We

did the entire prerecorded music for the

Ice Capades using the ST," Whelchel

says. "It worked great. We used sam-

plers and synthesizers to make the tape,

then they augmented the prerecorded

sound with a live orchestra during their

show. Until last year, they had an or-

chestra and did the traditional record-

ing tape. What we did was totally

MIDI-all sequenced. The only thing we

did live was some big band stuff, be-

cause that's a style that's really hard to

duplicate with the synthesizer"

For the Ice Capades, Whelchel got a

good chance to see the ST and the

Macintosh working side by side, be-

cause both were used on the project. To

Whelchel, it was no contest. "The ST

worked a lot better," he says. "The Mac

was a bit tedious to work with because

you have to use an intermediary box in

order to convert SMPTE time code into

something the Macintosh will under-

stand. On the other hand, the ST just

ran it directly with no problem."

IT'S NOT JUST FOR GAMES ANYMORE
When he's not working lor the Pointer

Sisters or the Ice Capades, Whelchel

does TV jingles for companies like

Toyota, McDonald's and Nissan. "When

I started doing commercials with this

group of musicians, I brought my Atari

ST to the studio," Whelchel remembers.

"The engineers and the other musicians

didn't know anything about it. They

thought it was a game computer. They

thought we were going to play 'Marble

Madness,' not play music!" he laughs.

"The unfortunate reality is that the

Macintosh had quite a head start on the

ST. All the people with money- studios

and rich musicians-at first got the

Macintosh because [hat's all there was.

Either that or the IBM PC, which is a

horrible computer. So there I was with

my Atari and we'd lay down tracks to

picture into the computer. Then I'd ask

for a line with SMPTE code coming out

of it. We'd play it and they were just

shocked, unbelievably shocked that we

could just locate to anywhere in-

staneously"

Whelchel enjoyed the impressed

looks on the engineers' faces. "I'd say,

Just roll picture' and they'd ask, 'Don't

we have to start from the beginning or

do some sort of translation?' I'd say, 'No,

just roll.
'

" Since that time, two of the en-

gineers Whelchel works with have pur-

chased STs and so have two of the key-

board players he does commercials

with.

All of which just goes to prove that

the ST is winning converts right and

left. And it's not doing it on the strength

of its name alone. It's doing it on the

strength of its performance, both on

stage and in the studio.

Mard Naman is a freelance writer who

specialises in personality profiles. He is

afrequent contributor to 5TART!

PRODUCTS MENTIONED
• SMPTE Track, $575. Hybrid Arts,

11920 West Olympic Blvd., Los An-

geles CA 90064, (213) 826-3777
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SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS*.
d fA

\Jn r\ IVI E. I\ I \_ r\ • Free shipping on orders ^—

w

For Orders Only- 1-800-225-7638 over $100 in continental USA
PA Orders— 1-800-223-7784 • No Surcharge for VISA/MasterCard

Customer Service 412-361-5291 • Your card is not charged until we ship

Three-Sixty, Inc.

Mutants, Rats, Bats,

Vultures, Whips &
Chains. Your Dream
Come True!

Dark Castle

List $44.95

Our Discount Price $25

ABACUS BOOKS
ST Basic to C $15
ST Disk Drives $19
ST Gem Prog. Ref $15

ST Graphics & Sound $15

ST Internals $15
ST Machine Language. $15
ST Midi Programming. $15

ST Peeks K. Pokes $13

ST 3-D Graphic:

ST Trk :
:; Tip

ACADEMY
Typing Tutor

ACCESS

Leader Board Golf .

L.B. Tourn. Disk #1

enlh Fi

..$15

ACCOLADE
Bubble Chest $J3

Hardball $25

AVANT GARDE
PC Ditto

BATTERIES INCLUDED
D.E.G.A.S. Elite

Thunder: The

BRODERBUND
Super Bike Challenge .$14

CENTRAL POINT

Goldninner $25

Leatherneck $25
Major Motion $25
Match Point $25

Slaygon $25

Space Shuttle 2 $25

ST Replay $69
Stuff $25

Tanglewood $25

Time Bandit $25

MICROLEAGUE
Baseball 2 $39

Gen. Manager/Owner. $19

19B6 Team Disk $14
19B7 Team Disk $14
WWf Wrestling $33
M1CROPROSE
F-15 $25
Gunship $33
Silent Service $25

MILES COMPUTING
Harrier -:rike Mission $25

ST Wars $25
MINDSCAPE
Balance of Power $33
De|a Vu $33
Gauntlet $33
Harrier Combat
Simulator $33

Indoor Sports $33

Into the Eagle's Nest. .$25

Arcticfoi $29

Battle Droidi
Chessmaster 2000. ..

Financial Cookbook .

Global Commander .

Linkword German . . . .$19

Linkword Spanish $19

Strip Poker $25

Hunt for Red
October ....,..., .$32

Marble Madness $26
Mavis Beacon
iejrhes Typing . . . .$29

Music Const. Set $32
Roadwars $21

Rockford $21
...$26

The
Ultimate

Joystick!

500XJ
Joystick

List $19.95

Our Discount Price $14

(for right-handed players only!)

Scruples

Skyfos

I NTERSECT

Interlink $25
INTRACORP
Bumper Sticker Maker $39

TimeujcRks

Twelve instantly

accessible, memory-
resident desktop

"accessories" that

operate simultaneously

with your other

software programs.

Partner

List $49.95

Our Discount Price $33

Club Backgammo
Vegas Craps .

Vegas Gambler ,

MINDSCAPE-
CINEMAWAR E

Defender of the Crown$33
S.D.I $33
OMMTREND

Chopper X $14

..$25

. .S49

GFA Basic B

GFA Artist

.

GFA Basic:

Compiler $39

Interpreter $39
GFA Companion $33
GFA Object. .

GFA V .$:i:i

Terrorpods $25
QMI
Desk Cart $69

Hit warp speed in

a Ferrari Testarosa,

bring your oil

to a boil in a

Lamborgbini

Countach. . .

Test Drive

List $39.95

Our Discount Price $25

SIERRA

Black Cauldron $25
King's Quest 1, 2, or 3$33 Ea.

Leisure Suit Larry $25
Mixed Up Mother Goose$19
Police Quest :$33
Space Quest 1 or 2$33 Ea.

SIMON & SCHUSTER-

Star Trek:

The Rebel Universe .$25

SOFT LOGIC
Font Disk 1 or 2 ..$19 Ea.

Partner Forms ...... .$19
Publishing Partner . ..$59
Publishing Partner

Professional $129
SPRINGBOARD
Certificate Maker $25
CM. Library Disk $19
SSI

Colonial Conquest . . .$25

Phantasie 1, 2, or 3$25 Ea.

President Elect 198B. .$19
Questran 2 $33

Rings of Zilfin $23
Roadwar 2000 $25
Roadwar Furopa $29
Stellar Crusade $36
War Came Const. Set. $23
Wi/.irrh Crown $25
SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulator 2 $33

Partnc-

>ger $49

$33
./Sideways .$49

Word Writer $49
UNICORN
Adv. of Sinbad $29
All About America .. .$39

Animal Kingdom $23
Decimal Dungeon. .

..$23
Kinderama.. ..

Magical Myths $29
Math Wizard $23
Read & Rhyme $23

Tales Arabian Nights .$29

MARK WILLIAMS
Mark Williams C $119
UNISON WORLD
Art Gallery 1 or 2 $19 Ea.

Art Gallery: Fant.

Fonts & Borders

Print Master Plu:

VERSASOFT

..$19

..$23

"11-Detroit $19
THREE SIXTY

Dark Castle $25

<IK Man 4.0 $149
WORD PERFECT

Word Perfect W.P. ..$199

ACCESSORIES

CompuServe Starter Kit$19

Disk Case (Holds 30)56.88
Disk Drive Cleaner 3W$6.8R

IB Drive Good Deal

Supra 20 meg Drive .$567
..$12

it Handle . .$1)

^SIERRA

A hut

harmless endeavor
tor adults only!

Leisure Suit Larry

In the Land of the Lounge Lizards

List $39.95

Our Discount Price $25

P.O. BOX 111327—DEPT. ST-BLAWNOX, PA 15238

•Please Read The Following Ordering Terms 4 Conditions Carefully Before Placing Your Order: Orders with cashiers check or money order shipped immediately on in stock items! Personal
& Company checks, allow 3 weeks clearance. No C.O.D.'s! Shipping: Continental U.S.A .-Orders under $100 add S3; free shipping on orders over $100. AK, HI, FPO, APOatfd $5 on all

orders. Canada & Puerto Rico-add $10 on all orders. Sorry, no other International orders accepted! PA residents add 6% sales tai on the total amount of order including shipping charges.

CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9 AM-5:30 PM Eastern Time. REASONS FOR CALLING CUSTOMER SERVICE—112-361-5291 (UStatus of order or back 0Hfc» OKI .'"V merchandise
purchased within 60 days from S.D.of A. is defective, please call for a return authorization number. We will not process a return without a return auth. #1 Defective merchandise will

be replaced with the same merchandise only. Other returns subject to a 15% restocking charge! After 60 days from yoor purchase date, please refer to the warranty included with the

product purchased & return directly to the manufacturer. Customer service will not accept collect calls or calls on S.D.of A.'s 8O0# order lines! ORDER LINE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9 AM-5:30
PM, SAT 10 AM-4 PM EASTERN TIME. Because this ad had to be written 2-3 mas. before it was published, prices & availability are subject to change! New titles are arriving daily! Please

call for more information.
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Masterpiece
AndSST

7Wo MIDI sequencers from Sonus
by Jamie Krutz

Deciding on MIDI sequencing software for the ST these days is like trying to pick your

favorite pie at Mom's Comer Cafe. The first one you try will probably seem unbeatable,

but the next may taste even better- and there are always more behind the counter.

Two of the juiciest new sequencers come from Sonus. Masterpiece is an expensive,

feature-packed professional sequencer. The SST (SuperSequencer ST) offers the same

flavor as Masterpiece but with a lower price.

MASTERPIECE

Masterpiece uses a "section chaining" system of composition. That means you could com-

pose a verse, a chorus and a bridge section as separate sequences, then chain them to-

gether in any order to create a finished song. You can have up to 99 repetitions each time

a section is used.

Masterpiece allows you up to 24 sequences per song, and each sequence can have

32 tracks. There's also a Lead Track option, which lets you do a single continuous per-

formance over the top of the chained song.

SEQUENCES AND SONGS
You can use Masterpiece in either sequence mode or song mode. You do your recording

and editing in sequence mode, then combine sequences into songs in song mode.

The main sequence mode screen has a clean, icon-based layout with Sequence, Trans-

port, Tracks and Counters windows. Copying a sequence or track is simple-just drag

one icon over another Clicking on an icon selects that sequence or track for recording,

editing or playback; double-clicking calls up information about the sequence or track.

There are full record and play controls, and each track can have up to four different MIDI

assignments. You can also see memory remaining, current counter position, sequence

length, in and out counters (for autopunching and editing) and cue counters (for specify-

ing 25 user-programmable cue points).

The Tracorder feature lets you use a special 25th sequence for storing tracks when

moving them between sequences. You can click on the Full Range and All Events icons

to select any range of notes, velocity, MIDI channel, aftertouch and MIDI controllers to

change over any range of time.
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Any editing (including quantizing, transposing, erasing and

bouncing) will only act on the data you specify. If you want to

transpose every C# with a velocity over 100 in the third and

fourth bars up an octave on track 2, you can do it. Master-

piece includes a list editor as a separate program, but the

built-in range editor is so powerful you probably won't use

the list editor very often.

Recording with Masterpiece is easy-just click on the

desired sequence icon in the sequence window, select a track

icon, then click on the record icon. A metronome clicks the

tempo you've selected as you play your MIDI keyboard.

The main screen in song mode is similar to sequence

mode, but with the Track window replaced by a Song Ele-

ments window with 32 song element icons. Creating songs is

as easy as dragging sequence icons from the sequenae win-

dow to the song element window in the order desired. You

can adjust the amount of time the computer spends doing

housekeeping between sequences, and choose whether to

automatically reset the MIDI volume and pitch wheel during

that time

NEATNESS COUNTS
Masterpiece is packed with neat features. You can transpose

sequences by hitting a note on your MIDI synth -you'll trans-

pose your song the interval of the note you hit from middle

C. Quantizing has a tolerance setting, so only notes outside

the defined range will be quantized. Real-time controller map-

ping lets you reassign up to eight MIDI controllers to affect

other controllers on slave synths. Note-on velocity (which

some synths send for a note off) is stored as note-off velocity

0, so editing of note on/offs can be done independently. Each

sequence has a Set-Ups box with MIDI volume and synth

patch numbers for each MIDI channel, and the box can store

brief notes you may want to make about the sequence

And the list goes on: The metronome countdown length

before recording is programmable. There are computer key-

board commands available for many functions. A "View

MIDI" feature lets you look at any incoming MIDI data. The

files are compatible with SuperScore, Sonus's music notation

software An easy-to-use step entry mode is available for non-

real-time recording. You can format disks without leaving the

program. Finally, the documentation is well-written and

comes in an easy-to-update three-ring binder.

NOBODY'S PERFECT

Masterpiece has two different versions of MIDI Through,

which could cause some confusion. Play Through will allow

MIDI Through only while the sequencer is playing or record-

ing, while Captive allows MIDI Through, but completely dis-

ables the sequencer

Other drawbacks: recording or playing always disables the

mouse. If you want to check the editing filters you have to

separately call up seven requester boxes. After some opera-

tions, some windows are redrawn unnecessarily. And if you

want to write a basic song structure in sections, but then add

more than one track over the top of your song, you'll feel

limited by the single Lead Track. Finally, Masterpiece uses a

cartridge -port "key" for copy protection.

SST

Sonus's SST is set up just like Masterpiece, but with a few fea-

tures left out. SST allows you only 18 sequences and 24

tracks. It has most of the edit filters, but they can't be assigned

to separate data ranges (although they can be applied to

specific time ranges). Thus, if you enable the note filter, it will

always filter out all the note data within the specified

measures, rather than letting you filter, say, only from C2 to

A#3; you'll find you need the list editor more.
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Masterpiece.

SST also has no Set-Ups window, and it doesn't support

control mapping (although it does let you use the Mod wheel

to control MIDI volume).

SST shares most of Masterpiece's drawbacks, but it does

have one advantage over Masterpiece-it comes with MIDI

cables.

COMING ATTRACTIONS

According to Sonus programmer Jim Sproul, the MIDI

Through and filter viewing problems in Masterpiece will be

corrected in version 2.0. Minor updates are free, and for $75

Sonus will send you all major upgrades for two years. How-

ever, be warned: beginning with version 2, Masterpiece will

require a megabyte of memory, so it will no longer run on an

unexpanded 520 ST,

Masterpiece supports MIDI clock and song pointer, and

should support MIDI time code in the future. Sonus offers a

SMPTE-MIDI time code and song pointer converter; for FSK

sync you could use a drum machine or a Yamaha FSK to

MIDI converter. You can also connect Sonus's MIDI Plus Port
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New from the people who
brought you IVIonitor IVlaster!

*S&~

Are you tired of fumbling under or behind

your computer to swap your mouse and joy-

stick cables? Are your cable and computer

connectors worn out from all the plugging and

unplugging? Then Mouse Master is a must

for you!

$39.95*

mm§ Practical

Solution/^

1930 E. Grant Rd..

Tuc/on. AZ 85719

•Retail price docs not 602 884 " 96IQ
include shipping & handling.

"B" to your ST's serial pore for another MIDI bus-a total of 32

MIDI channels!

CONCLUSIONS

Both Masteipiece and SST are easy to get up and running

quickly; Masterpiece's editing is especially powerful and

flexible There are some drawbacks, but if you prefer to write

music in sections and then assemble sections into songs,

Masterpiece and SST may be the sequencers you've been

looking for.

Ijyou'd like to see more articles like this one, circle 150 on the

Reader Service Card.

Jamie Krutz writes music for film and video productions, and

has used an Atari ST since 1986.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED:
• Sonus Masterpiece V1.64A, $375.95; Sonus Super-

Sequencer ST VI. 5, $149.95. Sonus Corporation, 21430

Strathem St. Suite H, Canoga Park, CA 91304, (818)

702-0992.
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MIDI Recording Studio
1 '

for Atari ST Computers
V1.1 Dr.Tfe

^u '°^rwAPe

Features Include:

Rocky Steady timing (up to 384 PPQ)
Totally Mouse-Driven 8-Track tape recorder interface

Supports internal sound chip and loads G.I.ST. (Antic voice

editor) files

Mute and Solo tracks using the mouse in real time

Full editing of all MIDI parameters of individual MIDI events

Edit using the mouse-controlled HI-LITE event list (like your
favorite word processors)

Cut, copy, paste, transpose, compress, expand, and scale velocity

on a single event or global basis

Synchronization via MIDI clock (send and receive)

Record while in "CUE" mode for easy song creation

Ability to send any type of MIDI event including System Exclusive

Auto-correct (quantize) note timings and durations separately

or together to any value

Real-time tempo adjustment
Completely compatible with Dr. T's Keyboard Controlled Sequencer
and Copyist

Supports color or monochrome monitors and 520, 1040. or Mega
ST computers

CIRCLE 010 ON READER SERVICE CARD

220 Boylston St. • Suite 306 • Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 • (617) 244-6954 • Call or write for our Free Brochure
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An incredible simulation

Cardiac Arrest!

with binder and manual, $69.

See discounted package price.

Cardiac Arrest! is a unique product. In this mathematically-

based simulator, you interpret the history, on-screen EKG, lab

data, and vital signs, then give treatment orders in plain

English. While many computer users enjoy Cardiac Arrest! as

a challenging medical adventure game, it's a sophisticated

product used world-wide for ACLS (Advanced Cardiac Life

Support)education. IBM, Apple II +/c/e, Atari ST, Atari XL/E.

Antic "impressive and amazingly complete"

ST World; "both highly educational and fun to play"

We support our products. Updates will be available to users for

S6 each when ACLS recommendations change. Our software is

NOT copy-protected.

Cardiac Arrest! $69

ACLS Protocols $29

EKG Teaching $29

CardioQuiz $19

Blood Gases $24

QuizPlus $29

Demo $7

Ask about the four-disk ACLS Package (includes Cardiac Arrest!)

for $109. Order direct!

Mad Scientist Software
2063 N. 820 W„ Pleasant Grove, UT 84062

Visa/MC orders call 801-785-3028

ProCopyB»{U
You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks
you out. ProCopy is the key!

Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software
Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

Use with 1 or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected
FREE shipping and handling
TOLL-FREE telephone number
Updates are only S12 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

Call (800) 843-1223
Send check for S34.95 {i

$34.95
add S2.00 for air mall) to:

CIRCLE 027 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 665, CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401) 568-8459

Available the moving finger co. tech-soft
Internationally Building 2 computer wholesale

in Fninno Shamrock Quay 324 Stirling Highway
in Europe

Southampton, SOl-lQL Claremont
ana England Western Australia 6010
Australasia Tel. 0703-227274 Tel. 09-385-1885
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COMING
IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF

START,
THE ST QUARTERLY*

START'S Second Anniversary

Next issue, we'll be celebrating two milestones: the third

anniversary of the Atari ST and the second anniversary of

START! Well be presenting exciting summer features:

• A history of the ST and START- including an index on

disk of the first two years of START!

• Microsoft Write -It's here and Ian Chadwick reviews it!

• BASIC Overview-Dave Plotkin takes a look at the most

popular BASIC languages for the ST.

• A Musical Workstation -Let START'S MIDI expert Jim

Pierson-Perry show you how to take your musical ideas

from meandering notes to finished score.

• Small At Large-5T innovator Dave Small returns to the

pages of START with a new column!

Well also have a disk packed with software-Creation,

Tom Hudson's fractal landscape generator; The Traveler, a

START Solitaire

GFA BASIC trip planner; A Litde Helper, a desk accessory

to create your own help screens for any GEM program; the

Vocabularian, a "learn anything" tutor; START Solitaire, our

colorful version of the classic card game (from the authors

of Atari's Joust) and more!

In addition, you can look forward to our regular

columns and departments, news, new products, your let-

ters and a few special surprises-all on sale in June in the

next issue of START!

STart The ST Quarterly



FOR THE FUN OF IT

Test Drive, F-15

Strike Eagle and
Vegas Gambler
By David Plotkin

Simulations are an interesting subset of

computer entertainment programs.

More than mere games, simulations are

growing rapidly in popularity for all

makes of personal computers. Everyone

from business people to grade-school

kids are engaging in simulated ex-

periences that would be too dangerous,

too expensive or too impractical to per-

form in real life. With simulations, you

can fly a fighter plane, drive a race car,

command a submarine, gamble in Vegas

and engage in many other activities, all

from the comfort and safety of your

chair. Want to blow scads of money at

the craps tables? Want to buzz the

Transamerica Pyramid or (try to) land

on the Golden Gate Bridge? Simulations

can let you do these without injury to

life, limbs, property or pocketbook.

Here I review three simulations -one

driving, one flying and one gambling.

All of these programs put you in the hot

seat and test your mettle-with cars,

planes and cards.

TEST DRIVE

If you've ever hankered to put the

"pedal to the metal" in a fast car on a

twisty mountain road, daring cops,

potholes and oncoming traffic, then Test

Drive is for you. You can choose from

one of five sports cars: a Corvette,
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Porsche 911, Lamborghini Countach,

Ferrari Testarossa or Lotus Turbo Esprit.

The cars can all top 120 mph, and their

other vital statistics, such as accelera-

tion, torque, engine displacement and

tires, show on an initial screen (your

shopping list of high-power fun). After

you've studied your car's features, pick

the one you want and you're ready to

drive.

You control every aspect of your car

with the ST joystick. As in most other

car-driving games, pressing the srick

forward makes you accelerate, pulling

back lets you brake and you steer by

moving the stick to the left or right. IT

you've selected manual transmission,

you can shift gears by pressing down

the joystick button and moving the

stick. (As you do, a small graphic of

your gearshift knob appears on your

dashboard, letting you visually guide

the stick. Shifting into fifth takes some

practice.)

Most simulations are inherently

"first-person" programs, and Test Drive

is no exception. Your view is out [he

windshield, with your steering wheel

and instrument panel below and the all-

important rear-view mirror above. The

road, mountain walls, road signs and

traffic are visible through the wind-

shield, all rendered in fast-moving

graphics. On your "sun visor" is a radar

detector to warn you if a police car is

approaching.

Playing Test Drive is simple-you

drive the car as fast as you can, trying

not to rear-end the traffic in front of

you, drive off the sheer cliff to your left,

hit the vertical rock wall to your right,

get creamed by oncoming traffic, or get

stopped by Smokey. Your goal is to

reach the top of the mountain, stopping

for gas periodically. When you do, the

program calculates your average speed,

awards you points and ranks you

("Sorry, you drive to Isicl slowly to have

a sports car" is one example). Control-

ling these high-performance automo-

biles takes some getting used to. The

game is quite easy if you keep your

speed down, but then you don't get

many points. At high speeds, it's very

easy to overcorrect the steering, espe-

cially on the treacherous curves.

There are posted speed limits that

you can largely ignore unless your radar

detector starts to blink; if all its red

lights come on, your speed is being

monitored by the police. If you're going

too fast, a patrol car will appear in your

rearview mirror You can either stop and

take your ticket (which costs points and

time) or try to outrun him. If there's not

a lot of traffic, then stomp it into warp

speed and boogie. It's not hard to get
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away, especially in [he Lamborghini,

with its top speed of 173 mph! If the

police catch you, they'll write you up,

and if you ram the back of the police

car, the game's over (Just as it is if you

pulled this stunt in real life.)

If you make a mistake and run into

something, go flying off the cliff, or

over-rev your engine, your windshield

will sprout cracks, you come to a stop

and you must start again. Go through

five cars and the game is over

Test Drive comes on two disks, and

two drives are recommended, although

you can load and play it on a one-drive

ST system. It works in either color or

monochrome. Strangely enough, al-

though Test Drive displays a title screen

with scores on it, I could never get a

figure to appear on this screen, although

1 got some pretty respectable scores. I

wish [here were a "vanity board" for

this game, but in spite of this omission,

it's still a lot of fun.

MS STRIKE EAGLE

Microprose has published quite a num-

ber of simulations for Atari computers,

starting with Hellcat Ace for the Atari 8-

bit machines some years ago. F-15 Strike

Eagle is their latest offering and plays

like the 8-bit version, but has vastly im-

proved graphics and sound.

The F-15 is an "all-weather air su-

periority and ground attack fighter." It

carries long-range fuel tanks, two kinds

of missiles, bombs and a 20mm can-

non. Your view is out the cockpit win-

dow, and below, a magnificent array of

high-tech systems guides you. Besides

your view of the surrounding terrain,

incoming enemy aircraft and missiles,

you have your "Heads-Up Display"

(HUD), which actually projects a variety

of information vital to your survival and

success right onto the cockpit window

in your field of view (as in a real fighter

plane). The information presented in-

cludes your altitude, course heading,

cursors showing the location of enemy

aircraft (before they are visible) and

missiles-both yours and the enemy's.

When your bombs are active, the

HUD will display where a bomb will hit

the ground. Below the HUD is a radar

screen equipped with variable range, an

aircraft status window and a navigation

window. The aircraft status window

shows your remaining fuel tanks,

bombs, missiles and cannon ammuni-

tion. The navigation window shows

F-15 Strike Eagle.

ground targets, including missile sites,

airports, other targets and your base (a

carrier in the Mediterranean, for the Au-

gust 1981 Libyan scenario). (Editor's

note: Some of the scenarios in F-J5 Strike

Eagle involve it being a earner-based

fighter, an exciting but impossible

Situation— th& F-15 isn't evenjlown by the

Navy, but by the Air Force. F-14 Tomcats

from the U.S.S. Nimitz were actually in-

volved in the 1981 GulfOfSidra shootout.)

Using Strike Eagle's navigation win-

dow is very simple. You move a cursor

in the window using the keyboard ar-

row keys until the cursor is on top of

the target you want to fly towards. By

then keeping a "location cursor" cen-

tered in your HUD display, you will fly

towards the target.

The F-15 also includes a variety of

sophisticated warning and avoidance

systems, alerting you to the presence of

enemy aircraft, missile launchings and

the identity of incoming missiles

(whether they are radar- or infrared-

guided). Your fighter is equipped with

"chaff" to confuse radar-guided missiles

and with flares to confuse infrared-

guided missiles.

You can fly the F-15 with either the

joystick or mouse; 1 prefer the joystick

since that's how you fly the real plane.

You also use many of the ST's keys, and

it takes some familiarization before you

can punch a key without first pausing

and referring to the manual. The man-

ual has a two-page display showing

what all instruments do. This is less

necessary in the Atari ST version than

in the 8-bit versions since many of the

instruments are labeled on the screen.

There is also a keyboard summary. The

keys are not especially hard to learn

since they are fairly mnemonic; the "G"

key, for example, activates the guns.

F-15 Strike Eagle allows selection of

levels of difficulty from "Arcade" (almost

impossible to crash) to "Ace," at which

it's very tough to survive. The simula-

tion includes eight scenarios (missions),

in which you have various primary and

secondary targets to destroy. Doing so

successfully will cause you to advance

in rank, provided you save the Mission

Roster to a blank formatted disk. Be-

cause of the large variation in skill level

and missions, F-15 is very playable and

a lot of fun. It will take a while before

you can survive on a consistent basis,

but the program is not too difficult to

master.

Strike Eagle's graphics are very good.

Enemy aircraft and missiles are well-

rendered (the missiles even show flam-

ing tails as they fly along!).

One drawback, though -the manual

is the same for every version of the »

STakt The ST Quarterly
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game, which can be a little confusing.

The differences for the ST version of the

HUD are shown in a small box in the

upper left comer of one page 1 wish

Microprose had used a full-sized insert

to show the screen for the ST separately,

since there are some important differ-

ences between the ST version and the

version for, say, the IBM PC. Other than

this minor complaint, though, 1 like

F-15 Strike Eagle a lot.

VEGAS GAMBLER

Vegas Gambler simulates a trip to a Las

Vegas casino and includes four of the

most popular of gambling pastimes: Slot

Machines, Blackjack, Poker and Roulette.

It features excellent graphics and sound

and is completely mouse-driven, mak-

ing it very easy to use

When you first boot Vegas Gambler,

you may select a game to play, load a

previous gambling session, save the cur-

rent gambling session or quit. After

selection of a game, there is a brief mu-

sical interlude (a different tune for every

game) and then the game screen ap-

pears. You start each new game with

$500.

Slot Machine is the classic version,

You select a coin from a stack of $1

coins, move your cursor to the coin slot

and press the mouse button to drop the

coin. You may bet up to five coins; after

the first bet, the bet remains the same

until you change it, so you don't need to

keep dropping coins in the slot. De-

pending on the number of coins

dropped, the correct payoff lines light

up so that you can see which "lines"

will be active Click on the handle to the

right of the machine and the tumblers

start to spin, showing brightly colored

symbols- fruits, the bar and bells in the

windows. If you win, the coins come

spilling down into the coin slot. Hit the
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jackpot and the "100" or "200" lights

flash.

Blackjack is also known as "21." The

object is to beat the dealer, with the

winner being the one who gets closest

to the value of 21 without going over.

You are dealt two cards, both face up.

The dealer also gets two cards, but only

one is face up. The values are added up

(face cards count as 10, Aces can be

eleven or one). You must then decide

whether to get more cards ("hit") or

stick with what you have ("stand"). If

you go over 21 ("bust") you lose auto-

matically. If you don't go over, then the

Vegas Gambl

dealer takes cards until he either ex-

ceeds 16 ("must stand") or goes bust.

Getting "Blackjack" (Ace and any face

card) pays three to two unless the

dealer also gets Blackjack, in which case

a tie ("push") is declared and your bet

is returned to you. The game supports

splitting, doubling down and insurance-

Poker is actually poker slots. You

place a bet just as you did with the slot

machine game above You then click on

the "Deal" button and the five cards ap-

pear in their window on the machine.

You choose the best poker hand you

can from the cards, then click on the

"Hold" button to hold the cards you

want and click on the "Deal" button

again to redeal the cards you don't want

to keep. After the redeal, you are paid

depending on how good a hand you

have You get back your original bet for

a pair of jacks or better, and payment

goes up from there with a payment of

$500 for a Royal Flush.

Roulette accurately duplicates a real

roulette table You can set the value of

each chip you want to bet and bet it on

a number, black or red, even or odd,

one of the three groups of 12, one of the

two groups of 18, one of the three rows

of numbers, or the zero or double zero.

Click on the "Spin" button and the rou-

lette wheel appears with the ball danc-

ing along. When it comes to rest, you

are informed of how much you have

won or lost.

Vegas Gambler is very easy to play

and the colors and sound are excellent.

The only aspect of gambling it doesn't

simulate is playing with real money, and

for me, using real money is part of the

thrill of gambling. 1 prefer live gambling

over Vegas Gambler, but the game pro-

vides a distinct advantage-you can't

lose your shirt to an ST computer.

Ij you'd like to see more articles like this,

circle 205 on the Reader Service Card.

Dave Plotkin is a chemical engineerfor

Chevron U.S.A., and is a frequent

START and Antic contributor.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED
• Test Drive, $39.95. Accolade Soft-

ware 550 Winchester Blvd., San

Jose CA 93128, (408)446-5757.
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- F-15 Strike Eagle $39.95.

Microprose, 180 Lakefront Dr., Hunt

Valley, MD 21030, (301) 771-1151.
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* Vegas Gambler, $34.95. Logical De-

sign Works, Inc., 780 Montague

Expwy,, Suite 403, San Jose, CA

95131,(408)435-1445.
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STPlus»STPlus*STPlus*STPlus
We all want the ST to grow so let's BUY MORE SOFTWARE and discourage pirating!

BUSINESS GRAPHICS Entertainment MIDI on the ST
DBMan 4.0 175 Degas Elite 55 Gunship 35 (Passport

Master TracksDatamanager 56 CAD 3d 2.0 63 Shadowgate 35 280
Superbase 104 Cyber Paint 49 Slaygon 27 MasterTracksJi• 105
Trimbase 69 Adv Art Studio 26 Police Quest 35

Midisoft Studio 69
Phasar 63 Spectrum 512 49 Oids 27

'Hijbrii ArtsZoomracks 2 84 Paint Pro 35 Sundog 27
Base 2 42 Cyber Control 42 Silent Service 27 SmpteTrack 499

Informer 69 Neochrome 1.0 27 DefenderCrown 27 SyncTrack 299

WordPerfect 189 EZDraw SSuper 104 Barbarian 27 EZ Track Plus 48

1st Word Plus 69 EZDraw Fond 27 Shanghai 32 Midiscore call

Best Accting 210 PubPart Fonts 21 Strip Poker 27 EZ Score Plus 105

Equal Plus 140 We have 1-5 Dark Castle 27 DX-Android 140

Inventory Mgr 69 PubPartClipart 21 Gauntlet 35 CZ-Android 69

Inventory Mstr 69 Canon Scan 1040 Time Bandits 27 Gen- Patch 105

Rolobase Plus 63 Aegis Animator 56 LiesureSuitLarry 27 D-50 Editor call

Logixtix Spread 104 Printmaster + 27 F-15 StrikeEagle27 Voice Masters

Microlawyer 49 Graphic Artist 135 Eagle's Nest 27 Yamaha TX81Z 69

Payroll Master 69 GFA Artist 1000 56 Bard's Tale 36 Roland AJ 1&2 69

Constructn EST . 35 1st Cadd 35 Starglider(bw&c) 32 Yam 21,27,100 55

Microsoft Write 94 Computereyes 199 StarTrek 27 Oasis editor 175

Datatrieve 35 CmptreyesB&W 120 TangleWood 27 Hybriswitch 21

ST OneWrite 48 Realtizer 149 DungeonMaster 27 Adap smptecuei 175

VIP Gem 104 GFA Draft 69 Test Drive 35 upgrade old box /u

DacEasy Payrol I 48 Drafix 1 139 Tracker 32 MIDI-MAZE 2/

DacEasy Acct. 52 QMI-Pen Pad 359 Goldrunner 27 ADAP 1 16bit stereo

WordWriter 56 CrystalCastles 21 digital recorder 1800

SwiftCalc 56 PROGRAMMING BattleZone 21 ADAP 2direct to

EZCalc 49 GFA Basic 35 FltSimlator 35 harddisk samp f~2795

Analyze! math 104 GFA Book 27 Lurking Horror 27 Midiplexer 249

Final Word 99 GFA Compiler 35 Chessmaster 32 'Dr. T's

PublishingPartner63 M Williams "C" 125 Airball 27 KCSequencer 199

Business Card 42 Laser "C" Max 159 Gone Fishin' 27 KCS 1.6 w/PVG 269

EZData 49 Lattice "C" 105 Trailblazer 27 MIDI rec studio 27

Chart Pak 35 CambridgeLisp 139 SDI 35 Copyist 140

Compute Roots 27 RAID 27 Uridium 27 Cheetah MK5 MIDI

Thunder NEW! 28 Fast editor 35 Plutos 21 KEYBOARD 249
Habawriter 2 48 Alice Pascal 69 Xevious 21 MK5II. 399
Text Pro 35 OSS Pascal 49 Colonial Quest 42 MK5V 549
Expert Opinion 59 Fortran 77 105 Sentry 32 MK7VA 795
Time Link 35 BCPL 105 Midimaze 27 MIDI Drum 340

LabelmasterElite 35 Modula 2 dev 189 Gato 27 Power play drm 369
ST Accounts 149 Assempro 48 Superbike 14 Drum Intfacer 119

The Juggler 35 Fast Basic 56 Karate Kid 27 Synth Module 535
Max Pack 35 Forth/MT 35 Stationfall 27 SMPTEtO MIDI 349
Stuff 27 True Basic 69 3-1 Football 27 DX Heaven ed. 105

Flash 21 EDUCATIONAL Gridiron 35 Korg.Kawai, etc call

We are SBT acctng Arakis series 14 Spacequest1or2 27 CZ-Patch ed. 79
dealers! XLNTIIIIIIII Unicorn ser. 27-35 Jewel of Dark 27 CZ patches 39
$1200-2000 worth it True Basic stf call Silicon Dreams 27 DX patches 39

National (800)433-6122
California (800)874-4789
Local (415)849-1717

We ship anywhere. $4.00 minimum S&H. Prices are
plus 95fc. If you need service or special RRL hard drives
call us. No 1040's-Megas mailorder. Hand delivery only!
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WordPerfect continuedfrom page 45

IBM vs.ST
Since the release of WordPerfect 1,0 for the IBM PC/MS-

DOS market in 1984, WP has cornered 40% of the PC

word-processing market. It is currently at version 4.2, but

version 5.0 was announced last fall for release about the

time you read this. Version 5,0 is to have full font control

and integrated graphics- a big step towards desktop pub-

lishing. An ST 5-0 could come out a year after that.

The ST and Amiga versions are based on the IBM Ver-

sion 4.1. IBM Version 4.2, released in late 1986, has en-

hancements aimed at the legal market, including a table of

authorities, an index concordance (for phrases), document

summary, line numbering and sorting. These are not, how-

ever, the sum of differences between 4.1 and 4.2:

• In 4.2, up to 24 columns per page are available; on the

ST, only 5.

• A functional line draw in 4.2 becomes a weak border

draw on the ST, the fault of Atari's lack of suitable

figures in the character sec.

• 4.2 lets you drop into DOS and perform command

functions. On the ST, there's no such feature (although

GEM does allow you to use desk accessories that will

substitute). Again, this is the ST's failing—it has no in-

herent command line processor below GEM.

• There's no type-through feature in 4.1-a feature that al-

lows you to print what you type directly; an in-

significant loss.

• 4.2 has a print preview in which headers, footers, foot-

notes and endnotes appear. With the ST version, you

can't see them in place until you print them out.

• 4.2 is supported by external packages which enhance

the program with a macro editor, notebook, calculator

and file manager. ST 4.1 has none of these

On the plus side, the ST version allows up to 4 simul-

taneous windows, compared to 2 in 4.2. The ST manual

has a much better layout and is more coherent than the

4.2's. ST 4.1 supports italics; bold, underline and italics are

displayed properly, although sub- super-script and varied

font are not (there is no GDOS support).

THE SPELL CHECKER AND THESAURUS

With WP's large 115,000-word spell checker, you can skip

words, add them to its dictionary and perform phonetic

lookup. When it finds a misspelling, it attempts to make an

intelligent guess at what you mean, but sometimes it gener-

ates bizarre suggestions, e.g., "thur" as a replacement for

"thru." 1 found the spell checker consistendy hung on com-

mon words ("dictionary," "characters," etc.) in large files.

Word count on the latest revision (January 29th) is erratic, on

some WP copies it works, while on others it doesn't. Finally,

you cant add words with numbers in them (eg., "2nd") to

the dictionary.

The thesaurus is another mixed blessing. It offers both

synonyms and antonyms and the ability to replace a word in

text with one of the alternate words it lists. However, you can-

not add to the definitions or search on capitalized or upper-

case words (it can find "easy" but not "Easy" or "EASY").

Using

WordPerfect 4.1

is like driving a Ferrari

through rush-hour

traffic.

FILE FORMATS AND PRINTER DRIVERS

WP files are in a non-ASCII format, but you can save files in

ASCII or print them to disk. CONVERT.PRG, provided with

WP, can translate a file from 1ST Word or Word Writer to WP
format, but not the other way around. The January 8th revi-

sion also offered conversion from ST Writer, but it was buggy

and was deleted from the January 29th revision.

Although many are only partially supported, 259 pre-

defined printer drivers are provided. Six printer definitions

can be chosen at one time for the system. You can also create

or edit printer drivers using the included utility program and

your printer manual.

BUT WAIT, THERE'S MORE
Installation ofWP is not very clear; nowhere are you told

what files should be installed with what programs or given

suggestions for optimum use of disks. You may have to make
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several attempts before you get a working system configured

to your liking.

WPSTART.PRG lets you define the system paths, directory

location and a range of default variables including the direc-

tory, justification, hyphenation, tabs, line and page sizes.

rT. File Edit Search Fnrwat Style Print Sper.Ul

._ _. If tha

rgc), Herd count, table of contents and Index g<

1 1 i pie levels Df Undo, definable Control and fll

UOSDP ERF.REU

oh and orphan control, block
of page, redline, strikeouts am
:ough, HP adds tonprehenslvc nau

flexible

ZZK

ition,

In J5 Pos IB

recapitulal
synopsis

o. Word. [YTVieH 6oc"|
I
3 . Look U p Hordl |_4 . Clee

The Thesaurus gives both synonyms and antonyms.

When I defined system and virtual paths as C, WP blithely

ignored my setup and used C:\WP instead, but produced er-

ror messages to compensate With everything set to C:\WP, I

had no problems. (Editor's note: WPSTART.PRG also has the

annoying habit of locking up for no apparent reason, and the Janu-

ary 29th version is no better.)

I highly recommend a hard disk for using WP With two

double-sided drives, the program, macros and configured

printer files should be on the disk in drive A. The spell dic-

tionaries and thesaurus should be on one disk and inserted

into drive B when needed. Trying to use WP on a single-disk

drive system is almost impossible

WP uses the disk as virtual memory: files too large to fit

into memory are stored in portions on the disk (areas above

and below the cursor, in separate files). This permits you to

create and edit very large files, but you must have disk space

available to handle them. Swapping large files between disks

and memory is time consuming, even with a hard disk. More-

over, WP creates a variety of disk files for various purposes,

from blocks to deleted text. These can eat up free disk space

at an alarming rate.

FROM FIRST WORD TO LAST WORD?
For almost every WordPerfect feature there is some drawback,

mostly because the program is, well, unfinished. On one

hand, WordPerfect offers a wealth of power and features; on

the other hand, WordPerfect is a monstrous program, making

inadequate compromises with the operating system and still

plagued with bugs.

I'm tempted to dismiss this version as half-hearted and not

worth the trouble, but WordPerfect Corporation has a good

reputation. They have great customer support and put an

enormous amount of time and effort into their products. I'm

convinced that they will continue to improve this program

until it lives up to its name-perfect. Ask your local dealer or

other users to tell you if the latest version is stable Also, keep

in mind that WordPerfect's $395 suggested retail price tag is

quite misleading; a number of computer dealers are offering it

in the low $200s and members of the educational community

(both teachers and students) can purchase it for only S99.

(Contact your local WordPerfect dealer for details.)

But above all, bear with its teething pains. It should get

better.

Ifyou'd like to see more articles like this one, circle 157 on the

Reader Service Card.

Ian Chadwich is a free-lance writer and the author of the

classic Atari 8-bit reference book Mapping the Atari.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED
• WordPerfect For The Atari ST, $395. WordPerfect Corpo-

ration, 288 West Center Street, Orem, UT 84057, (801)

225-5000.
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Great Diskette Value!

o
O
i-
C/5

Q
Lb

CO

"3.5" DS/DD
'135 TPI Diskettes

N

$1 .09 ea.
Qtyof 100

Jncludes Color-Coded/

User Labels

$1.19 ea. ft! of50

$1 .29 ea. qty of 25

•FREE shipping for ord

(Otherwise add

Terms
•NO EXTRA CHARGE
forVISA/MC!

•Check or Money Order

accepted!

•Please add $2.50 lor

C.O.D.

•Ohio residents add

5.5% sales tax.

•Other products: DS

Colors, SS, Ribbons.

and WORE!

ers of $100 or more!

only $3.50!)

DIRECT MICRO GUARANTEE
-Diskettes are 100% certified DS/DD 135 TPI

Error Free!

-if you are not completely satisfied, simply

return the product tor refund or replacement.

Orders ship in one business day!

DIRECT MICRO
1776 Dividend Drive

Columbus, Ohio 43228 I

(6141-771-8771
| Hours: 9 a.m. -7 p.m. EST Monday-Friday

1-800-288-2887
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Iteiutiii<| Software,

s
Five \cavs a«|o,

we were ahead of

our time.

Haven't Yon

i:an«|ht ll|i Yet?

WEDGWOOD RENTAL
5316 Woodway Drive

Fort Worth, Texas 76133

c.qc: t-. C36 ok r:ad:r slrvig: car;-;

MegaByte
Computers and Electronics

Call TOLL FREE 1-800-255-5786 ORDERS
For anv inauiries H7131338-2231 ONLY

109 W. Bay Arc. PL« as( Call For Low Prlc«» on M»ny
Webster, Texas — rt *«.,... i.._-n
"598 tmmwtmm+mS!!!^

GAMES Applications
DARK CASTLE Cad- 3D 2.02

27.97 59.87
DUNGEON MASTER Cyber Control
(IN STOCK!) 27.97 43,97

Cyber Paint
F-15 STRIKE EAGLE 47,97

24 -61 Data Manager
FLIGHT SIM II Swift Cafe

„ . ,,™
8
,

7™ Word Writer
GAUNTLET

52 97

GONE FISHIN 27.97
r%" ,1 «

MOEBIUS 38.97 „ ... '?
,

OIDS 23.97 Publishing Partner

Police Quest 29.97 62 ' 97

President Elect Supercharged

28.97 EasyDraw 94.97

GracIePLus
I* conptiTi n.clrtii

4>*4t<K>t>k ivitih]

Si9. 95,

Junto ST

SUPERCHARGE

14- MHZ!!!
$199.93

CUSTOMIZED
Hard Disks

£499 -4,,

FlTFInl F loppjEi

25.87 Kuma.
Ultima IV 38.97 T'^««<. ~.„l-^~<.

Wargatne Const. Set Transputers
33,87 NerOmlf$mtMdar!l

ohdebihg ihtormation: DEA lEB I%Q U~IR IES WElCOME!

TECH WAY SALES
PO BOX 605 WARREN, Ml 48090

1-800-USA-8832
IN MICHIGAN CALL 1 - (31 3) 751-8807

SOFTWARE 30%
OFF LIST PRICE

EVERYDAY!
WE SPECIALIZE IN ATARI AND THE ST LINEI

WE CARRY ALL THE MAJOR NAME
BRANDS OF SOFTWARE. HARDWARE

AND ACCESSORIES!

PRINTERS' MODEMS' MONITORS
HARD DRIVES" MIDI KEYBOARDS

SHOP US LAST!
WE WELCOME C.O.D. ORDERS

MOST ORDERS SHIP IN 24 HOURS

Available for EZ-Calc, SwIftCalc ST,

A-Calc Prime, VIP, and MasterPlan.
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53 Useful Templates

for ST Spreadsheets

For home and small business: Budget, auto expenses, college

planning, mortgage analysis, personal net worth, building

construction, Inventory, volume and weights, stock portfolio,

blorhythms, energy use, home business accounting, Income
forcastlng, diet planning, business start-up, loans, metric

conversions, checkbook balance, invoicing, painting, savings,

craft pricing, and morel For complete list send S.A.S.E. When
ordering, specify which spreadsheet and disk drive you use.

To order, send $24.95 to:

The Sterling Connection
Box 4519

Berkeley, CA 94704
Or order by phone, call (415) 655-2355 (Mon.-Fri.-10

a.m. -5 p.m. PST). Mastercard and Visa accepted.
Personal checks & money orders okay. CA residents add
6.5% sales tax ($1.62). Satisfaction guaranteed or full

refund (less handling charge of $3,00). Upgrades always

free with disk return and $4.00 shipping and handling.
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Use The BrainsYour Atari
Wasn't BornWith.

Right at your fingertips

in CompuServe's Atari

Forums.

OurAtari Forums involve thou-

sands of Atari users worldwide.

These Forums showyou just how
easy and how much fun it is to get

the most from yourAtari computer.

The Atari 8-bit Forum provides

the chance to talk with Atari enthu-

siasts on all levels. You'll learn all

kinds of useful information from all

kinds of interesting people. It's the

leading national Atari Forum.

The Atari 16-bit Forum is devoted

exclusively to users of the ST-series,

providing programs, text files, assis-

tance, product reviews, transcripts

of online conferences and more.

The Atari Developers Forum is

the official distribution area for all

updates to Atari's registered soft-

ware developer's kits.

Information youjust can't find

anywhere else.

Download first-rate, non-com-

mercial software, shareware and
utility programs. Upload your own
programs free of connect time

charges.

You can use the Forum Message

Board to send and receive electron-

ic messages. Join ongoing, real-time

discussions in a Forum Conference.

And communicate with industry

and Atari experts.

Enjoy other useful services too,

like electronic editions ofyour

favorite magazines, newsletters

and articles, includingANTIC
and online Atari developer's

registration.

Standard rates, 24 hours a day.

CompuServe's standard online

charges are as low as IOC a minute.

And in most areas you can go online

with a local phone call.

To buy your CompuServe
Subscription Kit, see your nearest

computer dealer. To receive our free

brochure or to order direct, just call.

If you're already a CompuServe
subscriber, type GO ATARI at any

!

prompt to see what you've been
missing.

CompuServe
Information Services, RO. Box 20312
50TM Arlington Centre Blvd.. Columbus, Ohio43220

800-848-8199
lnC!hocrCur.:io:i c:illril<M57-080P

An H&H Block Company
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LOCK 8tKEY
FILE SECURITY COMES TO YOUR ST

by JESSE DEVINE

Ever wonder how you could keep your ST files safe from prying

eyes? Concerned that your floppies might fall into the wrong

hands? If you share a computer at work or at home, then you

need Lock& Key—START'S file protection system. The programs

you need to keep sensitive information private and your personal

files safely hidden away are on your START disk.

You'll find the program for this article,

LOCKKEY.PRG, on your START disk.

The source code is in the

compressed file LOCKKEY.ARC.

Business Issue, 1



One of the things I always

admired about TRSDOS

(the operating system for

Radio Shack's TRS-80 computers) was

its built-in ability to use passwords. If

you had a file you wanted to keep secret

you simply added a password to the

end of the filename. As old as that sys-

tem is, and as primitive as computers

were in those days, you have to give the

people at Tandy credit for their built-in

file security system.

Over the years, I haven't seen many

other computers that have password

protection built into their disk operating

systems. Nevertheless, the computer

users of the world have found con-

venient ways to protect their most sen-

sitive files from prying eyes. On systems

such as the Commodore 64, for in-

stance, you can simply slip a control

character into a filename, and no one

will ever be the wiser The file will be

there, but virtually inaccessible. Unfor-

tunately, on the Atari ST, things are not

so convenient. There is neither built-in

password protection nor the ability to

sneak a control character into a file-

name, so up until now there has been

no way to keep people from peeking

around your personal files.

Enter The Secret Word
As a remedy for the lack of security on

the ST, I devised a simple yet efficient

system for limiting access to certain

files. Lock &r Key, when provided with

the correct password, will lock a folder

in the root directory of a floppy disk by

changing the folder's attribute from

"folder" to "hidden" status. As a result,

the folder does not show up in the

directory, and the system no longer

recognizes the folders name. Still, all the

information concerning the folder's

directory is left intact, and the space oc-

cupied by the folder's files is safe from

being reused by the system. To unlock

the folder, you supply Lock Si Key with

the correct password again, and the

folder's attribute will be changed back to

"folder"

The Lock &r Key system is made up

of two separate programs. The most im-

portant program, the key, locks and un-

locks a folder if the right password is

entered. The program you'll find on

your START Disk, LOCKKEY.PRG, cre-

ates the key and customizes it. For con-

venience, you'll probably want to copy

both LOCKKEY.PRG and LOCKKEY.

DAT to a new disk before using them.

(Be sure to copy both LOCKKEY.PRG

and LOCKKEY.DAT, and if you put

them in a folder make sure it's the same

folder. When you double-click on

Lock & Key

doesn't alter your

files— it simply hides

the folder they're

in.

LOCKKEY.PRG, it begins by trying to

load LOCKKEY.DAT; if it can't find the

file, an appropriate alert box will appear

and you will return to the Desktop.)

To use Lock &r Key, first copy the

files you want to protect into a folder on

a floppy disk. (The folder must be in the

root directory- that is, not a folder-

inside-a-folder.) Now run LOCK-

KEY.PRG. The first thing you should see

is the tide box, after which the program

will ask you for the name of the folder

you wish to make a key for. Enter the

name and click on OK, and the pro-

gram will ask for the password you'll

use to lock and unlock the folder Enter

your password-and be sure it's one

you'll remember later!

After you enter the folder name and

password. Lock & Key will ask you

which disk drive contains the folder

you wish to make a key for (You can

only choose drive A or B; Lock & Key

won't work on a hard disk folder) Once

you click on the appropriate button,

Lock & Key will create a file called

KEYTOS on the disk you selected.

(If a file by that name already exists,

Lock & Key will ask if you want to

write over the previous file. Generally,

unless you are changing your password,

writing over a previous key is a bad

move. There's no telling what you might

be permanently locking yourself out of

Cancel the program, return to the desk-

top and find out what that key goes to.

If the key belongs to an important

folder, such as one containing your

1040A tax return, you might rename it

1040TOS-any name will work as long

as the file extender is TOS. If no previ-

ous key exists on the disk, a simple

alert box will inform you that everything

went smoothly.)

Now, return to the desktop and

double-click on KEYTOS. The screen

will go blank, and the key program will

ask for your password. When you enter

the password, the letters you enter will

appear as asterisks, so as to preserve the

secrecy of your password from any on-

lookers. If the password is valid, the key

will search for the correct folder entry,

toggle the attribute, and then inform you

that the folder has been locked or un-

locked.

Caveats
And now, some words of caution. Lock

& Key is designed only for use with

floppy disks. Do not attempt to make a

key for a hard drive. Furthermore, the

folder you specify must be in the root

directory, or the key you install will do

absolutely nothing. You may store the

installer program and its data file any-

where you like, but the key program

will automatically be put in the root

directory ol the drive you select. Do not

move the key to a hard drive after it has

been placed on a floppy.

As with any security system, there's

always a way in. Lock &r Key is no ex-
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LOCK & KEY...
ception to this rule For instance, some-

one who is really determined to get at

your files and has a sector editor and a

good technical understanding of the ST's

disk architecture might have a chance at

breaking into your hidden folder. Not

wanting to say anything that would

weaken my own system, the less 1 say

about disk architecture the better

There's another potential hole in the

fence: an evildoer who knows the name

of the hidden folder can make a new

key complete with new password, and

then simply unlock the folder. If this

nasty soul deletes your key, you could

be locked out of your own files! For this

reason, I suggest you keep the names of

your hidden folders a matter of utmost

secrecy.

On the brighter side, the determined

Sometimes Programming with ALICE
Can be Dangerous

ALICE: The Personal Pascal makes programming so much fun it will

distract you from other things that might need your attention.

1 700 Help Screens
If that doesrft tell you that ALICE

is the only system for learning to

program, then wait until you see

ALICE'S syntax directed editor

that prompts and makes it

impossible for you to make most
errors.

• Use GEM Now
Nobody's GEM support comes
close. You can write a program

with menus or overlapping win-

dows in seconds, not hours.

' Kill Bugs Fast
Use ALICE'S Pascal interpreter

to debug interactively at the

source code level. Breakpoints,

single-step, variable tracing -
it's all there.

1 Have Fun
ALICE'S interactive feedback and
super features turn programming

into the engrossing, enjoyable

task it was meant to be. And if

programming can't be fun, why
bother?

"[ALICE/ is all anyone could ask for. I

would recommend /it/ to anyone who
is considering learning Pascal . . . or

anyone who wishes to prototype small

applications which deal closely with

GEM." - ST Informer

"An excellent value." - Antic

"Jt is about as painless a method of

learning Pascal as can be devised short

of Hypnosis. It works!" - Computer
Shopper

"If you enjoy programming languages,

this comes pretty darn close to being

as much fun as a video game.''

— Computing Canada

MICE
The Personal Pascal ..

Only $79.95. (Add $20 for textbook)

Orders dial: 1-800-265-2782

Looking Glass Software

124 King St. N. Waterloo, ON
N2J 2X8 Phone 519/884-7473

snoop is not likely to find the name of

the folder or the password by simply

listing or examining the key program.

Even though they are contained in the

key, both the folder name and password

are scrambled.

If you are interested in examining the

source code to this program or learning

about how it works, read the files

BREAKDWN.TXT, LOCKKEY.C and

KEY.A68; they're in the archive file

Since

the first PCs,

users have found

ways to protect their

sensitive

files.

LOCKKEY.ARC on your START Disk.

(Refer to the disk instructions page if

you are unsure about how to unarc a

file.)

Safe Al Last
If you've ever been concerned about file

security, now you can rest easy. With a

few simple mouse clicks, all your pri-

vate files will be carefully stored under

lock and key.

Ij you'd like to see more articles like this,

circle 203 on the Reader Service Card.

Jesse Devine is studying Computer

Science at the University of Texas at

Arlington. He became interested in com-

puters when he was twelve, and turned

to Atari after his Commodore 64 was

stolen.

CIRCLE 009 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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AUTHORIZED ATARI ST/XL/XE

All Hirdwin/Sollwiri & A
BUY, SEIX OR TRADE!!!

COMMODORE/AMIGA DEALERS

Pint IBM CompallbKi A Fqulpm

NEW Atari 520ST FM CPU Only $199
with trade-In of 1050 Drive, 130XE Computer, Gemini 10X Printer,

1B02 Monitor. Add $159 lor mono system or S325 for color system.

BRAND NEW ATARI XE
GAME SYSTEM or 130XE Only $119
with trade- In of Atari SOOXL Computer and 1050 Dlak Drive.

FREE BRAND NEW AVATEX 1200HC
or AVATEX 2400HC Only $98

with trade-in ol working Atari 8Q0XL Computer and 1050 Disk Drive.

NEW Atari XF551 360K Drive Only $119
with trade-In of 1050 Drive or $149 with 800XL Computer.

NEW ATARI ST 20MB HARD DRIVE
Only $499 with trade-In ol SF314 Dlak Drive.

USED PRODUCT PRICES

130XEComptjti

Alari 1027LQP

.59 BOOXLCompi
49 10SC Disk Brt
79 OKimalelOw

Hundreds of software & book titles for 400-800 & XL/XE from
$1.00. Call our computer with your 300/1200 baud modem 24
houra a day for software quotes. (303) 939-8174.

I— NEW PRODUCT PRICES l_
I

1

vo 16 25520ST Mono Sysle r. H59 SF314 Disk olive $229 SH2M 20MB ST D
SM124 Mono Mom or J1S9 SC1224 Color Monitor S32S RGB Color Monilo S279

XE Game System 130XE Computer 1159 XF55I 360X Drive }1Fi!l

1803C Color Monil RGB 40/80 Monitor 1249

SmanLink2JO0hc i
f

<,-.. A1ariSX212 S109 XM301 Modem
Happv Rev. 7

1

256K BOO RAM w/o chips$79
P. inter Comedian LIS DouOlar 129 R-TimoSCart

Epy. WOXJJc.ys.ic Sig WicoBtackMa. ill Books/Soltware ICALL

PC COMPATIBLES 1
IBM

_|
T COMPATIBL

r/Modorn/Gome

— Color (CGA)/Mono graphics card 4.77/10 *

lhan 2< as last as the IBM XT. 640K HA
poils Clock/Calendar Only «5»*

M. 360K Drive,

IBM/ T COMPATIBLE

Clock/Calendar

- HEGA/EGA/CGA/Mono graphics card. 8/12 M
asl as the IBM XT. 512K HAM O-vvail. 1 2 MB drive

Only 1174 0-

H; Turbo B02B6

£? %£m£S*
o monitor 199. CGA color monitor %tn. EGA co
30MB w/XT COnl J36S, 20MB W/XT conl JM9 in ZZ°"°'""

IBM trademark ol International Business Machines

cessories! CALL to

K FOR STOLEN CREDIT CARDS

2017 13th Street, Suite A
Boulder, CO 80302

ComputerRepeats, Inc.
Orders/Question*: (303) 939-8144

Modem software quote*: (303) 939-8174

1IVI5AIAme<icanEtprass and C.O.D. &
Authorized Dealer* lor

COMMODORE/AMIGA
and ATARI ST/XL/XE

Com [inters and Acceisorlo*.
A
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INSTANT
COMMUNICATIONS AS

EASY AS DIALING YOUR
PHONE

!

K.IS Terminal, The Easiest Communications Program !

Alpha Tech Computers

290! Wayzata Boulevard

Minneapolis. Minnesota 55405

(6I2) 374 3232 Voice

(612)374 5307 Data

Clip this Coupon
and save $5.00 on
your purchase !

Offer Expires June 1st 1988
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Capture Color Video Images: only $249. 95

Capture B/W Images: only S149. 95

Now you can easily and inexpensively acquire images
from any standard video source -- videolape, camera, disk -

for display on your ST. Capture time is less than six seconds.
and you have complete control of displayed color levels

(or gray scales in monochrome)

ComputerEyes has everything you need:
Interface hardware, complele easy-to-use software support

on disk, and owner's manual. It fully supports all

ST graphics modes and a variety of image formats and
is compatible with virtually all popular graphics programs.

Think of the possibilities I

ComputerEyes is backed by a one year warranty and Ihe

success ol over 10.000 systems sold Satisfaction

guaranteed or return it within len days for full relund.

Demo disk available, $3. See your dealer or order direct

For more informalion call 617-329-5400 <*V^
To order call 800-346-0090

Oi mail your order lo Digital Vision. Inc

66 Eastern Avenue. Dedham. MA 02026
VISA. M.C or COD accepted
SSH $4 lor ComputerEyes

add 5% sales ta*

4&^
CIRCLE 016 ON READER SERVICE: CARC

Education by mouse .

Quiz Plus
$29 for Atari ST
QuizPlus is a 100% mouse-driven quiz and
tutorial administering program. The PLUS:
QuizPlus can mix DEGAS-format graphics

into your presentation or quiz.

In minutes, you easily convert your pre-

existing quiz or text files for use with

QuizPlus, using a standard word-processor.

If you want, add a few DEGAS-format
pictures or diagrams. Your quiz becomes a

colorful computer-educaton program!

Another PLUS: We're sponsoring
"QuizShare," a system that gives QuizPlus
users access to quality education programs for

use with QuizPlus at minimal cost— plus the

opportunity to earn royalties from their own
education programs.

See it at your Atari dealer, or order direct from:

Mad Scientist Software

2063 North 820 West
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062.

VISA/MC orders call 801-785-3028.
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For a limited time, Hi-Tech Advisers will

accept any Comparable Commercial
Software Package as partial payment of

up to 50% off
^Kflfifib*^ the purchase

price of the ^^^^^^k software you
are purchas- w^^^^k in9 'rom us-

Choose IftoM ^mggpr
-

a selecrioN

of Bus livess A/vd Data MANAqtMttvT
SofrwAne Sysre/ns SiARiiivq at Ottly $29.

Sales-Pro and Sales-Pro Plus, Video-Pro,

Fuel-Pro, The Hi-Tech Church Manager,
Mail-Pro and Inventory-Pro.

Far further information or to place an order,
Contact your local Dealer or Hi-Tech Advisers.

HI-TECH ADVISERS
P.O. Box 7524 Winter Haven, PL 33883-7524

(813) 294-1885 for ORDERS
(813)293-3986 for TECH. SUPPORT

CIRCLE 017 ON READER SERVICE CARD

11 S. Wright Avenue
Fairborn, Ohio 45324

HARDWARE
520 STFM Computer CALL
SM-124 Monitor CALL
SC1224 Monitor CALL
SF314Disk Drive CALL
SF354 Disk Drive CALL
IB Drive CALL
SX-212 Modem CALL
Avatex 1 200HC Modem CALL

PRINTERS
StarNX-1000 CALL
PansoniclOSOi CALL
Panasonic 1 091 1 - . CALL

RIBBONS
SMM804 S 7. 50

Star SG10/SG15 (Black) ..$ 3.00

StarNXIO/NLIO/NPIO S 7.50

Panasonic 1080/1091/1092 . .$ 8.50

JOYSTICKS
Epyx500XJ $15.00

The Terminator 515.95

MEMOREX DISKS
MF-1 334" 1S/4D

Box of 10 S9.95

SOFTWARE
Base Two $ 44.95

Data Manager $ 54.00

Partner ST CALL
P.C. Ditto $ 79.00

Superbase Personal $ 89.00

ACalcPrime S 44.95

DAC Easy Accounting S 49.00

SwiftealcST S 54.00

VIP Professional S149.00

Phasar $ 72.95

Barbarian S 27.95

Publishing Partner 5 99.95

Silent Service $ 25.00

Breach S 25.00

Flight Simulator II S 39.00

Flight Simulator

SceneryDisks ea. CALL
Word Perfect S209.00

Word Writer ST S 54.00

First Letters & Words S 32.00

Kid Talk S 32.00

Math Talk S 32.00

Speller Bee S 32.00

Spectrum 512 S 49.95

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-282-0333

2E To^^1

," 1-513-879-9699
rii. -8 p.m. Monday-Thursday * 10 a.m. -6 p.m. Friday

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday AD flATST 048
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ONLINE WITH START _/

Finding Business

and Financial

Services
By Gregg P e o r I in a n

Online services such as CompuServe

and GEnie aren't just for electronic mail,

graphics files or message bases oriented

toward particular computers. Informa-

tion on business, finance and the law

abounds on these and other services.

When you log onto CompuServe, for

example, choosing 12 from the top

menu brings up the Business/Other In-

terests menu, which includes market

quotes/highlights, business manage-

ment and legal services. (One of the

best things about CompuServe is that

often you can find an area simply by

telling the system to find it-as in FIND

BUSINESS.)

TAKING STOCK

Market quotes/highlights includes cur-

rent quotes, previous day's highlights,

no-load mutual funds and historical

stock/fund pricing. The money mat-

ters/markets area includes market

quotes/highlights, company informa-

tion, business news and earnings/

economic projections.

Stock quotes are surcharged (7 cents

each if the market is open, 2 cents if

closed) and delayed at least 20 minutes.

You enter ticker symbols (i.e HRB,SP

500), then an asterisk followed by the

company name (for example, *BLOCK).

To sample the service, use the ticker

symbol HRB, which is not surcharged.

The No-Load Mutual Fund Directory

can teach you about mutual funds and

help you select them. (A mutual fund is

a company that pools the money of

many investors-its shareholders-to in-

vest in a diversified portfolio of securi-

ties. "No-load" means no broker or

salesperson.) This feature searches for

funds and firms that distribute them.

In the Business Management area,

/ J
Want to find business

info on CompuServe?

Just type FIND

BUSINESS.

the main features are Mark Stevens's

Business Reports, the PR and Marketing

Forum and the International En-

trepreneurs' Network. Stevens writes a

nationally syndicated column, "Small

Business," and is the author of several

books, including How to Run Your Own

Business Successfully (Simon & Schuster).

The index of recent reports has more

than 50 titles ranging from "Settling

Business Conflicts" to "After The

Crash." The International En-

trepreneurs' Network is a 24-hour "ex-

pert resource" providing information,

communications and contacts for en-

trepreneurs and those professionals

who serve them.

The PR & Marketing Forum (PRSIG)

has more than 2,500 members and

sports 16 data libraries and weekly on-

line conferences. This area has a special

data library section featuring the Elec-

tronic Brain Trust, a public relations

and advisory service, and a bulletin

board that has had over 27,000 mes-

sages posted since the SIG began in

January 1984.

ONLINE LAW

To get to CompuServes Legal Forum,

type GO LEGAL. The message base

there includes advice for law students

and would-be law students, comments

on issues such as the censorship of

school newspapers and the Baby M
case, legal databases, citizens seeking le-

gal advice and problems with clients.

The Legal Forum has nine data

libraries containing programs (ST pro-

grams, however, are notably absent) and

text files including descriptions of med-

ical malpractice consulting firms, time-

billing packages, essays and articles, and

class outlines.

This forum (and a few others) also

offers a service called IQuest, providing

access to over 800 publications, data-

bases and indexes relating to business,

government, research and news. IQuest

searches its databases for over 69 sub-

jects, from civil engineering to anthro-

pology.

YOU CAN GET THERE FROM HERE

On GEnie, to reach the business and

financial services, which include Dow
Jones News Retrieval and the GEnie

Quotes Securities Database, type "m
600" at any menu prompt. (To get to
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ONLINE WITH START J

Dow Jones directly, type "m 260." To

get to GEnie Quotes, type "m 780.")

GEnie professional services such as

Legacy, The Law RoundTable, can be

found on page 525. (For additional sur-

charge information, type "RATES" at

any menu prompt.)

The GEnie Quotes Securities Data-

base contains current and historical in-

formation relating to over 67,000 secu-

rity issues of all types (from common

stocks to mutual funds). Features in-

clude a Specific Issue Query, daily mar-

ket indicators, including Dow Jones

Averages and portfolio management.

If you don't subscribe to GEnie, you

can access Dow Jones News/Retrieval

through either Telenet or Tymnet. With

these networks, you can connect

directly to Dow Jones through a local

phone call. Dow Jones will bill you for

its services and for the cost of the net-

work, which may be lower than GEnie

or CompuServe

MONEY TALKS

Twenty-two hours a day, Dow Jones

News/ Retrieval provides late-breaking

stories from the Wall Street Journal, Bar-

ron's and the Dow Jones News Service

The Free-Text Search feature includes

over 350,000 articles from these

sources. You can search, using any com-

bination of words, dates or numbers,

back to June 1979. Current Quotes pro-

vides current information on stocks,

options and corporate bonds as well as

current day updates for U.S. Treasury is-

sues, mutual funds, national OTC

quotes, foreign bonds and government

securities.

Other services include Historical

Quotes and Historical Dow Jones Aver-

ages, and financial and investment serv-

ices include a Corporate Earnings Esti-

mator, Disclosure II (SEC information

on 8,700 companies), Media General

,".'7 Ill/SItll:.^ hMIC 1'JHH

Financial Services (giving you easy ac-

cess to data on 3,150 companies and

170 industries) and the Forbes Direc-

tory (ranking the 500 largest U.S. corpo-

rations).

The International

Entrepreneurs'

Network

is a resource for

entrepreneurs.

Dow Jones charges by the minute.

Fees depend on baud rate, prime- or

non-prime-time access, and the type of

account you have: Standard, Blue Chip

or Executive. Most services cost any-

where from 13 cents to $3.25 per

minute-

Like CompuServe and GEnie, Delphi

features stock quotes and financial news

as well as commodity quotes and news

and Dow Jones averages. Also on Delphi

are the following services: Market Pulse,

which gives New York Stock Exchange

highs, lows, gainers, losers, etc.; Vestor, a

24-hour investment advisor; and Naico-

Net, the North American Investment

Corporation's online brokerage service

Ifyou'd like to see more articles like this,

circle 153 on the Reader Service Card.

Gregg Pearlman is Assistant Editor of

Antic

SERVICES MENTIONED
• CompuServe, Inc., 5000 Arlington

Centre Blvd., P.O. Box 20212,

Columbus, OH 43220, (800) 848-

8190; (614) 457-0802.
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* GEnie (General Electric Network for

Information Exchange), General

Electric Information Services Co.,

401 N. Washington St., Rockville,

MD 20850, (800) 638-9636.

• Dow Jones News/ Retrieval, P.O. Box

300, Princeton, NJ 08543, (609)

452-1511.
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* Delphi, General Videotex Corp., 3

Blackstone St., Cambridge, MA
02139, (800) 544-4005; (617)

491-3393.
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MOVING?
Don't leave

START Behind'
Please fill in this coupon and mail to START, The

ST Quarterly, P.O. Box 2370, San Francisco, Ca
94126-2370.

New Address

Addre

Zip



MORE SUPERIOR PRODUCTS FROM NAVARONE

ST VIDEO
DIGITIZER
Digitize from any standard com- |. •

.
: JB(

posite video source (e.g. VCR, ' _ Bk^B»/
video camera, etc.). Save digitized pictures into NEO or DEGAS™ file formats.

This is the fastest digitizer available for the ST. Capture single frames in less than

a second. Excellent for student, hobbyist, or to put pictures in your desktop pub-

lishing projects. The picture above was taken with the ST Video Digitizer and

printed directly on a laser printer.

ST SOUND DIGITIZER
Digitize real-world sounds from microphone, record player, *' I H B-*Z3.

tape recorder, guitar, etc. Play back through your amplifier

or MIDI keyboard. The ST Sound Digitizer can be used to

create music, experiment with sounds, edit short commercials, or use for voice mail.

Very easy to use software provides powerful editing and mixing features.

99

TIMEKEEPER
This is our popular clock calendar plug-in cartridge. The $
Timekeeper comes complete with removable long life lithium

battery ready to use. Just plug it into the cartridge slot and

set up either an Auto folder or Accessory program to automatically set Time and

Date each time you turn on your ST.

29 .95

To Order: Call our toll free number or send M.O. plus shipping (call for rates).

VISA, MC, C.O.D. welcome. California residents add 7% sales tax.

NAVARONE

1-800-624-6545 (Nationwide)

Or (408) 378-81 77 (California)

S NAVARONE INDUSTRIES, INC. • 454 Kenneth Avenue • Campbell, CA 95008

re BUbfSCd W Change * thout prior notice. DEGAS is a registered trademark ot Batteries Included, Inc.
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g|lTl^ STARTSENIORE*otf
by FRANK HAYES,

START SENIOR EDITOR

EXPANDING YOUR
BUSINESS CONNECTIONS

The low-priced power of the Atari ST makes it the per-

fect computer for business—and the ST is well-supplied

with word processors, spreadsheets and database

managers. But a growing business needs more—and

the ST is equal to the challenge. Whether the need is

for small-business accounting or a complete multiuser

network, the ST is still the perfect business solution.

The ST has been getting down to

business since the first 520

rolled off the assembly line in

1985. With the tremendous power of

the 68000 processor and a price tag

that didn't require another bank loan,

the ST was the perfect computer for a

business that needed to computerize

but couldn't afford the cost ofjoining

the IBM world.

Of course, there are ST word proces-

sors, database managers and

spreadsheets-they're the basic tools of

any modem business using desktop

computers. But using a computer for a

business isn't just a matter of electrify-

ing your typing, filing and planning.

Businesses need accounting software,

too-programs for order entry, inventory

control, billing and payroll-along with
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specialized software like point-of-sale

systems.

And using more and more desktop

computers is not always enough for a

business. When business data is spread

out among many different computers,

you'll find it's critical that the computers

can share data -that means connecting

them in a local-area network, or LAN.

And when all the data is on one com-

puter, you need an operating system

that will let several people use up-to-

date data-a multiuser system.

Atari spotted the need for a state-of-

the-art network for the ST, and last

November at Comdex, the software

trade show held each year in Las Vegas,

announced a spectacular array of soft-

ware and hardware to catapult the ST

into the multiuser, multitasking, net-

worked business world.

Idris

The centerpiece of Atari's business solu-

tion for the ST is Idris, a Unix-like oper-

ating system. Unix is a popular mul-

tiuser operating system for mainframes

and minicomputers, and Idris is one of

the best microcomputer adaptations of

Unix.

Idris was designed from the begin-

ning to bring Unix's abilities to com-

puters like the ST. That means the abil-

ity for several people to use the same

computer (and its files) at once. It also

means letting each user run several

different programs at once (muki-

tasking), as well as the ability for several

computers to communicate in a

network.

Sound ambitious? It is. But here's

what's already available in the system:

CrystalWriter Plus (Syntactics) is an

object-oriented, WYSIWYG (''what you

see is what you get") word processor. It

offers automatic formatting, on-line

help, spell-checking and mail merge, as

well as a library of predefined docu-

ment formats.

Crystal Document Management

System (Syntactics) is a much more ex-

pansive version ol CrystalWriter Plus,

including such features as automatic

formatting, multiple columns, spelling

correction, predefined titles/headers/

footers, outlining, indexing, glossaries,



multiple fonts and type sizes, laser

printer support, and interfaces to many

other databases and spreadsheets.

LEX P*D*Q (Trajectory Software) is

a WYSIWYG word processor that in-

cludes on-line help, mail merge, a

120,000-word dictionary, automatic hy-

phenation, an on-line four-function

programmable calculator, and the ability

to store and recall commonly used

phrases.

LEXET (Trajectory) is a desktop

publishing system that produces high-

quality laser printer output of docu-

ments created with LEX P*D*Q. It can

also be used as a stand-alone electronic

typesetting system.

Word Era (Tigera) is a Wang-

compatible word processor with voice

annotation and recognition, multiple

windows, footnoting, math capabilities,

indexing, spell-checking, hyphenation,

mail merge, redlining and support for all

types of printers.

Fusion (Network Research Corpora-

tion) is network software that runs with

Idris to allow several different com-

puters to share resources. It's compat-

ible with IBM, Apple and minicomputer

networks and offers file locking, elec-

tronic mail and standard protocol

support.

PromiseLAN (Moses Computers) is

the physical connection among the

computers in the network. Unlike many

networking systems, it doesn't require

using one computer as a "dedicated

server" —all the computers in the net-

work can be used.

We'll have a complete review of Idris

and the business products that cur-

rently run under it on the ST in an up-

coming issue of START.

Micro RTX
Micro RTX, from Beckemeyer Develop-

ment Tools, is a TOS-compatible mul-

titasking kernal. That means it's very

similar to GEM, the regular operating

system for your ST, and with a limited

amount of work many programs can be

converted to multitasking. If your com-

pany writes its own applications, Micro

RTX can really increase the power of

each ST- it's a true multitasking operat-

ing system that lets you run several pro-

grams at once

Beckemeyer has also created an Ad-

vanced Business System that's

designed as a multiuser, multitasking

system using three 1040 STs. It works as

a point-of-sale system (with or without

an electronic cash drawer), prints

receipts, updates inventory, maintains

customer lists, handles accounts receiv-

able, analyzes product movement and

salesclerk performance and determines

time to reorder. This isn't just a program

to run on your ST-it's a complete hard-

ware and software solution that's been

working successfully in small busi-

nesses.

BOS
The Business Operating System (BOS)

has many versions-it runs on IBM PCs,

minicomputers and many different

68000-based computers. What's unique

about BOS is that every BOS program

will run, without changes, on any BOS

system. That means you can run the

same programs on your ST that run

under BOS on multiuser minicomputers.

Because BOS software must run

without changes on many different

kinds of computers, they're "plain

vanilla" programs that don't take advan-

tage of the ST's special features. And ST

BOS is a single-user system, not multi-

user. But a wide range of applications

software is available under BOS, includ-

ing BOS/Finder (database manager).

BOS/Planner (spreadsheet),

BOS/Writer (word processor),

BOS/AutoClerk (report generator),

BOS/Accounts Receivable, BOS/

Accounts Payable BOS/General

Ledger, BOS/lnventory Control,

BOS/Invoicing, BOS/Sales Order

Processing, BOS/MicroCOBOL and

special applications for credit unions,

construction companies, country clubs,

schools, doctors and many other enter-

prises.

Business Applications
If you're not ready for a new operating

system, there are still plenty of business

applications that run with the ST's regu-

lar single-user operating system. Aside

from word processors, spreadsheets

and database managers, here are some

of the more popular business packages

available:

Dac-Easy Accounting (DAC Soft-

ware) is the ST version of the IBM ac-

counting program. It includes general

ledger, accounts payable/receivable in-

ventory management, purchase order-

ing, billing and forecasting.

Inventory Manager (Regent) handles

detailed part numbers and descriptions,

price fields, custom reports, and stock

and obsolescence management. It can

automatically generate orders based on

sales history and user-defined

parameters.

Synsoft General Ledger (Synsuft)

features automatic double-entry ac-

counting, automatic check-writing and

up to 500 active accounts. Ledgers are

automatically posted using keyboard-

entered data; continuous error-checking

insures database integrity.

STAccounts (Ditek) offers account-

ing for small and medium-size busi-

nesses; it features stock control, sales,

batch invoicing, order entry, accounts

payable/receivable, customer lists and

reports. It also has a full GEM interface

and extensive help facilities.

dLedger, dlnvoice, dOrder, dPur-

chases, dStatements and dPayables

(SBT Corporation) are well-tested ac-
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counting programs originally written

with dBase III for the IBM PC, brought

to the ST using dBMan and then com-

piled: dLedger is for general

ledger/finance; dlnvoice does billing,

inventory control and accounts receiva-

ble; dOrder handles sales order

processing; dPurchase performs pur-

chase order processing; dStatements

handles accounts receivables; and dPay-

ables covers accounts payable and

check writing.

B.E.S.T. Business Management and

General Ledger (B.E.ST.) are a complete

package designed to help non-

computer- oriented businesspeople be-

come productive quickly. Business

Management includes inventory serv-

ices, accounts payable/receivable, check

and order processing, and general

ledger. The General Ledger section, a

complete double-entry bookkeeping

system, is also available separately.

Sales-Pro, Video-Pro and Fuel-Pro

(Hi-Tech Advisors) are designed for

small businesses. Sales-Pro is a com-

plete point-of-sale and inventory con-

trol program for wholesale, retail or

mail-order businesses, with perpetual

inventory control, cash-drawer support,

transaction records, password protec-

tion and variable discounts. Video-Pro

handles most aspects of video store

management, including rentals, returns,

sales, accounts receivable, inventory

control and tracking, customer records

and transaction receipts. Fuel-Pro is

designed for managing one or more gas

stations, with complete inventory con-
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trol, reorder lists, merchandise tags,

E.P.A. tank reports and total gas sales

reports, with up to 99 locations and up

to 9 shifts per day per location.

Ifyou'd like to see more articles like this

one, circle 226 on the Reader Service Card.

Products Mentioned
• Idris Operating System, $300. Com-

puter Tools International, Inc., 14900

lnterurban Ave, Seattle, WA 98168,

(206) 243-7060.

CIRCLE 227 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• CrystalWriter Plus and Crystal

Document Management System,

price unavailable at presstime Syn-

tactics Corporation, 4655 Old Iron-

sides Drive, Suite 400, Santa Clara,

CA 95054, (408) 727-6400.

CIRCLE 228 ON READER SERVICE CARD

- LEX P*D*Q, $325-395 and LEXET,

$165-200. Trajectory Software, Inc.,

555 Goffle Road, Ridgewood, NJ

07450, (201) 447-5656.

CIRCtE 229 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• Word Era, price unavailable at press-

time. Tigera Corporation, 350 Bridge

Parkway, Redwood City, CA 94065,

(415)594-9981.

CIRCLE 230 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• Fusion, available initially only from

Atari, Inc. Network Research Corpo-

ration, 2380 North Rose Avenue, Ox-

nard, CA 93030, (805) 485-2700.

CIRCtE 231 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• PromiseLAN, price unavailable at

presstime. Moses Computer, Inc.,

15466 Los Gatos Blvd., Suites 109-

137, Los Gatos, CA 95032, (408)

370-7979.

CIRCLE 232 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• Micro RTX (developer's kit), $250

and Advanced Business Systems,

$6,950-9,950. Beckemeyer Develop-

ment Tools, 478 Santa Clara Avenue,

Oakland, CA 94610, (415) 452-1129.

CIRCLE 233 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• Business Operating System

(BOS/5), $112.50; BOS/Finder,

$112.50; BOS/Planner, $112.50;

BOS/Writer, $112.50; BOS/Auto-

Clerk, $112.50; BOS/Accounts

Receivable, $137.50; BOS/Accounts

Payable, $137 50; BOS/General

Ledger. $137 50; BOS/Inventory

Control, $137.50; BOS/Invoicing,

$75.00; BOS/Sales Order Process-

ing, $225.00; and BOS/MicroCOBOL,

$112.50. BOS National, Inc., 2607

Walnut Hill Lane, Dallas, TX 75229,

(214) 956-7722.
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Dac-Easy Accounting, $99.95. DAC

Software, Inc., 4801 Spring Valley

Rd., Bldg. 110-B, Dallas. TX 75244,

(214) 458-0038.

CIRCLE 235 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Inventory Manager, $79.95. Regent

Software, 7131 Owensworth, Suite

45A, Canoga Park, CA 91303, (818)

882-2800.

CIRCLE 236 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Synsoft General Ledger, $6995

Synsoft, P.O. Box 561, Allen, TX

75002, (214) 727-2466.

CIRCLE 237 ON READER SERVICE CARD

STAccounts, $149.95. ISD Marketing,

2651 John St, Unit 3, Markham In-

dustrial Park, Markham, Ontario, L3R

6G4 Canada, (416) 479-1880.

CIRCLE 238 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SBT Database Accounting Library,

including dLedger, $295-395;

dlnvoice, $195-295; dOrder, $195-

295; dPurchase, $195-295; dState-

ments, $70-100; and dPayables,

$295-395. SBT Corporation, One

Harbor Drive, Sausalito, CA 94965,

(415) 331-9900.
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B.E.S.T. Business Management,

$395 and B.E.S.T. General Ledger,

$79.95. B.E.S.T (Business Electronics

Software and Technology), Inc., P.O.

Box 230519, Tigard, OR 97223,

(503) 653-2544.

CIRCLE 240 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sales-Pro, $99; Video-Pro, $199 and

Fuel-Pro, $199. Hi-Tech Advisors,

P.O. Box 7524, Winter Haven, FL,

(813) 294-1885.
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Tel: 602 463-1991

FORWARD AU ORDERS TO: 8341 East Evans Road

Suite 106
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ALL STATEMENTS AND DESCRIPTIONS ON THIS PRICE LIST ARE BELIEVED TO BE CORRECT AT TIME OF PRINTING. MODEL AVAILABILITY AND PRICES ARE SUBJECTTO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.
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The STilt
Economical Organization

for your 520/1040 ST*
$29.95

STOP stacking your disk drives and CRT up on old books. With The STilt

your disk drives will become instantly accessible. The unique construction

firmly secures two micro floppy disk drives and provides a stable platform
for a CRT, without obstructing ventilation. Fabricated from durable flame
retardant plastic, the STilt is lightweight yet strong, and the small footprint

is ideal for limited spaces, perfect for the college student.
To order your STilt, send a check or money order for $29.95 plus $3.00 shipping and handling (Illinois residents
also add 6.5% sales tax) per STilt to: "The STilt"; at the address below.

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. No C.O.D.s, credit cards NOT ^*^^~ ^^f^t^lC^Q^T
accepted. P.eturn authorization required. Prices subject io change without A^M Om\ LJ I II\I^^H I
notice. Please include a phone number with your order. Have a modem? B^r-^"" ^^^K^^m r\\)ll 1^\JI II !j

Dlal-ln your order and receive a 5% discount. 30011200 Baud available at ^HM^fcV t^mk TPPIiUfll flRTFC
(312)520-7812, when connected, type "into" In response to the login: prompt. ^V ^MHiiVaiiW I LUnnULUUlLZJ
RONSAT Technologies Inc. 368 Lexington Drive Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (312) 520-8003 login: info (312) 520-7812
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THE START

SELECTOR
A REVVED-UP REPLACEMENT FOR YOUR FILE SELECTOR

by CHARLES JOHNSON

w hen I first got my ST,

one of the most con-

fusing things about it

was the strange "Item Selector" box that

kept popping up in every program I

used. It was pretty obvious that the Item

Selector was used to save and load files,

and was some kind of standard GEM
object, but many aspects of its opera-

tion were extremely mysterious. To

complicate matters, the manual that

came with my computer made no men-

tion of it at all!

For instance, how could I get the

thing to read drive B: in my two-drive

system? After a few hundred unneces-

sary disk swaps, I finally noticed the

line labelled "Directory:", there was a

drive letter on that line! I moved the

edit cursor to that line with the Up ar-

row key, typed in a new drive letter,

and, indoctrinated by years of computer

use, pressed the Return key. Hey,

where'd that Item Selector go? After lots

of frustration, 1 realized that 1 needed to

type in the drive letter, and then click

the mouse somewhere inside the file

window instead of pressing Return.

Sheesh.

Giving GEM An Overhaul
The START Selector is a complete

replacement for the standard ST file
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The ST's file selector is that box that pops up to let you

choose a file. It's a lot like the weather—everyone

complains, but no one does anything about it. Until

now, that is. Slip the START Disk into your drive, turn on

your ST and trade in that old, tired, worn-out file selec-

tor for this year's racier model—the START Selector!

You 'II find the program STSELECT.PRG
in the AUTO folder and the source code
in the file STSELECT.ARC on your START Disk.

selector, maintaining total compatibility

with the original while adding many

new and useful features. After you in-

stall it, any program that calls the

dreaded Item Selector box will automat-

ically use the START Selector instead.

This includes just about every major

program written for the ST- including

1st Word, ST BASIC, GFA BASIC, Flash,

DEGAS Elite, CAD-3D, Spectrum 512

and Cyber Paint. Of course, the START

Selector won't work with programs that

use their own file selector instead of

calling the built-in one. But I've tested it

with literally hundreds of ST programs,

public domain and commercial, and

haven't found one incompatibility.

The START Selector program's name

is STSELECT.PRG. You'll find it on your

START Disk in the folder named AUTO.

To install the Selector, simply slip the

disk in Drive A and turn on your ST.

The START Selector is now installed, but

you will want to copy STSELECT.PRG to

the AUTO folder in the boot disk you

usually use so that it will be installed

every time you power up your com-

puter. Unlike some programs, it doesn't

matter whether STSELECT.PRG runs

first, last, or somewhere in the middle



of your list of AUTO programs.

You can also run START Selector

from the GEM desktop by double-

clicking on its program name in a file

window. If you use this method, a copy-

right notice will appear, and you'll be

asked whether you really want to install

the START Selector Click on the button

marked "Install" and say goodbye to the

Item Selector! The START Selector will

remain installed until you press the

Reset button or turn your ST off.

The START Selector works on all

models of ST computer, including the

Megas, in all three resolutions, it's also

compatible with GDOS.

What's So Good About It?

The START Selector makes it very easy

to look at the files on a different disk

drive-no more jumping from mouse to

keyboard to mouse. There's a con-

venient array of buttons labelled A
through P, representing the 16 possible

logical drives which can be connected

to the ST. Changing to another drive is

as simple as single- clicking one of the

16 buttons. The START Selector deter-

mines how many drives are actually in-

stalled, and the inactive drive buttons

are greyed-out ("disabled"). To get the

current directory after you have

swapped disks, click on that drive's let-

ter. If you double-click one of the drive

buttons, the START Selector will display

the amount of free space left on the disk

in that drive.

One of the first things you'll notice

about the START Selector is that it's

quite a bit larger than the systems selec-

tor. The file window now shows up to

16 files at once, instead of the 9 files al-

lowed by the GEM Item Selector The up

and down arrows, slider and scroll bar

all work in exactly the same way as be-

fore. Selecting files in the window is ex-

actly the same as before. You may either

single-click a filename and then click

the OK button, or double-click a file-

name to select it in one step. Subdirec-

tories (folders) are entered with a single

click. To back out of folders, click on

Figure 1: The START Selector

the close box in the upper left of the file

window.

There's another shortcut for backing

out of nested subdirectories to any level

or to the main directory. If you double-

click on a folder name on the "Path

Specification" line at the bottom of the

START Selector, you will instantly back

out to that level, without having to step

through the folders one at a time To

back out all the way to the main direc-

tory, double-click on the drive letter or

anywhere before the first backslash

("V) on that line. And, if you prefer,

you may still edit the "Path Specifica-

tion" line directly.

At the bottom of the START Selector's

file window, you'll see a box showing

the number of files in the current direc-

tory, with right and left arrows at either

end. Clicking on these arrows will cause

the file window to scroll through and

display the size, time of last change (in

24-hour format) and date of last change

for each file in the window. The file

window is fully active when you're

showing the size, time, or date; you can

scroll up or down, enter and back out

of subdirectories, or select files. When-

ever you change drives or re-read a

directory, the file window is reset to

show filenames again.

Underneath the dnve buttons on the

right side of the START Selector is a but-

ton labelled "#.#'! Clicking on this but-

ton causes the current search specifica-

tion (such as "*.DOC" or"*.PRG") to

be replaced by "#.*". This is a quick

way to show all files in the current

directory. The previous search spec is

saved in the button, so it can be

replaced simply by clicking on it again.

If you try to read a directory in the
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GEM Item Selector that contains more

than 100 files, you'll only see the first

100. For hard disk users especially, this

limit can be frustrating- it's easy to ac-

cumulate more than 100 files in a hard

disk subdirectory! The START Selector

expands this limit to 300 files, which

should be more than enough- After all,

the desktop itself can only display 256

files in a window.

There is one Item Selector bug that

START Selector shares -because it's a

bug in the ST's operating system, not in

the file selector code. If you type an un-

derscore character on the "Path

Specification" line, the system will die a

horrible death. Solution? Don't type an

underscore on that line! You can type

underscores on the "Selection" line all

you want, however. This bug is fixed in

the version of TOS in the Megas (the

•'Witter ROMs")

Tricking The
Operating System
The START Selector is written entirely in

assembly language for maximum speed

and compactness. A very fast im-

plementation of the Quick Sort al-

gorithm is used to sort the filenames al-

phabetically, much faster than the Item

Selector does- If you're not a program-

mer, or you're not interested in how the

START Selector performs its prestidigita-

tion, you can stop reading now and ex-

periment with STSELECT.PRG.

To understand how the START Selec-

tor works, we have to look at what hap-

pens at the lowest level of the system

when an ST application calls an AES or

VDI function. The application prepares

for the call by placing various

parameters into a set of arrays (one of

the parameters is the number of the

call), and putting the address of a table

of pointers to these arrays in register Dl,

and a magic word ($C8 for AES, $73 for

VDI) in register DO. Then the applica-

tion executes a TRAP #2 instruction,

which is vectored through address $88.

In other words, when the 68000 en-

counters a TRAP #2, it jumps to the ad-
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dress contained in memory location

$88- This address is normally some-

where in the ST's ROM, where the sys-

tem processes all AES/VD1 calls.

This is where the START Selector

finds a hook to intercept the calls to the

file selector. The ROM address in loca-

tion $88 is replaced by the address of

the START Selector code- The selector

code then checks each AES call as it

comes through the TRAP #2 vector,

looking in each application's parameter

arrays for the number of the AES

fsef_input call and letting any other

AES calls and all VDI calls fall through

to the ROM routines.

v\ *.* 1
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sssss
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Figure 2: File Sizes

This seemed to be a fairly straight-

forward procedure, but when I first be-

gan programming the START Selector, I

couldn't seem to keep it installed. It

would work fine for a little while and

then suddenly the old Item Selector

would return, with no warning, in all its

hideous mediocrity When 1 checked

the TRAP #2 vector, it was indeed

pointing at the ROM address again! Ob-

viously GEM was occasionally replacing

its address in the TRAP vector for some

reason.

So out came the debugger for some

very lengthy and tedious tracing

through TRAPs and ROM code. 1 finally

found (three weeks later) that GEM
replaced the TRAP #2 vector immedi-

ately before using a Bios call to reset the

critical error vector (at $404). Therefore

I decided to steal the Bios trap as well,

and watch for that call to come through

(setexec, #5). Now when 1 detect that

call, I check first to make sure it's com-

ing from the ROM (so it's not a pro-

gram's call), and then replace the ad-

dress of the START Selector code in $88,

since I know the system has just tried to

take the TRAP #2 vector back before

making the setexec call. Simple and ele-

gant? Well, no, but it passes my main

criterion for evaluating software perfor-

mance: it works.

If you want to examine the tech-

niques I've used in more depth, the as-

sembly listing for the START Selector is

included on this issue's disk in the

compressed file STSELECTARC. (Refer

to the disk instructions page if you are

unsure about how to unarc a file.) This

code is written for the Atari macro as-

sembler, MAD MAC, but if you wish to

re-assemble it with another package it

shouldn't be too hard to convert to your

assembler's format.

The Wrap-Up
With its speed and convenience, the

START Selector may just change the way

you use your ST forever. In fact, I predict

that after you use the START Selector

just once, you'll go back to using the

standard file selector only under threat

of having your ST replaced with a Com-

modore 64. Happy selecting!

Ij you'd like to see more articles like this,

circle 201 on the Reader Service Card.

Charles Johnson is a professional musi-

cian. He became interested in computer

programming after buying an Atari 400

back in 1980.



CLIP ART!
Quality Images for use with:

• Supercharged EasyDraw
• Fleetstreeet Publishers

• Publishing Partner
• First Word Plus

Calamus

Disk 1 : Computer, Office, Music, School, Travel, Trans.

Disk 2 : Business, Sports, Animals, Party, Religious

Disk 3 : Food, Borders, Medicine, Old West, Newsletter

Disk 4 : Hands, Seasons, Pirates, Tools, Personal, America
Disk 5 : Theater, Corners, Zoo, Menu, Outdoor
Disk 6 : Adman's Special: Computer Products

$1 9.95
per disk

(Add $2.50 P&Hperorder)

Magnetic Images Co.
P.O. Box 17422, Phoenix, AZ 85011

(602) 265-7849

(Formerly The Font Factory) Dealer inquiries welcome.

Master Tracks «Jr.

Personal MIDI
Recording Studio
For the Atari ST *..

$129.95

5§=\.

CIRCLE 056 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 038 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The GEM programmer's

package of the year!
Pro Pascal or Pro Fortran-77 compiler

GEM-based 4-window editor

Programmer's workbench

Linker

Librarian

Run-time library

Complete set of 190 GEM bindings for

Pro Pascal or Pro Fortran-77

Symbolic debugger

Cross referencer

Syntax checker

250 pages of language documentation

250 pages of GEM VDI documentation

250 pages of GEM AES documentation

Need we say more?

The price: $149

Prospero GEM Pascal and Prospero GEM
Fortran-77 each cost just $149 + $10 shipping

and will be available from September 1987. Call

011-441-741 8531 for a free info pack or to order

(Visa, MC, Amex). Upgrade available for exist-

ing users. Our mailing address is Prospero Soft-

ware Ltd, 190 Castelnau, London SW13 9DH,

England. Fax 011-441-748 9344. Telex

881 4396. GEM is a trademark of Digital Research.

Prospero Software
^FLANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

LONDON SW13 9DH. ENGLAND TEL 01 1 TELEX 8814396

CIRCLE 060 ON READER SERVICE CARD



-ADVERTISERS LIST-

Be sure to mention START when contacting these advertisers—all of whom support the Atari ST Computer.

READER SERVICE NO. PAGE NO.

ABBY'S SOFTWARE 002 102

ALPHA SYSTEMS 003 80

ALPHA TECH COMPUTER 069 101

ANTIC 68

ANTIC CATALOG 24,25

AVANTE GARDE 001 37

COMPUSERVE 007 97

COMPUTABILITY 005 15

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER 006 74,75

COMPUTER REPEATS 026 101

DATA PACIFIC 008 65

DIGITAL VISION 016 102

DIRECT MICRO 012 95

DRT'S MUSIC SOFTWARE 010 88

FORESIGHT RESOURCES 090 11

GUITAR SHACK PLUS 011 40

HARTECH USA LTD 014 109

HI-TECH ADVISORS 017 102

ISD 019 62

ISD 020 115

ISD 021 50

ISD 022 32

KAWAI 004 20,21

LOOKING GLASS SOFTWARE 009 100

LYCO 015 13

MAD SCIENTIST SOFTWARE 027 89

MAD SCIENTIST SOFTWARE 028 102

MAGNETIC IMAGES 056 113

MARK WILLIAMS 023 4

MEGABYTE 045 96
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MEGAMAX 025 79

MICHTRON 029 116

MICHTRON 030 72

MICROTYME 071 49
MUSIC TECHNOLOGIES 35

NAVARONE 055 105

NEOCEPT 032 9

NICE 8, SOFTWARE 031 12

PASSPORT 038 113

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS 058 36

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS 059 88

PROCO PRODUCTS 033 89

PROSPERO SOFTWARE 060 113

PSYGNOSIS 037 81

RON SAT TECHNOLOGIES 018 109

SOFTLOGIK 068 2

SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS 042 85

SONUS CORP. 034 7

ST Plus 039 93

START 18

STERLING 061 96

SUBLOGIC 040 55

SUPRA 024 3

TECHWAY 072 96

TERRIFIC CORP. 041 41

TRUE BASIC 062 43

VERSASOFT 063 22

VOID PRODUCTIONS 064 12

WEDGEWOOD RENTAL 036 96

WORDPERFECT 065 17

This list is provided as a courtesy to our advertisers. START does not guarantee accuracy or comprehensiveness.

-ADVERTISING SALES-

Phoebe Thompson Associates

15640 Gardenia Way
Los Gatos, CA 95030
PHOEBE THOMPSON

406-356-4994

The Path's Group
4761 W. Touhy Ave.

Lincolnwood, IL 60646 (

MICHAEL MOONEY
312-679-1100^

II advertising materials to

DEBRA K. STELLA
Advertising Production Coordinator

START Magazine
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

Garland Associates

10 Industrial Park Rd.

Hingham, MA 02043
JOHN A. GARLAND

617-749-5852

Advertising Sales Director

JOHN TAGGART
START Magazine
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415) 957-0886
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ACCOUNTING PACKAGES

WRITTEN FOR PEOPLE

NOT COMPUTERS!

Accounts™ 2.0 & STAccounts 1.0
Integrated Accounting (GEM®)

*Accounts now available for Atari ST, Mega ST and Atari PC

Accounts'" and STAccounts are a brand new concept to solve the

accounting headaches of small and medium sized companies
specifically for the first time user of a business computer system.

STAccounts&Accountsare written totally within Digital Research's

"GEM" environment fully utilizing graphics, mouse capabilities

and keyboard commands. Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,

inventory Control and General Ledger are totally integrated allow-

ing full and immediate communication within the program. Batch

Invoicing and Order Entry for both sales and purchases are han-

dled by the system and all printed output from the computer can

be altered, amended, or entirely reconfigured by the user to suit

their specific needs utilizing the powerful report generator.

Partial List of Features

Accounts Receivable (A/R) — Integrated with A/P, G/L & l/C

Account Numbers and/or Names. Customers Names and

Addresses. Invoicing/Statements. Credit Limit. 10 Tax Rates.

Accounts Payable {A/P) — Integrated with A/R, G/L & l/C

Account Numbers and/or Names. Supplier Addresses. Remittance

Advice/Statements.

Inventory Control (l/C) — Integrated with A/R, A/P & G/L
10 Product Goups. Turnover by Quantity and Value. Alpha Item

Lists, invoice Information Editing.

General Ledger (G/L) — Integrated with A/R, A/P & l/C

256 G/L Accounts. Immediate Account Access. Account Details

Including Budget. Variance Percentages- Budget vs. Actuals.

Help — Provided on screen wherever you are in the program.

Report Generator— A powerful tool integrated into the system

that allows you to reconfigure, alter, amend or create new reports.

Accounts include such default reports as: Back Orders, Sales Turn-

over, Aged Rec/Payables, Statements, Purchase Turnover, Mailing

List, Price List, Inventory Turnover, Reorder, Inventory Report,

Profit/Loss Statement, Trial Balance and Balance Sheet, etc.

Special Features of Accounts 2.0

Check Writer, Multiple Bank Accounts, Hard Disk Compatible,

Ship To Addresses, Tutorial Guide, 40 Line Per Invoice, Mouse or

Keystroke, Operation, Adjustable Printer Driver Spec, P.O. Num-
bers on Invoices, Cash Transactions, Brought Forward Balances on
Sales.

Gem is a Trademark of Digital Research Inc. Other computer and software names are

Trademarks and or tradenames of their respective manufacturers.

See your local Atari dealer, or to order call 1-416-479-1880

ISD Marketing, Inc., 2651 John Street, Unit 3, Markham, Ontario

L3R 2W5, Canada. Tel.: (416) 479-1880

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

CIRCLE 020 ON READER SERVICE CARD



MichTron brings you two
exciting new ST Applications

Q?ft Artist
(GFA Artist) contains every passible graphic and animation

function one couldpossibly ever use..." (ST World, Sept. 87).

Artists and Animators rejoice! A superior, full

featured Paint and Animation application is now
available.

GFA ArtW allows 1 088 colors on the screen In a
static lo-res picture. You can work In medium and
low resolution at once and switch between resolu-

tions without rebooting. GFA ArtW Is automatically

compatible with all screen formats (D.E.G.A.S.™.

Neochrome™ . Colorstar™, and Art Director™).

NEO-colorcycling is also supported, as Is the ability

to automatically convert a specific screen from

one resolution to another.
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Film files containing your artwork can be freely

distributed to friends. You can merge film files to

produce films of up to 20,000 frames.

Experience the exhilaration of using an appli-

cation that liberates your creativity. Don't settle for

another ordinary paint program, buy GFA ;
;
.iits{

and revel in the possibilities.

Requires I MB ol RAM and a color monitor.

$79.95

The Juggler

There has never been an adequate GEM
switching program available for the Atari ST —
until now. 'He Jnggfer fills the void by letting you
keep up to seven GEM applications in memory at

the same time. Access to any one of them Is just

a few mouse clicks away.
Now you can take full advantage of the ST's

huge memory capacity by loading all the appli-

cations you need at once, and switching quickly

between them. Any application that works cor-

rectly with desk accessories should work with :iu,

•

Loading an application Is simply a matter of

clicking the Load button In Tkt Juggler's Switch
Board window and selecting the desired applica-
tion from a standard File Select Box. You can
even save a set of programs to disk so they will be
loaded automatically the next time litJuggler Is

run.

NO Atari ST Is complete without itu Juggler.
Stop struggling between multiple applications,

acquire <Hu Juggler, and discover what It means
to be a power user.

d»/«Q QC

For more information

on these or other programs,
~ ask for our latest catalog!

MichTron
576 S. Telegraph, Pontiac, Ml 48053

Orders and Information (313) 334-5700
'

Dealer inquiries welcome.

Visa and Mastercard accepted.


